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Executive Summary
The purpose of this work is to conceptually synthesise the major ideas relevant to
contemporary crime prevention through environmental design in the public realm.
It aims to set crime prevention and reduction in the public realm in an intellectual,
theoretical, historical and evolutionary context, to

understand, appreciate and

elaborate the practical place of present-day CPTED in the suite of crime reduction
strategies currently available – for practitioners. Also incorporated is a range of
intervention policies and governance strategies, and methods of evaluating postintervention effects - of utility to crime management personnel.
Towards this end, a conceptual structure - a unique ‘CPTED Framework Synthesis’ has been developed according to the three primary principles of the Crime
Prevention through Environmental Design approach (Surveillability, Accessibility and
Territoriality), enriched with overarching

socio-spatial and community-security

paradigm; and associated management and intervention policies and strategies.
A core principle inherent in all crime reduction approaches is: situational opportunity
potential – the complex way in which individuals in varying ‘communities’ and crime
perpetrators alike, conceive of the prospective nature of places - and behave,
respectively, within the possibilities built-in to the setting.
Each setting is unique; yet each also responds to common-sense practices based on
the same security principles. Underlying the framework rationale, thus, is the
contention that socio-spatial principles embedded in it, such as visibility, legibility and
appropriation, or the ‘symbolic language of place’, apply to greater or lesser degrees
in all situations, all places, public and private; and at all times.
In the elaboration of the Framework Synthesis, a range of representative and
specific places in the public realm are integrated (train stations, public squares,
public housing domains...) - providing examples of the application of the principles,
but not intended as a design guide.
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A ‘Summary Matrix’ is presented as a one-page outline of principles, to serve as a
practical aid for CPTED practitioners when considering the multitude of
interdependent factors making up the situational reality of the public realm in cities.
The Matrix also serves to outline the structure of the Framework Synthesis
elaboration, the body of this report, where the inclusion of each module is
rationalized and discussed.
1

Introduction and Rationale: The Concept Framework

The approach taken in the development of the conceptual framework is holistic:
multi-faceted, intra-disciplinary, triangulated. The matrix is thus an eclectic synthesis
– aiming to represent best practice crime reduction strategies for the public realm.
Managing and countering crime in the public realm is too complex an issue for one
disciplinary approach to suffice; and an enormous diversity of pertinent literature is
available for evaluation, nationally and internationally. Psychological, experiential,
communal, social, economic, cultural, civic, governance, design and spatial factors
are all implicated, inter alia. This broad background is the setting for the framework
structure, and is reflected, in précis, in it.
Because the conceptual framework is considered to be generic and not specific, its
elements should be generally applicable, to a greater or lesser degree, in any given
situation. Aspects of Surveillability, Accessibility and Territoriality will apply,
irrespective of whether the public realm setting is a transit node or city street or
square, or neighbourhood or precinct. Same for buildings (although evaluations
relevant for buildings per se are not the focus of attention in this framework).
And, logically, the more modules in the framework taken into consideration, the
greater the likelihood that crime, anti-social behaviour and victimization should be
offset - along with the accompanying levels of fear; and with corresponding liveability
benefits.
At the core of the framework is the concept: situational opportunity potential – how
people conceive of places - how

personalized previous experience interprets
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‘affordances’ or possibilities present or latent in the social and spatial setting - and
behave respectively: opportunistically, or rationally, or irrationally...
In other words, through interpretations of conceptual information available on
prospective opportunities in the designed environment, individuals make decisions which become manifest as spatial behaviour.
The extent to which people are aware of these in-built cues, and act accordingly, is
ambiguous and complex. The better practitioners can estimate and assimilate these
potential social and spatial factors the more likely best practice might emerge.
Since design guidelines do not include user perceptions and experiences they
should be carefully applied, and treated as performance objectives not prescriptive
standards ie places should be able to attain the desired end by any number of
means. And evaluations of efficacy are always required to rationalise any crime
reduction intervention, which include information from occupant surveys.
A particular pitfall to be avoided in applied crime reduction practice is the
deterministic expectation that physical design can modify attitudes and behaviours in
a linear and intentional fashion. Simplistic formulas cannot be expected to result in
best practice crime reduction; thus the summary concept matrix is a practical aid towards mitigating the reductionist application of ‘rules’ set in guidelines.
Developmentally, crime and delinquency prevention approaches have gone through
many phases over the decades, initially largely overlooking spatial parameters and
concentrating on physiological and disposing characteristics and social factors such
as anomie and poverty distributions, then over-emphasising spatial factors like
environmental design, defensibility and target hardening as remedies, and now
settling on a more coherent relationship in proper consideration of the complexity of
the issue.
This complex development is intended to be reflected in the framework synthesis
modules; while the summary matrix outlines these cross-disciplinary principles.
Understanding the philosophy of this human environmental and ecological science is
required for its effective application.
6

2

The Framework Factors: in brief

Situational opportunity potential reframed within the CPTED triadic set incorporates
psycho-socio-spatial,

community-security,

risk:reward,

routine

behaviour

rationalisations, and social inclusion and exclusion parameters – as well as
environmental design as applied to both the built and landscaped environments.
Within the Surveillability principle aspects considered relevant and elaborated are:
visibility, light, sightlines, electronic surveillance and policing. Accessibility
parameters considered are: permeability, mobility, isolation, symbolism and
gatekeeping. Territoriality principles cover: ambience, malaise indicators, fear:
victimization, perception of safety, and human factors.
The Management parameters considered in the framework are focused on
intervention strategies of various kinds. The particular effectiveness of interagency
partnerships is clearly the central focus of attention, worldwide. Other important
strategies are: mandated CPTED in Development Applications; Design Guidelines,
and policies aimed at controlling alcohol premise impacts on their adjacent public
precincts; and suggested related directions for possible research and development.
Evaluation methodologies conclude the framework. Where evidence is available,
and has been unearthed in the review of the literature, it is included. These
evidence-based metrics, indicative of crime reduction, range from the strategic
targeting by police of problem settings and problem individuals, and the
epidemiological spatial mapping of crime incidents informing the geography of crime,
to safety audits, victimization surveys, and the establishment of crime prevention
observatories – where information is accumulated, evaluated and disseminated.
Below, the Summary Matrix structure of an Interactional CPTED Framework, and the
germane elements embodied in it, are presented.
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Overview of Major Crime Reduction Approaches - which set the research

context for the CPTED framework - follows, before elaboration on the elements
contained in the Framework.
Crime prevention is variously defined. In legal terms: as “any action or technique
employed by individuals or public agencies aimed at the reduction of damage
caused by acts defined as criminal by the state” (Hughes 2001:63); but includes a
wide range of activities and initiatives other than those purely legally defined.
Approaches to crime prevention, similarly, reflect different perspectives on the
causes of crime - structural, psychological and circumstantial (Pease 1997).

A

general working distinction can be made between social and situational strategies,
the latter being fundamentally concerned with opportunity reduction (Clarke 1992/97;
Hughes 2001) and the former with community partnerships. Again, one without the
other is meaningless.
3.1

Historical Precursors

An urban ecological approach began to evolve early in the twentieth century with the
seminal insights of Park and Burgess (Park, Burgess & McKenzie, 1925: The City);
and was further developed in the 1940s by other prominent researchers (Faris and
Dunham 1939; Shaw and McKay, 1942), all Faculty at the Chicago School of Urban
Sociology.
The central notion understood competition for scarce land and resources ‘naturally’
separating populations into ‘ecological niches’ or spatial zones. The spatialecological distribution of urban crime was then mapped. Evidently, the out-migration
from the centre of the more fortunate groups (termed ‘succession’) resulted in the
generation of ‘concentric rings’ - where the socially disadvantaged became
concentrated towards the centre of the city with the more-fortunate populating
progressively outer zones. Both offence and offender rates were seen to be highest
in the central zones while decreasing towards the peripheries. In like fashion,
psychological disorders like schizophrenia and depression were highest in the
central anomic zones (Faris & Dunham mapped Chicago in 1939). Simultaneously,
another eminent Chicago School researcher, Louis Wirth (1938), was introducing
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sociological (rather than spatial) concepts - under a ‘social area analysis’ rubric,
identifying issues such as segregation and social rank as factors affecting wellbeing.
Much later, Silver et al, 2002, would corroborate Faris and Dunham’s work,
examining relationships between ‘neighbourhood structural characteristics
and

mental

disorder’,

showing

associations

between

neighbourhood

disadvantage and depression and substance abuse disorder, and between
residential mobility and schizophrenia, depression and substance abuse.
Mental ill-health is a major and under-appreciated component of populations
in general, but is especially true of socially-housed aggregations where the
allocation policy provides primarily for the most vulnerable people, as in
Australia currently.
These earlier crimino-centric socio-spatial patterns - ie crime prone concentrations in
social systems and spatial settings - were however altered, over time, as
preferences and expectations and policies changed. When, for instance,
disadvantaged urbanites were redistributed en masse from inner areas to outer
estates in the US, UK and Europe ‘they took their behaviours with them’ (Herbert
1979), and these spatial models were confounded. Similarly, with gentrification,
more-fortunate population segments repopulate and upgrade the previously
depressed but well-located inner city precincts, and adaptively re-use obsolete
industrial buildings and warehouses, in creative ways that reinvigorate the public
realm and help naturally secure the areas.
In 1960, the core opportunity notion was further entrenched, when Cloward &
Ohlin envisaged delinquency resulting from poverty and lack of opportunities rather
than personal irresponsibility, and, correspondingly, that such conditions could be
ameliorated through social programs. This related to both ‘strain’ and ‘differential
opportunity’ theory, where social structures (negative opportunity) in society
generate conditions which test people’s civic resolve and ‘encourages’ them to
commit crimes, to attain their needs or satisfy their goals. No spatial evaluations
accompanied these ideas.
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3.2

Environmental Design Emergence

At the same time, seminal thinking about the role of environmental design emerged
when Jane Jacobs (1961) published her strong reactions against mechanistic and
orthodox urban renewal programs that were destroying physically-deteriorated but
community-rich neighbourhoods in American cities. This, Jacobs argued, removed
the natural surveillability potential and sense of responsibility in the public
realm and streets, while suggesting that places designed like (human-scaled)
Greenwich Village with its mix-of-uses were far preferable. Moreover, she derided
the separation of activity areas into segregated zones - a planning legacy that arose
with the influential 1933 Athens Charter dominated by Le Corbusier, reversed the
time-tested ways of city life which had evolved over millennia, impoverishing both
inner and outer areas.
Moving people from complex interactional areas which the community naturally
policed to the peripheral high-rise social housing projects where alienation and
anomie reigned was a conceptual failure which is still being suffered today. Anything
that reduces a sense of community cohesion and feelings of responsibility for
territory are anathema. Jacobs was explicit:... ‘the public peace...is not kept primarily
by the police...[but ]...by an intricate, almost unconscious network of voluntary
controls and standards among the people themselves’ (Jacobs, 1961: 33).
In 1968 Alice Coleman published a controversial book relating design to crime in
over 4,000 peripheral housing estate blocks of flats, in London. These factors
related to height, dwellings per entrance and per block, entrances, play areas and
other spatial elements. The social ecology of the places however was overlooked in
the analysis, although numbers of people and families and child/adult ratios were
evaluated and correlated; so although it remains partial and quantitatively focused,
the information is still relevant.
Social cohesiveness or breakdown is inevitably influenced by the designed
environment in which it takes place.

In particular, social housing estates and

projects are rendered more vulnerable and criminogenic (crime generating) by the
brutalized and homogenized physical-spatial nature of the place. By nature humans
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respond positively to beauty, so our experience of place is paramount, and these
huge and monolithic housing zones are demoralizing and dehumanizing certainly.
3.3

CPTED Thinking

It was also in 1968 that Angel in the USA elaborated the first set of crime
prevention and environmental design factors, still fundamentally in CPTED use
to-day. Opportunism was a central component; and contemporary terminology like
‘spatial-temporal patterns’ was used; importantly, Surveillability, Accessibility and
Territoriality were all elaborated. Community awareness was also mooted, as were
many other parameters central to contemporary CPTED.
This was closely followed and elaborated by Jeffrey who, in 1971, proposed an
approach to crime control focused on prevention, one that would consider the full
array of physical, legal, economic and social characteristics of an offender’s
environment. He called this crime prevention through environmental design,
misnamed even then since his CPTED formulation incorporated design of the
environment and community organization and social control.
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design is a misnomer. ‘Design alone
cannot prevent or cause crime; but can enhance or diminish opportunity potential in
the built environment, and thus influence the extent to which criminal and offensive
acts are more or less likely to occur.

In-built environmental cues, rather, affect

interpretations of opportunities latent in settings, and thus influence the likelihood of
an offence being committed or of a empowered community exerting control.
Moreover, the focus on crime prevention, however germane, is unfortunate. Issues
other than crime per se are also of fundamental importance, specifically: the
experience of fear and of non-criminal, frequently unreported harassment. And,
crucially, the central roles which community groups and responsible individuals
interacting in the public realm play in creating safe-places is not acknowledged in the
CPTED nomenclature’ (Samuels, 2005).
The decisive emergence and significant elaboration of CPTED principles was
immediately followed by Oscar Newman who in 1972 elaborated his also very
influential ‘defensible design’ paradigm. Newman focused on the architectural
aspects of the environment and the ways that design could diminish opportunities for
12

offending. Included were hardening targets, improving surveillance, defining space
to create territorial signals distinguishing between private and public realms, and
improving the general character of the community and thus reducing the perceived
stigmatization of social housing areas. Newman noted differences in crime
occurrence between higher-rise and low-rise public project housing, the former
clearly more problematic. Moreover, from the drawings included in the book, is
evident how the formulation of spaces between the residential blocks varied, the
higher-rise appear ambiguous and unassigned, while the lower-rise configuration
closes around the space and builds-in more surveillability opportunity.
CPTED emerged strongly in the United States during the 1970s and 1980s, along
with a number of closely related place-based crime prevention notions such as
defensible space, environmental criminology and then situational crime prevention.
‘These place-based crime prevention theories are [also] compatible with both
problem-oriented policing and community-oriented policing’. By the end of the first
decade of the 21st Century, Book & Schneider (2010) can also state that ‘evidence of
the effectiveness of place-based crime prevention techniques in mitigating and
preventing crime has been steadily accumulating since their emergence’.
At a similar time to Newman and Jacobs etc, in the USA Brantingham and Faust
(1976), as elaborated by Brantingham and Brantingham (1981/1991), were
developing the notion of ‘environmental criminology’. This approach refers to
primary (opportunity reduction), secondary (modifying behaviour of potential
offenders) and tertiary (treatment of offenders) crime prevention. Bottoms and Wiles
(1997:305) define it as “…the study of crime, criminality and victimisation as they
relate, first, to particular places, and secondly, to the way the individuals and
organizations shape their activities spatially, and in so doing are in turn influenced by
place-based or spatial factors.”
Paul and Patricia Brantingham found differences in crime occurrence between
neighbourhoods and within them, eg at the centre and at the periphery or edge
where the blocks suffered more burglaries. This they attributed to the characteristics
of inner neighbourhood residents and reluctance of offenders to penetrate into the
unfamiliar and more readily protected centre where they could be more readily
identified. Design-wise, an elongated peripheral setting has more ‘skin’ than a
13

compact square setting, and thus a higher risk of burglary. In this approach, the
choice of victims and targets predominates, and environmental cues play a large part
in that opportunity setting. The focus is on the criminal event itself, in space and
time. In sum they argue that ‘criminal events must be understood as confluences of
offenders, victims or criminal targets, and laws in specific settings at particular times
and places’ (1991: 2). Thus: ‘synthesise information for all these dimensions against
the prevailing situational backdrop’.
In 1981, Sally Merry (1981a & 1981b) published two seminal research documents
which reviewed and refined defensible space, and added the fear of crime and social
context as crucial elements of safe spaces; concluding that without community
mobilisation even defensibly designed space can be left undefended. She asked
residents from four socially-separate ethnic groups in a multi-racial, heterogeneous
and high-crime housing project to indicate, on a map, which areas they felt were safe
and which were dangerous. Respondents differed in their perceptions of the same
places, and had different neighbourhood ranges and, moreover, the ethnic groups
perceived each other as strangers; all of which influenced their spatial behaviour,
and their apparent willingness to intervene ie assume a guardianship role. The
generally low levels of resident appropriation (due to the fragmented social fabric)
resulted in even architecturally defensible spaces being left undefended; although in
those few places where residents were able to assert localized territorial control, they
also felt safer.
Similarly, a 'series of subtle design features can undermine' perceptions of an
otherwise defensible design; and residents interpreted narrow dark walkways, low
underpasses and convoluted entrances to buildings as dangerous, fearful places.
Residents developed strategic cognitive maps in order to cope with their fear of
victimization, overlaying their subjective interpretations on the spatial reality, which
then directs and restricts their activities to places they know well.
Those who do elect to intervene, Merry reports, are committed to the neighbourhood,
have lived there a long time, have strong social networks and interact socially in the
neighbourhood.
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She also interviewed young men - who lived and committed robberies there - about
their choice of victims and perceptions of crime opportunities. In cognitive maps they
indicated places good for robberies ie where visibility is poor, and witnesses and
escape routes for victims are few. They avoided places where many people were
able to see them. [Extrapolating from this, it can be said that they too experience
fear - associated with their particular intent - and act in accordance; not unlike
residents who avoid places because there are not enough people in them].
Like crime and fear – which frequently overlap in space and time, but not always –
the relationship between crime and design is not simple or linear by any means.
Merry’s work indicated an incongruity between a sense of danger and the objective
occurrence of crime: between distribution of robberies elicited in the victimization
study and places designated as dangerous by residents. Indeed, half of all robberies
reported took place where defensible design elements were present.
3.4

The advent of inter-disciplinary Environmental Psychology in the mid-

twentieth century enriched the appreciation and understanding of the multifaceted
interrelationships between people and places. This social-spatial relationship
paradigm underlies the entire framework; humans interacting in and reacting to their
environments: physical and non-physical, with the powerful intervention of personal
constructs, beliefs and attitudes, motivations, expectations and evaluations, and past
experiences generally. Environments provide information and can be considered as
behaviour settings, in which people act out their predilections. Seminal work in
Britain in this environment-behaviour field include: David Canter and Terence Lee’s
1974: Psychology and the Built Environment, and Canter’s 1975: Environmental
Interaction; and in the USA, Amos Rapoport’s 1977: Human Aspects of Urban Form.
Other seminal work on images of the environment are Donald Appleyard’s and Kevin
Lynch’s 1964 View from the Road and Lynch’s Image of the City, in 1960. Inter Alia.
Samuels, following in these trends, evaluated The Psychology of Stress: Impact of
the Urban Environment in a 1978 unpublished PhD dissertation.
In the same epoch, Taylor, Gottfredson and Brower (1981), environmental
psychologists, emphasised the tenuous relationship between physical design and
crime, in their work on ‘Territorial Cognitions and Social Climate in Urban
Neighbourhoods. Although defensible space features appeared to reduce both crime
15

and fear this was not as strongly evident as might be expected; in contrast, local
social ties acted on crime and fear both directly and indirectly - via an enhancement
of territorial functioning. Again, they confirmed that physical factors alone cannot be
relied on to preserve local order and feelings of security; and proposed a model that
incorporated physical defensible space features, local social ties, and territorial
functioning. Taylor and colleagues reiterated these insights again, in 1988, and in
1996 - territoriality being proposed as the central component of security.
More recently, Atlas (1991) denoted some spaces as ‘offensible’ ie where criminal or
anti-social or outsider elements take-over an otherwise defensible or safe space and
infuse a sense of danger there. For instance, design elements might inadvertently
benefit the wrong group: ease of sightlines, well defined territories and/or movement
predictors where people can be anticipated to be at certain times etc. Generally, it is
ill-advised to assume a place is safe due to the design cues alone (lighting up a path
into a dark park giving a false sense of security) or due to the presence of CCTV,
which cannot prevent a crime taking place.
These relationships are clearly highly complex, and not amenable to simple rules of
thumb or obvious best practice guidelines.
3.5

Participation and Community: Social Sustainability

So-called ‘Second Generation CPTED’ was floated at the end of the 20 th century by
Saville et al (1998); called SmartGrowth later (2009) - when sustainable design
parameters such as new urbanism transit development elements were added - the
‘goal being to help those who reside in neighbourhoods learn how to create and self-

regulate their own safety in collaboration with service providers such as planners and
police’.
It was presumed to be a new way of thinking, only now incorporating social crime
prevention strategies; albeit this socio-cultural understanding has been inherent in
the discipline since the early decades of the 20 th century, and emphasised by
community-conscious and collaborative practitioners since then. Merry, importantly,
again highlighted the need to include

‘social factors’ in CPTED, in 1981. The

importance of user cognitions and intergenerational beliefs and behaviours have
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illuminated environmental psychological safe-space concepts since mid-century at
least.
In any event, the emergence of proprietary appropriation in the public realm is much
less likely in housing precincts rather than where people protect private property,
however dilapidated their home may be.
Notwithstanding the superfluous second generation nomenclature, the whole
approach does reflect the concurrent and dominant emphasis on integrative
interagency and community participation, local governance and social inclusion,
incorporating interactivity notions where community empowerment via decentralized
responsibility is increasingly valued. Also emphasised is the vital requirement for the
emergence from the ground up of sustainable practices, as well as top-down spatial
and social interventions applied by experts to problematic situations.
At issue is always the depth of participation and its authenticity. Where it is nominal,
as when citizens are asked to reflect on an already well elaborated proposal and
have little expertise themselves, nor financing, this can be considered as largely
symbolic. Arnstein had already developed an eight-phase ‘ladder of citizen
participation’, by 1969. It remains valid today. This spectrum ranges from full citizen
control, through partnerships and consultation phases (defined as ‘token’
participation) down to informing and ultimately manipulation in eighth place (or nonparticipation).
The definition of “community” itself is wide-ranging, and non-consistent in meaning,
but because all communities are made up of individuals, partnering at that level of
transaction is proffered as most effective, irrespective. Such ‘empathetic interaction’
is revealed in the recent UNSW-AHURI research (Samuels et al, 2004) to be a core
concept in crime reduction in housing areas with concentrations of disadvantaged
people. Pride in place is hard won, but one sure route to people’s hearts and minds
is through empathetic personal interaction with them - and once practiced,
proprietary attitudes are unlikely to be abandoned.
Contemporary CPTED retains the classic generic triad, enriched with notions of
social inclusion, sustainable communities and interagency partnerships as integral
parameters, and remains the major applied arena in contemporary crime prevention
17

pursuits, and along with in situ situational remedies covers most of the bases. It is
based on the understanding that a person’s behaviour within the public and private
realm (particularly in terms of the possibility for offending, as well as an individual's
perceptions about their safety) is influenced by the design of that environment. A
motivated individual in an opportune setting is the volatile mix of elements that
design seeks to help avoid. Inevitably, nevertheless, the extraordinarily complex
nature of people-environment interactions intervenes between cause and effect: the
black box between stimulus and response.
3.6

Situational Crime Prevention

SCP approaches tend to be more specific and at smaller scale than CPTED with its
broader focus at the architecture and urban and landscape design scale, focusing on
more readily modifiable opportunity elements - and ways to communicate this. In
essence, CPTED and SCP rely on the same principles: access and surveillability
and territoriality; with the latter particularly focused on reducing specific rewards and
securing unsafe objects and targets, and the former more focused on the public
realm and buildings, and the behavioural cues embedded in their design, which both
offenders and communities interpret. If situational interventions are monodimensional problem-oriented control remedies and do not include partnerships with
communities and citizens, the multi-dimensional roots of crime are not addressed,
and undue reliance is placed on the environment to design out crime and produce a
high quality and liveable environment. Self-evidently, an eclectic approach absorbs
any elements considered appropriate and utilitarian from any disciplinary silo, and
application of all of the above illuminates best practice approaches.
The notion of situational crime prevention originated in the British Home Office
Research Unit in the early 1970’s but draws heavily on American precursors like
defensible space and CPTED and environmental criminology. It is a preventative
approach primarily concerned with reducing opportunities for crime through
measures targeted to specific types of crime, involving particular interventions in the
physical environment. Another triad of factors is established: offender-victim/targetlocation/setting. The fundamental aim is to increase effort and risk and reduce the
rewards of crime, as perceived by offenders (Clarke 1992). Clearly, the community is
missing from this equation.
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Environmental design that consciously attempts to make it more difficult and risky to
commit specific crimes in specific settings is known as situational crime prevention –
a form of psycho-spatial cost-benefit perception. Types of crime thought to respond
well to such situational measures include graffiti and vandalism, theft and robbery,
and trespassing ie crime highly concentrated on particular people, places, facilities
and things.
Understanding repeat offenders and repeat victims and ‘hot products’ (Clarke, 2004)
underlies this approach ie a small proportion of offenders commit a disproportionate
amount of crimes, certain vulnerable places or ‘risky facilities’ are criminocentric and
criminogenic (social housing domains, and/or particular building typologies within
them - as a case in point), and certain things are stolen more frequently than others
(those that are transportable and resalable, eg). Clarke (1999) identifies particular
targets for theft by the acronym CRAVED: concealable, removable, accessible,
valuable, enjoyable and disposable.
Some critique of situational crime prevention claims exists. Namely: that it is
simplistic and managerial, and non-inclusive of the community. At the same time
there are some 25 preventive techniques itemised by Clarke that are likely to have
an impact on crime reduction albeit not dealing with the root causes of the crime but
rather with symptomatic remedies.
Any situation, nevertheless - however crime prone or risky - is inevitably impacted by
non-situational factors such as personal predispositions, peer pressures, poor role
models and household poverty including social ills arising from broken homes and
unemployed single-parent households, and the tendency of disaffected and angry
youths to congregate together and/or form delinquent gangs...and so on.
Clearly, however, increased effort and risk reduce perceived rewards and increase
the likelihood of being apprehended.
Both situational end environmental criminology are informed by two powerful
contemporary criminogenic paradigms that help explain and locate criminal events –
rational choice theory (Clark and Cornish, 1985) and routine activity theory (Cohen
and Felson, 1979). Both embody two complementary notions: opportunistic decision-
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making and conscious intent, with socio-spatial settings interpreted here as
situational contingencies acting as catalysts for criminal behaviour.
Routine Activity seeks to explain how changes in society expand or contract
opportunities for crime…as mediated by the supply of suitable targets (say, lightweight portable electronic devices) and the availability of capable guardians
(custodians, park keepers, gatekeepers, handy men, land managers, city centre
managers, concierges)...and of course community crime prevention police officers.
Rational Choice focuses on decision-making that results in an offender choosing to
become involved in crime and selecting specific crimes to commit…based too on
their observation and analysis of patterns of use of their potential targets/victims.
Clearly, “thinking like a criminal” when designing to reduce crime is advantageous.
The

greater the risk of being seen, challenged, or apprehended, the less

opportunistic contemplating offenders should perceive the situation to be.
Alternatively, a place that seems unlikely to be defended – because of signs in the
environment and interpretations of local behaviour sets suggesting a lack of caring –
should encourage smart operators. Image of place is an essential factor in territorial
responsibility or susceptibility, respectively. Attitude is both social and spatial by
nature.
Recently, Ekblom (2005) has identified types of preventive intervention in terms of
‘conjunction of criminal opportunity’ - including predisposition and readiness to
offend, presence in the situation, and crime target, crime preventers and crime
promoters
In all cases, and whatever the crime reduction approach, displacement is a
possibility in any intervention (see later).
Environmental psychological paradigms and CPTED and SCP models explicitly flag
the understanding that places are unique, crime has distinct spatial and temporal
patterns, fear is specific to experiences and personalities, and lifestyle and
motivation play important roles in victimisation. Simultaneously, places need to
satisfy common basic requirements for them to function safely – exemplified by
territoriality, accessibility and surveillability, to wit.
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4

Fear of crime is as real as experience of crime: memories of past events,

projections of future events, reputations of places mixed in with perceptions of
intimidating places, all play a role in who goes where and does what, and when.
Avoidance behaviour then impacts on the safety of people who do elect to use a
place: with fewer potentially responsible eyes available, their vulnerability is
increased.
It is debatable whether the level of crime matches the level of fear, generally. Some
commentators imply that fear is exaggerated, given official crime statistics, and place
a large part of the blame at the door of the media – which sensationalises events, or
even over-anxious parents. However, unreported crime and harassment completely
distort the picture. From victimisation surveys a more realistic narrative emerged:
women’s fears do appear to be legitimate. In the Hammersmith/Fulham victim survey
women were proportionately more likely than men to be victims of crime, including
street robbery and assault (Painter, et al 1989) – while classically recorded figures
usually suggest that it is young men who are more frequently assaulted. Ultimately,
the issue with fear is not whether someone else thinks it is warranted or not, or
whether the rate is high or low, but the likelihood that I myself might be victimised. In
other words, control over access to oneself is paramount.
Consider too, that where residents avoid areas, given their situational vulnerability,
any crime rates reported there will be artificially lower than might otherwise be
expected. For instance, in 1995, Samuels mapped fear and victimization on
university campuses in Sydney. In large open spaces on one campus few events
occurred, but they were also the most fearful places; while on the edge of the open
spaces, students did report victimization experiences. From this can be interpreted
that they avoided the spaces themselves but paths around them were used, and
because of the lack of surveillability and territoriality associated with such places,
were vulnerable. In other cases, paths, open spaces, car parking areas were
highlighted on both Fear and Victimisation maps, while the respondent's own
colleges of residence, lighted pathways, the library, central teaching domains and
student domains were generally highlighted on the Safety/Security maps.
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This is yet another confirmation of the salience of situational analysis: that
individuality and personal proclivities are at least as important as the uniqueness of
each socio-spatial setting.
***********
Notwithstanding the wide range of systems proposed and or implemented, as
outlined above, situational opportunity potential is the core factor in all strategies because it interacts with offender disposition and perception, with sense of
community

and

responsible

individual

interpretative

decision-making

and

environmental design cues and perceptions, and is the medium through which the
designed environment is imbued with meaning.
It is not environmental determinism ‘causing’ crime but environmental prospect that
is at issue; but at the same time, purposive dispositions towards crime - without
opportunities for crime - cannot be satisfied; and design cannot be discounted.
‘Crime is the intentional consequence of unintended opportunity’ (Tilley, 2005: 266).
5

Evaluating the Effects of Interventions and isolating policy elements in

plausible association with crime reduction is difficult in practice.
Side-effects, multiple actors and cues, unforeseen complex interactions and
background elements all play roles and cannot be controlled in any formalistic costbenefit analysis of resource allocation and strategy. Moreover, it is reasonable to
expect there to be a lag before any possible effects might become evident, and this
temporal parameter is yet another unknown. What works at one time might be
ineffective at another. And spatial and jurisdictional characteristics are also
influential: different places, not only different people. At the same time a host of
potential approaches might be applied simultaneously: CPTED, SCP, defensible
space, problem-oriented policing and community policing. And similar applications
are differently tuned for the public and urban realm than for private and social
housing realms. While increased crime rates can be a result of improved reporting
procedures, and/or citizens becoming more willing to report offences, as well as from
conditions promoting crime occurrence. Community disintegration in social housing
projects, or urban decay and poor maintenance, or cutbacks in police funding and
vigilance, furthermore, can all play roles.
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Interventions in any event do not have control and experimental groups for
comparative purposes, and are rarely longitudinal. Statistically proving significance is
thus unlikely to occur
And, evidence of crime reduction – including personal accounts – is always
tempered by the level of reporting (insured theft for instance is more likely to be
reported than a sexual assault by a known person). Moreover, repeat victimization
affects figures because there will be more crimes than there are victims (Pease,
1998); and repeat offending distorts evaluations because relatively few offenders are
responsible for a large majority of crimes committed.
Inevitably too, displacement or diffusion will be difficult to assess. Displacement
seems more likely where methods attack symptoms and not causality. For instance:
social housing stock sell offs might tend to redistribute some existing problems
elsewhere; however, NSW Government policy is to reduce concentrations of
disadvantage, known to be an indicator associated with crime, and continued
provision of therapeutic and social services can assist people to integrate in their
new communities. Moreover, such asset sales also provide opportunities to include
mixed uses ie other than housing into the monotone residential scenario.
Also, graffiti shifting might result from an intervention, thus generating little net affect.
But, again, NSW Government policy and DJAG supported programs take into
account that displacement is subject to the nature of the graffiti, the type of
intervention and the opportunities for alternative diversion programs.
Generally, displacement is not considered a problem: ‘a large body of research into
displacement...is overall very positive’ (Colquhoun, 2004:6).
Logically it is anticipated that interventions will do some good, and some crime will
fall off (Hesseling, 1994) irrespective of any diffusion (shifts in places and times).
Positive benefits in one area may also diffuse to surrounding areas, creating a halo
effect (Poyner & Webb, 1992).
Despite the emphasis on inter-agency involvement as the primary prerequisite for
interventions these days, differences of approach and difficulties in relinquishing
autonomy and/or cooperating synergistically across disciplinary and philosophical
boundaries…further complicates any simple [simplistic] rationalisation of input and
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output. Involvement of the community, so-called – often a few forceful and dominant
individuals who supposedly speak for others, rather than being a truly representative
partnership – adds further uncertainties to the quantification process. And engaging
the community at large is notoriously vexed.
It is finally not self-evident that experience can be quantitatively evaluated, but it can
be qualitatively monitored, amongst a sample of population at least, and victimization
and fear put into context, mapped and cross-compared with reported police data, to
whatever limited degree (Samuels et al, 2004). Unsurprisingly, however, many of the
studies that have been produced [in this regard] are said to fail to meet standards of
technical adequacy (Ekblom and Pease, 1995; Sherman et al, 1997).
Notwithstanding the above, evaluation is necessary to validate the effects of
interventions, albeit complex and limited.
6

Complexity; and the holistic framework approach

Crime, community and environmental design is a complex concept, involving theory
and philosophy, circumstance and evidence, regulation and motivation besides the
background panoply of social, cultural political and economic factors. Some
interventions are more exclusionary: like hard architecture and gated communities
and target-hardening; others are mixtures of defensibility and situational measures;
yet others are referential and focus on symbolic barriers and in-built cues and
messages. Some function at urban scale, appropriate for urban villages, new
urbanism

and

dense

‘old-city’

configurations,

others

aim

at

identifiable

neighbourhoods, and still others go down to the human scale, where community
cohesion and inclusive social crime prevention are favoured (Shaftoe & Read, 2005).
It is unlikely that negative effects will result from interventions – at worst they might
displace crime from one place to another.
They might be ineffective, and thus costly particularly in terms of opportunity costs or
lost time; but at the same time doing something, anything, can bring benefits in itself.
The so-called Hawthorne effect seems to affect individuals once they perceive that
authorities are concerned for their wellbeing rather than indifferent to it. They are
then more likely to respond positively and thus bring their presence and attitudes to
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bear on situations, which must be beneficial. On average, any intervention is better
than none, albeit no panaceas are to be expected.
Because offenders are rational beings (if they are not inebriated) they will tend to find
ways around standardized situational measures and thus implementing a series of
measures of varying nature sequentially might be a better resolution in any event.
‘The inescapable complications of crime prevention and community safety need to
be acknowledged by researchers, practitioners and policy-makers alike’ (Tilley,
2005:11).
Ultimately, it is necessary amongst the complexity to be able to refer to some
systemic framework – albeit necessarily a simplification - which has the potential to
be implemented - and suggests evaluation methodologies. The strategic eclectic
approach developed here is aimed at generating safer places and sustainable
communities, including collaborative inter-agency liaison and multi-disciplinary
policies, ameliorating socio-economic and sub-cultural disadvantage, and enhancing
empathetic inter-personal interaction and micro-management, as well as designingin security potential and safe place cues.
Where security managers, practitioners and policy-makers become preoccupied with
the technical means of reducing risk and neglect to include psychological means of
rendering it realistically acceptable, and/or naturally manageable, they are
unwittingly denying the natural advantage built into all individuals, and communities
of individuals, to take responsibility for, protect and, if needs be, defend their
property and person. On the other hand, where a psycho-social approach is
combined with an in-built design potential which favours surveillability opportunities,
control of accessibility and a sense of community appropriation, an opportunity
structure is set up which should naturally enhance both crime prevention and quality
of life.
This holistic perspective can be summed up simply as: “A pattern of attitudes and
behaviors directed both at reducing the threat of crime and enhancing the sense of
security, to positively influence the quality of life in our society, and to develop
environments where crime cannot flourish.” Crime Prevention Coalition of America
2006.
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The elaboration of the model for crime reduction in the public realm which follows is
thus an eclectic synthesis, made up of 15 principles for practice, subdivided into
some fifty subsections, intersected by several dozen intervention top-down and
bottom-up strategies deemed to be of relevance to crime reduction. A complex
structure, containing simplified modular elements.
Reference is made In the framework to: urban places, building nexus with city
squares and neighbourhood streets, street arcades, open spaces and parks, transit
node precincts, shopping malls and precincts, city entertainment and pub/club
precincts, university campuses, and the public realm in social housing precincts.
The Framework Synthesis is interactional, relational by nature, thus ecological;
representing an ecological criminology approach.

7

CPTED Framework Synthesis for the Public Realm

The principal elements embedded and integrated in the matrix structure are:
situational opportunity potential framed within a CPTED triad framework and
intersected by management strategy and intervention policy. The focus here is on
the public realm; and architectural structure contiguous with and integral to the
nature of public places.
Underlying the model generally is a range of overlapping and integrative criminological factors, including: socio-spatial risk:reward perceptions and routine-behaviour
rationalisations, social inclusion vs. social exclusion attitude and behaviour,
community security and public safety via responsible participation and interagency
partnership, and environmental-design at all scales, from dense urban to suburban.
Public space incorporates publically accessible private space, too.
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7.1

Surveillability

Visibility
Natural Surveillability, Perspective & In-Built Opportunity Potential
The Surveillability factor relates spatial behaviour to seeing and being seen visibility, light, sightlines, electronic surveillance and policing considered here.
Aspects such as isolation, fencing and gatekeeping or natural guardianship and
language of place are categorized under Accessibility and Territoriality respectively,
but have obvious overlaps with Surveillability.
Surveillability thus implicates the design and orientation of building façades, glazing,
windows, terraces and balconies and doors/entrances/exits – in relation to the public
or urban realm into which they face and whose edge they define. The public space
itself enhances or inhibits surveillability dependent on its functional configuration:
streets, squares, nodes, intersections, transit hubs, car parking areas and pathways
all implicated. Here too, contiguity plays a role: where the streetscape is continuous,
without gaps or vacant spaces, surveillability is enhanced. And a moderately scaled
environment, a medium-rise setting for instance, multiples the potential for effective
surveillance, while a high-rise configuration obviously removes eyes overlooking the
public realm. Density is thus implicated too: again, a medium-density setting
favouring surveillability. A critical mass of likeminded people, sufficient for selfregulation, is the aim.
Natural surveillance - design that maximize visibility - arises from overlooking
buildings, regularly passing traffic, and placement of activity generators at street
junctures with buildings - which encourage pedestrians and on-lookers to use
sidewalks and pedestrian streets, or front porches. Natural surveillance is facilitated
by adequate sightlines and lighting, while street frontage parking garages and blank
façades, on the other hand, are anathema. Open spaces that are surrounded by
retail, commercial and residential uses are more likely to be naturally surveilled . And
spaces that may be used by more vulnerable groups (young children, older people
and women) are best located where maximum opportunities for natural surveillance
exist. ‘Passive’ surveillance is the casual observance of public and private areas by
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users or residents during the course of their normal activities (Book & Schneider,
2010).
Generally, provision for natural surveillance helps create social environments where
there is opportunity for people engaged in their normal behaviour to also become
aware of the space and people around them.
Privacy and surveillability are both fundamental to life quality but can conflict; and
require intricate design resolutions, for instance, enhancing the capacity to look out
from, while limiting the ability for others to look into, private space. The Amcord
Urban 1992 guideline suggests ways of attaining privacy in medium density
clustered housing while still retaining outlook, via the use of level changes, for
instance.
The possibility of being observed while committing a crime inevitably increases the
associated risks, and should logically reduce incentives accordingly. While, from the
perspective of the residents, community and citizens - being able to be seen by other
likeminded people or employees (natural guardians) in adjacent facilities and/or to
pinpoint potentially worrisome people (possibly requiring evasive or defensive action)
increases their ability to go about their legitimate activities in safety.
CCTV footage in itself does not prevent crimes happening; but its presence can
influence the behaviour that takes place. As can the presence of police. Policing
approaches which aim to increase public security by increasing trust in them indicate
this by the comportment of officers; friendly male and female cops on bikes
epitomize this (also able to rapidly traverse a public realm if needs be).
Afterdark it is particularly important to ensure adequate surveillability potential, and
associated mixed-use animation activities. Alternatively, it is during the day when
many burglaries and break-ins occur (if householders are away at work and school).
This is due to routine activity situational assessment, where lifestyle patterns
generate low surveillability potential and hence enhance criminal opportunity.
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Situational opportunity potentials could include:


inward and outward looking courtyard buildings edging the public realm,
without transition spaces or protruding entrances, and augmented visibility
vistas at the closed off ends of urban streets and T-junctions



bay windows allowing surveillance from three angles, and ergonomically
designed window-seats allowing for example elderly people to comfortably sit
there and naturally survey their outdoors, as they tend to do (especially
children play grounds...)



transparency in exterior stairwell and elevator glazing, but window’s allowing
surveillance of outdoor spaces but diminishing capacity to outsiders to see in
(light sensitive glazing, screening with high canopy trees...), and use of
interior blinds and exterior shutters to the same end.

Responsible Eyes on the Street
Jane Jacobs in 1962, and Bernard Rudofsky in 1969 (‘Streets for People’) in
particular illuminated this concept which radically affects the nature of activity in
places. Likeminded people keep each other safe; and wherever and whenever the
environment, spatial or social, amplifies the potential for this phenomenon to take
place, fear decreases and security increases. Permeability is the core design
requirement : people must be able to see each other. And to engender a sense of
territoriality in the public rather than the private realm is not self-evident at all, but
where the actors are invisible to one another this critical parameter is rendered
improbable.

Clearly, they must feel some sense of common responsibility towards each other and
towards the place itself, but these sentiments arise in the social space people
inhabit, not the place itself. Yet, cues embedded in the place are interpreted
consciously and perceived subconsciously, and can affect people’s behaviour,
whether they are aware of it or not. Because urban spaces attract random sets of
users, they are anything but a coherent community, such as may be found in a wellfunctioning residential neighbourhood. Yet people do regard non-private space as
their own, in the sense that they expect to be able to freely use and traverse those
places without having to even think about their safety. Similarly, someone is entitled
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to sit on a bench in a public space and be assured that no-one will try to depose
them, or aggress against them; both night and day.
In order for this sense of common responsibility for the common space to emerge
and be sustained is the aim; and visibility is the physical means which affords that
end. Society determines the rest. Social and spatial elements are both necessary
and integral to natural surveillability.
Reiterating: architectural and urban design parameters that affect safety via
surveillability remain as potential until a motivated individual chooses to act or react,
but where the potential is not built-in, community security awareness is unattainable.
Responsible eyes are the axis on which civic safety turns.
Animation AfterDark
‘An afterdark design-and-management paradigm necessarily includes like-minded
people assuming responsibility for places, and an amalgam of in-built opportunity
potentials (lighting, surveillability, lines-of-sight…) coinciding in space with activities
and facilities congruent with safe night-functioning.
This is a response to the reality of night. During the dark hours surveillability
opportunities automatically and significantly decrease, there is less chance of a
victim being able to identify an aggressor later, escape for offenders is easier, and
people feel more vulnerable and isolated and act less confidently. People
instinctively understand that offenders prefer places and times where they can be
readily concealed: see but not be seen.
Moreover, and notably, other people are less likely to be present to act as potential
deterrents (or even to intervene). ‘Whether a sense of apprehension is accurate or
exaggerated, reasonable people modify their lifestyles ie practice avoidance
behaviour to accommodate their fears, and that all-important sense of community
appropriation is lost when a sufficient number of them do so’ (Samuels , 2001).
People in general go out into the public realm much less at night than during the day
- for a host of self-evident reasons, and many others never go out at night at all (the
elderly, women alone, and children - in particular). In the London ‘estate’ suburb of
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Somers Town 10% of residents never venture out afterdark, rising to 30% amongst
pensioners (43% feel unsafe going out at night) (Ian Haywood Partnership, 1997).
With regard to the fear of victimisation afterdark, 85% of respondents who felt
insecure in their mixed public and private housing neighbourhood, 71% experienced
this at night (Samuels, 1995a). Interestingly, and generalising from the five-campus
research (Samuels, 1995b), 85% of all fear votes were recorded by women.
Evidence from studies of railway systems confirms this phenomenon: only 14% of
female and 25% of male respondents felt secure at Sydney railway stations at night,
while 75% of respondents felt secure during the day (CityRail Commercial, 1994).
Similarly, most reported robbery and assaults at Sydney railway stations occur at
night, during the 18h - 24h period (Jochleson, 1994); and most station graffiti occurs
in the off-peak hours in such cities as Paris, London and Hamburg, as in Australia
(Wilson, 1987).
And women in particular are afraid to use trains at night - 50% would not work late at
night if it meant catching a late train home (even if it compromised their promotion at
work) compared to only 5% of men (Aungles et al, 1994).
With regard to university campuses, even though the vast majority of sexual assaults
of college women (in the USA, eg) are committed by known people (‘date-rapes’)
and do not take place in public spaces, what women students fear most is being
outdoors, isolated by a stranger, possibly entrapped, at night (Day, 1999).
‘Strategies to enliven campuses in off-peak periods and animate and populate them
at night would also appear to be an important aspect of a safer-by-design framework.
It is vital, in this regard, not to locate activities near colleges which would be
associated with the consumption of alcohol. It is true of night animation strategies in
any urban or residential or educational situation, that the juxtaposition of
inappropriate activities would lead to the opposite of what was intended. Generally,
on-campus colleges should be designed as courtyard-clusters, to multiply
opportunities for natural surveillability, and to define spaces as semi-private, thus
helping engender a sense of proprietary responsibility and territoriality. Furthermore,
the colleges should be clustered to form a neighbourhood or domain, thus helping
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impart to residents a sense of being part of a residential community’ (Samuels,
1995b).
A concept central to the frequent use of public places on campus is to build-in
potential for mixed-use domains: centred around all-night computing centre, library,
sports facilities, student union domains, staff clubs, student canteens, conference
centres, and urban nightlife activities such as a theatre, movie house, pavement
cafes, and all-night convenience stores; with electronic surveillance, regular policing
by security services and servicing by shuttle buses and bike escorts, public phone
booths (with direct lines to security); secure bike racks, and

proximate

public

transport nodes and taxi ranks, and well lit parking areas along a designated safe
pathways system.
Large-scale Australian, crime-victim surveys confirm that offences against the
person occur predominantly at night - robbery with violence 83% of the time, assault
70% of the time, and rape/attempted rape 60% of the time (see, for instance,
Braithwaite & Biles, 1980). Devery (1992) also shows how assault rates (in the upmarket Sydney suburb of Waverley, here) rise throughout the day, accelerating to a
peak late at night, between 21h and 3am in the morning.
Alcohol tends to be consumed afterdark, consequently with all the incumbent
behavioural responses becoming evident later at night. And, being in the vicinity of
licensed premises, pubs especially, is a major risk too, more particularly so late at
night after closing hours (Homel et al, 1992).
It is probably true to say that architects do not imagine the buildings they design, nor
urban designers the settings they generate or approve, as changing their
‘personality’ at night. If, however, the focus of attention was naturally on designing
for the most vulnerable time of day (night) and most vulnerable members of a
population, as part of a comprehensive ‘universal design’ paradigm, a high degree of
crime-and-fear-prevention potential could automatically be built-in, to the benefit of
all users at all times .
From an environmental-design point of view, night domains need to be extremely
carefully illuminated, as must the paths and routes to them and between them and
public transport nodes. Generally, the night-light relationship is well understood and
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requires no further elaboration, except to say that, without fail, lighting must be
vandal resistant and serviced with single-minded regularity. Of special significance,
however, is the notion of clear sightlines - a powerful, in-built, situational deterrent.
One seemingly endemic design resolution involves the creation of ‘sightline nodes’,
where movement paths intersect and/or lines-of-sight change direction. Such nodal
points are convex in shape, allowing anyone entering the area to perceive others
already in the space (a major tenet of street-wise behaviour). Space syntax is the
concept here (see later).
Integral to the afterdark paradigm is the generation and co-ordination of congruent
night animation domains - providing a community-integration/opportunity structure
within the parameters of an appropriate built environment. The intention here is the
eradication of dormant domains, and their replacement with energised interactional
places where activities common during the daylight hours can continue late into the
night. People-policing is the essential natural surveillability ingredient in night
animation domains - where people of like-mind congregate. Appropriate activities
can be defined by the activities that should be excluded ie negative attractors such
as: pubs, adult entertainment outlets, electronic games parlours, basketball courts.
Logically, such youth-oriented activities must be accommodated, but these facilities
require special attention and sensitive location (and possibly ‘obvious’ CCTV as a
deterrent).
When these afterdark activities (ie those deemed congruent) are terminated or
reduced (say, as midnight approaches) security could be proportionately increased
and accessibility proportionately decreased.
Management of such domains, in any event, necessitates an inter-agency approach:
where police, security companies, local councils, transport authorities, local
business-owners, publicans, and community, ethnic, religious, tenant and youth
groups collaborate in partnership.
In sum: victimisation experiences and, especially, fear of crime and harassment are
elevated at night. When people are afraid to go out at night, or women are afraid to
use public transport at night - the risk for those who do venture out is multiplied. With
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fewer potential witnesses or potential rescuers around, the isolation of night-time
users is increased dramatically.
If, however, large numbers of people felt confident to be out at night, the situational
opportunity for potential offenders would be totally different.
Thus, where a high degree of crime-prevention potential is built-in, and is ‘selfevident’ it is to the benefit of all users at all times.
Situational opportunity potentials could include:


appropriate night-time activities

juxtaposed and centralized physically in

space


railway stations as natural neighbourhood centres:- congruent (appropriate
and integrated, not merely juxtapositioned) mixed-zoning and late-night
animation facilities, allowing for natural surveillability based on a ‘continuous
occupancy factor’ ie presence of other legitimate users, overcoming isolation
and vulnerability generated afterdark or at off-peak periods



juxtaposition of monitored late-night taxi and mini-bus ranks in close proximity
to licensed premises such as clubs and pubs – in, for example, The Rocks
precinct and downtown Sydney CBD



large open spaces such as playgrounds, sports and school playing fields,
parks, and on university campuses - juxtaposed with other more interactive
mixed-use functions



invite citizens and community groups to beautify and decorate public domains,
and allow natural territorial feelings to emerge via

a soft architecture

approach


an active edge to the public realm, with unobstructed surveillance of the
street, public squares

and urban and suburban parks - encouraging

pedestrian activity


Activity Generators or invigorators allowing legitimate users to populate areas
including public attractions, such as street vendors and music performers,
book sellers, garden markets, flea markets, climbing walls and recreation and
play spaces for children (in otherwise dormant spaces between buildings, eg),
and public art areas with cooling fountains.
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Light
Illuminance and Lux
Lighting alone rarely reduces crime. This would be a deterministic proposition; yet
poor lighting does seem to enhance natural opportunities for offending – where ‘not
being seen’ is important.
Some studies suggest that improved lighting is associated with fear reduction but not
necessarily with crime reduction (Farrington and Welsh, 2002; Marchant 2004).
‘Many studies have been carried out to determine whether an increase in the
quantity and quality of lighting can reduce criminal activity. An early study in the late
1970's by the American Justice Dept. revealed "there is no statistically significant
evidence that street lighting impacts the level of crime, especially if crime
displacement is taken into account". This was supported by a further study by the
British Home Office when, in 1985 in the London Borough of Wandsworth, 3,500
new street lights were installed in an effort to reduce the incidence of street crime.
Their report concluded, "No evidence could be found to support the hypothesis that
improved street lighting reduces reported crime."
In contrast, a more recent British Home Office study (2002) found that improved
street lighting accounted for a 30% reduction in crime; and in two of the five test
areas the financial savings made from this reduction in crime greatly exceeded the
cost of the lighting improvements (Retford, 2004).
Stollard (1991) reports that some 40% of night-time street crime tended to occur
when lighting levels were at 5 lux or less, while only 3% occurred when lighting was
above 20 lux. In a study conducted by the Centre for Criminology and Police Studies
the lighting along roads and paths in Edmonton Green in London was replaced,
ensuring an average illuminance of 10 lux (±1 footcandle). Six weeks later, 85% of
people interviewed before and after the changes reported a drop in their fear of
crime, and actual crime dropped from 21 incidents to just three (Building Today,
February 1991).
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Painter & Farrington (1997) set up a field experiment in Stoke-on-Trent where three
housing areas were subjected to different street lighting regimes. The experimental
area was upgraded to British Standard BS5489–3 requirements (similar to
AS/NZS1158.3.1), an adjacent area was left unchanged, and a third served a
baseline control against which any changes in crime could be monitored. They found
a considerable reduction in theft, vandalism and vehicle crime in both the
experimental area and the adjacent area ie an apparent halo effect witnessed by
proximate declines in crime, with virtually no change in the control group. This work
and other similar practical research indicates that good public lighting does have a
place in the effective prevention of crime (Wilson, 2004).
Lux and lumen standards for all pedestrian and associated precinct lighting is
required to followed the Australian Standards: 1158.3.1 of 1999 (Road lighting,
Pedestrian area lighting, Performance and installation design requirements), and
4485.1. of 1997 (Security for Health Care Facilities).
‘It is salient to note that street lighting often emits little illuminance at ground level;
this can be as low as 1 lux; there is light but not Illuminance. A false impression of
security can thus be created’ (Samuels et al, 2004). Sarkissian (2003) clearly
illustrates how street-scale lighting needs to be augmented with pedestrian-scale
lighting, on the same pole. In all cases, CCTV systems rely on an adequate amount
of light to function effectively.
From an environmental-design point of view, night domains need to be extremely
carefully illuminated. Illuminance values alone are not the sole measurement unit
(albeit specified in guidelines and ordinances). It is generally assumed that this
relates to the horizontal plane only and is, unfortunately, often set on the basis “the
more the better”. But the vertical plane is also of vital importance in designing and
assessing lighting for security; as is glare associated light trespass ie obtrusive light
emitted onto adjacent properties or places, and shadowing (Wilson, 2004).
Lighting up safe routes, for instance on university campuses, is a clear advantage in
all respects, while paths that are poorly lit are experienced with dissatisfaction. But,
night lighting can inadvertently add to insecurity, where people use shortcuts through
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well-lit but isolated walkways or dormant city areas, parks or campuses at night,
putting themselves at unnecessary risk.
Spectral Quality & Recognisability
Adequate lighting involves more than just lighting levels or lux; although this is highly
relevant to ensure that identification can take place at a sufficient distance to enable
defensive action, if necessary, to take place, or to reassure one that a person’s
intentions seem respectful. Stollard (1991) confirms the importance of faces being lit
up and identifiable at relatively close range, some say at two car lengths on average.

Besides this, colour identification is an important consideration - and thus light
sources must be considered. An accurate description of a suspects clothing colour or
of a vehicle involved in an hit-and-run accident at night, say, is vital information for
the justice system. Accurate colour rendering is also relevant for recognition in
recorded imaging captured on CCTV systems.
A

low-pressure (monochromatic) sodium lamp is energy efficient and has high

lumen maintenance but is inappropriate for colour identification. High-pressure
sodium lamps allow better colour judgement at high levels of illuminance; but cannot
match (efficient) triphosphor fluorescents or the less efficient but higher quality full
spectrum fluorescents for colour rendition.
Colour is inseparable from light, and light has a profound effect on well-being and
performance - despite its apparently ethereal nature (Samuels et al, 1996). Rarely
appreciated, the spectral quality of light is a core principle, affecting people in a wide
range of ways, and is integrally connected with their attitudes and behaviours.
Since the middle of the twentieth century, research has been carried out on the
influence of light on psychology, physiology and performance. The literature is
substantial. Suffice it here to mention but a few salient studies, the first by Hughes
(1983), who reported on a number of studies he undertook to determine the
psychological impact of simulated natural light and cool-white light, concluding that
the daylight-simulating light was perceived by office workers as significantly more
pleasing, natural, bright and stimulating; they felt more relaxed, less fatigued and
experienced greater eye comfort.
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In Australia, Samuels et al (1992) evaluated socio-personal and energy-environment
consequences of the deployment of three fluorescent lighting types, installed on
different floors of an office building in Sydney.
spectral

quality

‘cool-whites’,

to

Light systems ranged from low

energy-efficient,

higher

colour

rendering

‘triphosphors’ and ‘daylight-simulating’ or full spectrum lamps. After an eight-month
period, six significantly beneficial experiences were recorded in the daylightsimulating condition (in a self-report questionnaire evaluating satisfaction with
lighting, and the incidence of SAD and SBS 1 episodes). These are: greater
satisfaction with lighting, generally; and with the colour, level, and clarity of the light.
Crucially, less headaches were reported, and employees felt more energetic at work.
Although the daylight-simulating lamps are less efficient than Triphosphors, Vitalite
the internationally best known full spectrum lamp company, now produces a lamp
which emits 25% more light than older models, enhancing the possibility of intelligent
energy management resulting in energy consumption savings and healthy buildings.
Several other studies have evaluated the effects of full spectrum artificial lighting in
schools, showing the health of the children being impaired when exposed for long
periods of time to artificial light with a reduced spectrum; as well as students
becoming less lively and more lethargic, and exhibiting unnaturally low cortisol levels
- suggesting a depression of arousal levels. Full spectrums, on the other hand, have
been linked with enhanced visual acuity, reduced fatigue, improved work
performance, lower rates of illness due to colds, a decrease in hyperactivity and
learning disabilities, and an increase in academic achievement.
Samuels (1999), in a three-year field study in a primary school in Western Sydney,
installed the same three lamp types as in the earlier office research in the
classrooms. After nine-months in the experimental conditions, repeated over the
following year, teacher ratings of children on a scale devised for the work indicated
very highly significant positive influences of full spectrum light on virtually every
aspect evaluated (in 34 of the 35 items on the assessment scale), including: anxiety,
depression, SAD syndromes (lethargy etc) and inattention - all related to improved
behaviour.

1

SAD = Seasonal Affective Disorder; SBS = Sick Building Syndromes
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Full spectrum light or daylight-simulating light has time and again been shown to
have beneficial effects on humans; while, in contrast, poor quality light, either
artificial or daylight attenuated light entering buildings through glazing, has negative
effects on them. If this is the case inside buildings - whether they are housing school
children or office workers or workers in factories or athletes in training - it is surely
relevant to the lighting regimes outside buildings, where people’s interactions with
each other are equally important. Indeed, why not anticipate similar positive affects
in public realm?
Spatial Geometry
Over and above the illuminance level and quality of light criteria for public places,
geometry and configuration exert a major effect on visibility. Street ratios (height of
building to width of street), design and colour of edge buildings, urban square syntax
and tree canopy impact on night light, adding to or subtracting from visible
permeability and perceived ambience. The medium-rise medium-density European
city model, frequently with reflective light coloured paving, seems to light up the
environment; while the high-rise CBD Sydney precinct, with its dark-coloured roads,
seems to dim down the environment at night and cast shadows.
Good lighting does not only illuminate a node itself, thus allowing users to
inadvertently stand out in a dark background, but illuminates a wide area around the
node, thus allowing users to sight other people approaching.
Trees also cast shadows when streets are lit from above them, which can be
disconcerting particularly when windy; an argument for pedestrian-scaled lights
beneath tree canopies; and spatial awareness in locating urban trees.
Sightlines
The functional significance of clear sightlines is the value of being able to see ahead,
and discern who might also be on a path or in a place before encountering them, as
well as limiting the opportunity for individuals to conceal themselves or to surprise
unwitting users. Sightlines are a powerful, in-built, situational deterrent.
Designing or ameliorating a sightline component is complex undertaking since the
ecological nature of places is frequently implicated. Balancing trees and vegetation
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and urban structure is a delicate task. Design resolutions could include the creation
of ‘sightline nodes’, where movement paths intersect and lines-of-sight change
direction. If such nodal points are convex in shape, anyone standing at any point on
the perimeter or entering the area from any path should be able to see anyone else
there. The spatial syntax incorporates opportunity potential.
The safest public spaces are said to be those with good flows of people, and
intelligible routes with long sightlines.
Sightlines at the entrance to buildings, and down curved streets – where the vista
alters sequentially - require particular consideration.
From one case study research program (the campus study cited here: Samuels,
1995b), it is evident that sightlines are perceived as significantly important by
students living on campuses in Sydney; and there is also a clear and significant
relationship between sightlines and lighting on paths.
Also of interest is the high ranking of the variable 'clear sightlines down routes to
colleges' which figured prominently in evaluations on all the campuses.
With regard to housing areas, the issue of the cul-de-sac is still ambivalent. But, the
circular hub at the end of a cul-de-sac configuration magnifies surveillability
potentials where houses are aligned overlooking the node. This is also true of Tjunction streets in cities, where views from the enclosing building down the street are
multiplied. These are forms of 'convex syntax' (see below) where everyone can see
everyone else in the space (a circular or square space are perfect examples).
Whether citizens or occupants actually take advantage of enhanced sightline
opportunities and monitor area is not an automatic consequence of the design.
Socio-cultural and personal factors will intervene in this equation.
Space Syntax Configuration
Hillier (1984) derived a technique to evaluate how the spatial configuration of
buildings defines public space, and its use. In order to encourage people to move
freely and interact often, it is suggested that dead-end spaces and secluded streets
with short sightlines should be identified (and eliminated) via space syntax
techniques such as convexity maps and axial maps.
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The convexity map shows an area broken up into convex and concave segments. A
convex segment is one in which a person standing at any point on the perimeter of a
segment can see another person at any other point on its perimeter. A concave map
has blind spots in it. An axial map shows the lines of sight between convex spaces.

Much research has been conducted in this field, and this is not the place to evaluate
it. But, in one case study, overlaying crime rate maps with syntax integration maps,
showed the likelihood of more segregated dwellings being burgled as highly
significant (quoted in Mills & Armstrong, 1993). The Spatial Syntax group at the
Bartlett School at UCL have established relationships between civic security and the
possibility of contact between the inhabitants of an urban space in its flow system.
They define the community as the group of people formed by the co-presence in the
urban space and define it as a virtual community (Rau, 2004).
Nodal configurations are core elements in urban geometry. Wherever streets and
paths intersect, in the interests of civic safety visibility becomes an issue of
importance to resolve; and every corner needs special consideration. The
morphology of the built form is the stage on which socio-spatial behaviour is acted
out.
Landscape Penetrability
Besides the importance of resolving visibility in the built environment, the same holds
true for the landscaped environment. The ability to see all-around and through the
foliage is a core requirement to ameliorate fear and crime in parks and gardens and
along coastal walkways and cycle-ways. Clear tree trunks, a leaf canopy above eyelevel and low bushes are three elements readily manipulated in the designed
landscape towards that end. Boundaries to open spaces also affect penetrability into
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and out of them. Where open space is coherently integrated into the designed
environment - via, for instance, small pocket parks built-into residential and
commercial domains, or narrow

mini-parks with high visibility from all sides –

surveillability favours the controlled and safe use of the space.
Situational opportunity tree specifications include: maintaining a minimum 2.5 meters
of clean trunk height at planting, pruning to 3.5m over the first five years, and to
4.5m where close to roads to accommodate trucks ( Lindsay 2004)
Electronic Surveillance
Detection and Deterrence
This is an ambivalent and complex area. Do cameras act as deterrents or only as
detectors? Clearly, cameras can only deter crime if potential offenders are aware of
them, and act accordingly. Hidden cameras are useless in this regard. Indeed, it is
contended that the more the presence of cameras is obvious, and the more the
accompanying signage reinforces this perception, the greater their utility.
Conspicuously advertising the fact that cameras can record behaviour in a particular
place could be a potent deterrent. In this sense, it is the message not the medium
which is salient. In different locations the tone of the message could be moderated.
For instance: along the foreshore at Coogee Beach, the newly installed cameras
signage says: ‘Security cameras are operating in this area. For information, call......”
which is appropriate; given its sedate and salubrious character; while across the
road at the Coogee Bay Hotel, unfortunately sometimes notorious, there are more
than 50 cameras installed throughout the entire premises and along the adjacent
footpaths, but not a single sign indicating their presence at all. Another case in point:
cameras in the Rocks also have the same understated message; but here a more
forceful tone tuned to that milieu would be more appropriate, something akin to: “we
know who you are: please behave responsibly  – or you can be sued for damages,
fined, or jailed”. It is a legal requirement to behave responsibly in both private
premises and public outdoor places. Sometimes, in some places, it is necessary to
remind people.
Tracing offenders after the act is clearly the major role played by cameras. Even
where someone is constantly monitoring the screens, their ability to intervene is
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limited – probably to alerting the police, who might then arrive on the scene possibly
in time to avert the crime taking place, or at least arrest the offender. Triggering an
alarm at a help-point, which activates a camera, like on some university campuses,
suffers the same problems. The image capture is real-time, but not the response.
Moreover, besides having to consider threats to civil liberties from CCTV in the
public realm, CCTV may displace crime to areas not yet under such surveillance.
Burrows (1980) showed shifts from the London Underground, as did a Copenhagen
study of displacement of robbery from CCTV areas to camera-free areas
(Carstensen & Frederiksen 1997). Notwithstanding, this demonstrates that cameras
can be effective where they are placed. And, on the other hand, there can be a
diffusion of benefits; for instance, CCTV in one car park on a British university
campus helped diminish car crimes in another without cameras (Poyner, 1991).
By and large, Helsinki respondents surveyed in recent research have a fairly
favourable view of video surveillance. 70% felt that surveillance cameras were
useful for crime investigations, and 58% believed cameras also prevent crime. Only
a minority found it embarrassing or annoying to be watched by cameras; although a
clear limit was drawn between the kinds of places where surveillance was felt
appropriate (Koskela & Tuominen, 2003). In other recent research in Holland, CCTV
cameras were placed at the Rotterdam city hall and other urban squares, in a
residential area, in the streetwalkers’ district and at some underground stations. A
reduction in street violence was achieved; although drops in perceived drug-related
nuisance was less evident and an improvement in the perceived fear of crime was
partially (not significantly) achieved. During large-scale events police efficacy was
noted. A vast majority of the respondents felt that CCTV surveillance is not an
invasion of their privacy (Snippe et al, 2003).
Networked video surveillance is a recent addition to the armoury of crime detection
and deterrence campaigners. King's Lynn, a city in Norfolk, England, has installed a
sophisticated urban closed circuit TV security system, monitored from one command
room on a 24hr basis. Thefts from cars and vandalism have fallen dramatically; and
96% of residents said they were happy to be monitored in this way - in other words,
their perceived quality of life was not diminished by the electronic surveillance (New
Scientist, 8 May, 1993).
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Cheap new technologies in CCTV include light detecting silicon chips which convert
pictures into digital signals and 'neural' devices that 'know what not to look for'.
Relying on mechanical surveillance systems alone is foolhardy; and blanketing
places with cameras can engender a sense of risk and unnecessary vigilance which
could be incongruous.
From a purely physical point of view, adequate light is a necessary requirement, and
glare can interfere with camera operation.
Specifically, certain areas where many strangers mingle are more vulnerable, such
as at and around railway stations and ferry quays, on trains and buses, at bus stops
in risk-prone zones, in parking garages and lots, in and around entertainment
precincts such as George street in Sydney and licensed premises precincts, and in
shopping malls and precincts. Here, CCTV will clearly provide a network of great
relevance to managing behaviour in those spaces; and their presence should be
made known to all patrons.
Clearly, authorities should regulate and establish the ground rules for surveillance,
and guarantee a reasonable degree of intimacy at workplaces, in the housing
environment and even in the public urban space. And ensure that the surveillants
themselves are surveyed, and cameras are not misused.
Policing
Presence
Police presence is a subject of major importance, in surveillability as well as most
other parameters involved in maintaining the peace in the public realm, and will not
be developed independently here.
Suffice it say that the nature of the presence is of great import, and that undoubtedly
community-oriented policing should coexist with problem-oriented policing which
targets offenders and trouble-makers.
An example of one such joint approach is the establishment of a special Disorder
Team, comprising a sergeant and six constables, who reviewed all criminal activity in
Slade Green, London, and visited each victim assuring them that they would assist
taking these matters to court. They simultaneously provided a constant daily
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presence in the area, targeting, arresting and prosecuting offenders where
appropriate. This targeted action and the work they did to support the community led
to a sea change in the local community's thinking. One by one residents came
forward willing to give evidence. Street robbery fell by 85% and car crimes by 29%,
and the 22% of residents who felt safe in the area at night prior to this intervention
rose to 93% (Bishopp, 2006).
Also in Britain, from 2009 the annual British Crime Survey has began to measure
perception of police working with local agencies to tackle anti-social behaviour and
crime issues in local areas. Thus far, people seem generally content; although there
were significant variations across socio-demographic and socio-economic groups. In
general, older people, women, people on lower incomes and people who had not
been a victim of crime in the last twelve months were more likely to be satisfied
(Thorpe, 2009).
Regular security patrols in vulnerable public places can be more easily circumvented
by ill-intentioned individuals and avoided than random ones.
In Australia for the past decade at least, Crime Prevention Officers trained in CPTED
principles and practices have been engaging with local communities, including at
the empathetic interpersonal level – even passing on their mobile phone number to
individuals and accepting calls at all times of the day and night. In the 2004 AHURI
research (Samuels et al), this appeared to be having a noticeable effect on
neighbour sentiment, judged from local resident anecdotal expression, and on the
personal experience of the researchers engaged in these high crime and risk areas
who were clearly being accepted and protected while in their presence.
Locating user-friendly local Police Beat shop fronts in conspicuous places in the
public realm, manned 24 hours by CPOs who also patrol areas on bikes offers an
empathetic community-security approach for integrative crime prevention.
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7.2

Accessibility

Permeability
Permeability is another ambivalent crime reduction concept. Some researchers, such
as Hillier & Hanson (1984) support permeable urban layouts as a means of
preventing crime, in space syntax terms; and, more recently, Schneider & Kitchen
(2002) raise permeability as a ‘new urbanism’ benefit crime prevention. Similarly, the
argument for increasing pedestrian permeability through the creation of active edges
along street frontages seems logical. The opposing argument in made in Town’s
(2004) report where permeability is addressed as increasing access to opportunities
for crime. And Blakely & Snyder (1997), evaluating gated communities in the USA,
found risk of victimization was not necessarily reduced in the long run by this
physical inaccessibility method; and ‘deplete the public realm, undermining equal
opportunities and creating ghettoes for the rich’. Ironically, gated communities are
capable of diminishing sense of community, where residents assume the guard and
boom gates will secure them without any effort on their behalf.
Of course, garaging of cars removes them from unwarranted attention and access.
Evidence for this comes from British Crime Surveys showing that it is 20 times more
risky to park in driveway or carport compared with in one’s own garage; with cars
parked on street outside one’s home 60 times more at risk (Clarke, in Tilley 2005).
Exposure and Enclosure are the core design elements manipulated in rendering a
place naturally defensible. Courtyards and urban squares encapsulate places, while
enclosed underpasses and laneways leading off from cul-de-sacs for example
actually pierce holes in the spatial and social fabric via permeability.
Possibly, clearly defined permeability is the answer but via subtle and inbuilt cues
which emit the message that access is acceptable but not without due consideration.
Image and perception again playing a major role in defining safe space.
Natural Access Control
Access control is a design concept directed primarily at decreasing criminal
accessibility and opportunity by denying or discouraging access to places, and
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creating a perception of increased effort and risk for offenders. Streets, sidewalks
and building entrances can be designed to clearly indicate the distinction between
public and private areas; and balconies on apartment blocks can be arranged so as
not to inadvertently allow connections between them and the ground. Obviously,
access can be restricted by barriers such as bollards, gates and fences, and
hardware such as locks, chains, burglar bars and alarms. Specific target hardening
is another option, as are soft architecture methods such as guiding people through
the design of landscape and alternating textural features to desired routes. As
previously mentioned, sometimes not lighting a route or place is the correct signal to
send, if a path leads to a dormant area. On the other hand, the creation of coherent
and well-lit desire-line routes from home to schools and local shops and transit
nodes is advantageous.
Legibility & Wayfinding
The repetition of building styles within a multitude of spatial configurations can
become confusing to residents, who are likely to find it difficult to form a coherent
mental image of such places except where familiarity overrides the inherent
illegibility. In some cities, Hong Kong and Singapore for instance, clusters of high
rise residences are frequently constructed in groups of up to a dozen buildings all of
the same design. Large numbers are sometimes added to buildings to help residents
navigate their way home; a prosthetic device indicative of lack of wayfinding clarity.
There is also much discussion in the urban literature – not addressed here – of the
relative advantages and disadvantages of urban street grids planned with orthogonal
right-angled intersections and parallel roads, compared with the more natural and
‘organic’, emergent and meandering street forms found in European cities which also
give identifiable characters to areas albeit appearing confusing to the unfamiliar (a
possible defensive in-built mechanism).
Streets in their own right should always be structured to be intelligible and legible easily 'read', clearly and consistently named with the neighbourhood area also
indicated; and marked with defined

paths, nodes and edges and recognizable

landmarks associated with vistas (Lynch, 1960; Hillier, 1984). The aim is to generate
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patterns of movement which distinguish spaces intended to be used often from
others that are not.
Similarly, legibility is necessary in

publicly accessible open spaces in cities like

thoroughfares, pedestrian areas, parks and plazas.
And legibility in railway stations and large bus stations is also critical for travellers to
readily find their way to their appropriate destinations without appearing confused or
inattentive and thus vulnerable. This is accomplished by the quality of the signage on
timetable displays, and the clarity of the sign language interpreted from the sightline
configuration. Similarly, people unfamiliar with city areas can inadvertently wander
into risky territories and become easy prey; here orientation signage could specify
safe and quick routes through the area. By the same token, street savvy people have
more chance of avoiding victimization everywhere.
Signage also communicates administrative and management messages, like the
rules of appropriate behaviour expected in public open spaces, or where help can be
obtained if necessary. Beaches, for instance, indicate that no alcohol is to be
consumed, and no dogs are allowed – and during the daytime lifeguards often
enforce these rules – as well as health and safety messages relating to bluebottles
and where to seek assistance if stung.
More prosaically, clearly signposted locations for toilets, telephones, taxi ranks and
bus stops all add to the safe use of public areas; and spatial bordering is an obvious
way to indicate boundaries and to reinforce intended function. Similarly, fronts and
backs of buildings at the edge of the public realm need to be unambivalent; and
where buildings back onto the backs of other buildings this can diminish legibility and
thus affect ambiguity and security.
Security Hardware & Target Hardening
Target hardening is aimed at reducing opportunity and making a potential target less
accessible or vulnerable, and the offensive action unprofitable, time-consuming and
more open to scrutiny. This is an obvious ‘designing-out-crime’ tactic. However, a
common mistake is relying solely on the physical barriers as crime prevention tools,
when it is psychological barriers that are the more effective deterrent. Although
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access is limited by such means the physical is also the medium by which the
message is sent.
Also, inadvertently, the hardening of buildings may obstruct sightlines or provide
hidden recesses that cannot be easily surveyed. One radical form of target
hardening is the gated community – with attendant negative consequences for
community security as discussed. Closing off alleyways with security gates in
forgotten spaces between buildings, at certain times, however, seems a more
rational and measured response to access control and territorial reinforcement.
Significantly, hardening of glazing – in windows, public lighting systems and CCTV
cameras - is an essential prerequisite because of its fragility and ubiquity and
necessary role in maintaining

safe places. The well-known broken windows

hypothesis insists that repair to all damage is an essential element in maintaining not
only the physical environment but the sense of community pride in place too. Clearly,
the goal of revitalization after damage and upgrades in general is to avoid local
citizens and residents feeling that a precinct is becoming inhospitable and
threatening, whether or not it actually is more prone to crime and anti-social
behaviour.
One case of a successful renewal of a declining shopping precinct in the East
Midlands, UK, employing a target hardening strategy (focused mainly on security
gates and CCTV), resulted in increases in one year of 190% in pedestrian flows and
164% in car flows, a reversal of the decline in turnover and the cessation of
vandalism in the car park at the rear (http://www.renewal.net/).
Target hardening is one of the central elements in the SCP approach.
Mobility
The ability to move freely and safely through places is the natural right of all citizens.
This is all the more vital to ensure in the places where people live; and the public
accesses transport systems, since the entire socio-economic system relies on its
adequate functioning.
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Concerns with congestion in cities, urban air pollution and the global warming
consequences of car use is increasing the reliance on public transportation systems
as a sustainable solution, and the safety of patrons is an issue of ever increasing
importance consequently. This concern involves the place itself (the station or quay
or bus stop) and the milieu in which it is placed: the nature of the surrounding area
and facilities, and the coordination of transit hubs with these surrounding land uses
in order to reinforce their security specifically and attractiveness generally.
Transit Precincts
There is some conflict concerning the provision of routes to and from public transit
precincts. While the aim is provide short, safe and well-lit routes to and from other
venues and facilities and walkways to/from adjacent car parks, such movements
become predictable and might allow rationalizing offenders to prey on people using
them. Particularly vulnerable are pedestrian tunnels, underpasses, bridges and
overpass corridors, where escape is difficult. Sets of stairs similarly predict and
contain movement; and cyclist paths to transit nodes that are separated from the
normal flow of people and vehicles similarly become more vulnerable.
Obvious CCTV cover and regular patrolling can help overcome this, as can the
location, where feasible, along these routes of activity generators open to the public
especially late-night venues.
Ideally, stations could be considered as natural neighbourhood centres in whose
vicinity congruent (appropriate and integrated, not merely juxtapositioned) mixed
zoning and late-night animation facilities are located. Natural surveillability and
accessibility controls here are based on a continuous occupancy factor ie the
presence of other legitimate users and stakeholders, overcoming isolation
tendencies generated afterdark and at off-peak periods.
The US New Urbanism approach advocates transport oriented development (TODs)
around which residential and other mixed-use facilities are centred, all within 5
minutes walking distance; similarly, for other centres which are the locus for public
and civic buildings (see: Calthorpe, Katz, Duany & Plater-Zyberk, inter alia).
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Bus stops sometimes also serve as congregation or meeting points for youngsters.
Advertising that obscures sightlines to and from the bus stop are to be avoided,
irrespective. Transparency on all sides is the better solution; and openness needs to
be balanced with weather protection. Stops located in well trafficked areas or
adjacent to residential buildings and retail outlets particularly late-night stores in
entertainment and alcohol consumption areas, offer natural surveillability possibilities
to these access points.
Effective approaches to the removal and prevention of vandalism and graffiti on
public transport (trains and railway tracks, subways and bus services) are evidenced
in case studies of measures taken in the UK and internationally to reduce and
prevent graffiti and vandalism. For instance: New York City focus on rapid cleaning
and removal of graffiti, and the London Underground Graffiti Unit's use of a detection
and arrest approach. Also: methods in use in Stockholm Sweden, West Midlands
UK, and Utrecht's Hall of Fame project in the Netherlands. Their conclusions:
investment to prevent and tackle graffiti and vandalism has to be long-term,
sustained and targeted. Rapid removal of graffiti and early intervention with young
people are considered to be effective in tackling the problem, but there are sharply
contrasting views on providing ‘”legal” or “permitted” walls. Legislation to restrict the
open sale of spray can paints has been identified as a priority, and there is a need
for the criminal justice system to acknowledge more fully the seriousness and cost of
vandalism and graffiti (Crime Concern, 2006).
More prosaically, with regard to the location of toilets in the public realm, these are
best sited adjacent to high traffic areas rather than in isolated, out of the way
locations; the same holds true for toilet facilities in shopping malls and department
stores – best not located at the end of isolated corridors.
Mixed Modes
Pedestrian-only streets or precincts can become problematic when occupancy levels
are low. Mixed-mode streets in mixed-use precincts with late night animation are
preferable - where walkers are clearly prioritized but share the area with slow moving
vehicles and scooters and bicycles. The Dutch devised ‘woonerf’ concept of mixer
courts has been a tool available to crime prevention practitioners for many decades.
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Subtle traffic calming strategies favoured are narrowed entrances, changes in
surface characteristics and the use of cobblestones - no speed humps, while
removing kerbs and widening footpaths, and installing street furniture and planter
boxes – all of which accepts slow-moving traffic but gives priority to residents and
pedestrians. In most European cities, to this day, a great many streets comfortably
and safely accommodate the mix of pedestrians and vehicles, helping keep these
areas vitalized and vibrant day and night.
Bike paths that are separated from usual other activities become vulnerable.
Traversing mixed courts and mixed mode streets would integrate the paths, in
contrast.
The City of Sydney Cycle Strategy Action Plan (2007) recognizes the importance of
improving bicycle access and facilities within a shared and safe cycling environment,
where activity generators - such as outdoor eating areas attached to restaurants could be located along the frontage of shared ways and particularly at corners where
they intersect with cross streets.
Nodes have long been recognized as places where likeminded people have the
opportunity to naturally watch each other, and so watch out for each other,
generating social capital as a result.
In all cases it is advisable to locate footpaths and bicycle routes in proximity to
potential capable guardians; and away from dense vegetation and landscaping
structures - to reduce opportunities for concealment.
Congestion Hotspots
Spatial behavioural audits in the public realm include by definition observations of
human usage at different times of the day and night. Where licensed premises like
pubs and clubs are concentrated, or clustered, congestion points are likely to
develop when congregations of inebriated patrons leave the private premises and
populate the public realm often in over-animated fashion. Assault rates are known to
be related to this phenomenon. This flow of movement can be predicted, and
adapted to. Constricting flows is unwise in all cases: people are known to even
stampede when crushed in; at very least to feel oppressed, the opposite of what is
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desired: a calm mind. Environmental design can embed subtle cues (designing out
opportunities to stop and mingle or loiter, for one; and designing in places where
some alcohol-diluting food can be consumed in well managed conditions).
Management controls can be implemented and policed by wardens and rangers or
stewards, politely but firmly; and well advertised CCTV cameras with effective
messages can inject some sense of responsibility even into people who are abusing
their liberty.
Isolation
Entrapment and Escape
Escape works both ways. Designing permeable street layouts, and pedestrian and
cyclist

thoroughfares

can

minimise

the

opportunity

for

entrapment,

yet

simultaneously make it easier for an offender to escape after an affront. Reducing
accessibility can make it more difficult for offenders to operate but also limit the
movements of legitimate users. Added to this are the complications of user
perceptions: locals self-limiting their activities in places they apprehend as
susceptible (avoiding an underground tunnel even though it is the most efficient
route), while others know such a route encloses its users, and could plan with this in
mind.
Afterdark, in particular, when surveillability opportunities are lower isolation
opportunities increase. Concentration on the prevention of night-time fear of isolation
or entrapment would seem to be an appropriate design and management response
for authorities. With more people more afraid to go out at night, the risk for those who
do venture out is multiplied: with fewer potential witnesses or potential 'rescuers'
around, the isolation of night-time users is increased dramatically. Planning for
animation and designing for mixed land-uses are ways to ameliorate the conundrum.
Cul-de-sacs
Cul-de-sacs have been a contentious and unresolved issue in crime reduction for
half a century. Some planning texts attribute enhanced cohesiveness to cul-de-sacs,
but without substantial evidence to support this (Whyte, 1964). Mayo (1979) did find
more neighbouring on cul-de-sacs than on straight and curved streets; but attributed
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this to the fewer people living there. And, Brown and Werner (1985) found
neighbourhood ties were stronger on cul-de-sacs than on through streets. Cul-desac residents indicated a greater sense of: identity [feeling responsible for the block,
spending leisure time there, feeling proud of its appearance]; security/community
[satisfied with block security, believing that neighbours would stop a vandal, feeling
that neighbours respect their privacy, and feeling a sense of community]; more
decorating (territorial markings evaluated at Christmas and Halloween periods); and
more familiarity and contact with neighbours [relationships involving recognition,
borrowing, sociability, intimacy] than through-street residents. Together, these
attitudes and behaviours represented a heightened sense of neighbourhood
attachment.
It is always possible that people who have chosen to live on cul-de-sacs desire
closer contact and mutual visibility with their neighbours, in the first place. In this
sense, the street design is more a facilitator of such environment-behaviour
transactions ie nascent preferences and emerging behaviours finding expression
more readily where the environmental design is congruent with them.
Although the circular hub at the end of each cul-de-sac magnifies surveillability
potentials - a form of convex syntax where everyone can see everyone else in the
space - whether the occupants actually take advantage of this enhanced sightline
opportunity and monitor the area is, of course, not an automatic consequence of the
design. Socio-cultural and personal factors will intervene in this equation.
In more recent research (Samuels, 1995a), cul-de-sacs were found designed with a
pedestrian through-path giving access to open land or other pathways (in typical
Radburn style) connected to the hub. This design feature detracts from the classical
enclosure quality with which this street design is usually associated, and the sense
of neighbourliness which contributes to the proprietary experience in such domains.
Offenders can easily enter and survey and escape in such settings. The natural
tendency is to place high fences lining those shortcut pathways which, although
augmenting privacy also inadvertently block surveillability. Besides becoming
potential entrapment places, any able bodied person can scale such a fence, and
once inside cannot be seen from the path anymore.
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The cul-de-sac, moreover, is a natural form of traffic calming, which allows for a
more benign mix of vehicles and pedestrians and even children playing in the street without

excluding

vehicles

and

thereby diminishing

potential

surveillability

opportunities. In this sense, it does not represent isolation but integration, by Hillier's
own definition (the fewest number of intersecting lines of sight).
Nonetheless, there is no guarantee that a cul-de-sac design can eliminate fear and
harassment. If one family in such an enclosure turns out to be problematic, the
ambience of the entire setting can be negatively affected, because of the proximity
and intimacy. And, should the families turn out to be strangers to each other, the
enclosure could be an opportunity for offenders since it is technically isolated.
Paul Cozens has addressed this issue comprehensively in his evaluation of New
Urbanism (Cozens, 2008, New Urbanism, Crime and the Suburbs) and the offset
paragraphs below are cited verbatim.
“New Urbanists argue that cul-de-sac layouts are car-oriented and pedestrianhostile, compared to grid layouts, which enhance walkability by virtue of their
permeable configuration. This walkability promotes a stronger sense of
community, more social interaction and thereby lower levels of crime than is
currently experienced. New Urbanism generally advocates the use of the grid
street layout in preference to the cul-de-sac (Morrow-Jones et al., 2004) which
implies that car parking is hidden from view, often in often in rear lanes
(Martin, 2001).
A controversial report, Designing Out Crime – The Cost of Policing New
Urbanism (Knowles, 2006) claims that policing costs for a 4500 housing
development would be 3 times higher for permeable New Urbanist designs as
compared with the non-permeable cul-de-sac layouts promoted by the UK
Association of Chief Police Officer’s (ACPO) Secured By Design scheme.
This report also asserts that reported crime is 5 times higher in the New
Urbanist layouts investigated (Town et al., 2003; Town & O’Toole, 2005).
Furthermore, six of the first seven reasons burglars stated for selecting a
particular property were related to access routes (Town et al., 2003).
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However, some have argued that many of these layouts were not actually
New Urbanist in theory, character or design (Steuteville, 2003).
The UK’s Secured By Design scheme, which largely promotes the use of nonpermeable cul-de-sac layouts, has been evaluated and results indicate that
such developments reduce both crime and fear of crime (for a review see
Cozens et al., 2007). Modifying grid layouts using road closures has been
used as a successful crime prevention strategy (Matthews, 1992; Newman,
1995, Lasley, 1998; Zavoski et al., 1999) and this effectively converts the grid
into a cul-de-sac. Sheard (1991) studied children’s pathways in a Vancouver
(Canada) suburb, finding that the introduction of new pedestrian pathways
connecting the ends of cul-de-sacs led to increases in crime, since the
modifications effectively created through roads for both residents and others.
Conversely, research by Hillier and Shu (2000) found that incidents of
burglary were higher on more isolated properties on cul-de-sacs. However,
Town et al. (2003) argue that many of the cul-de-sacs in the study were
‘leaking’ and possessed pedestrian access ways, which effectively made
them through streets—at least for pedestrians.
A US Department of Justice (USDOJ) Report (Clarke, 2002) cites numerous
examples of studies (Bevis & Nutter, 1978; White, 1990; Beavon et al., 1994;
Wagner, 1997; Bowers et al., 2005), which indicate that reducing connectivity
reduces crime. Three recent studies confirm these findings (Brooke, 2004;
Yang, 2006; Armitage, 2007). Brooke (2004) studied a New Urbanist
development in Bradford, UK, reporting burglary rates of almost 20 times the
national average. Yang (2006) analysed some 3000 incidents of recorded
residential burglary across a range of street layouts finding reduced burglary
rates for properties located on less permeable layouts such as cul-de-sacs.
Furthermore, Armitage (2007) studied crime on 50 housing estates concluding
that “properties positioned within permeable estates are more vulnerable to
victimization” (p. 101).rear lanes (Martin, 2001).
‘Context is everything’ is the motto of the UK’s Designing Out Crime
Association (www.doca.org.uk) and clearly, the specific local situation is
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crucial in deciding which types of development are most appropriate.
However,

New Urbanism’s

scapegoating

of

the

cul-de-sac as

the

representation of all of the failings of suburban sprawl (Southworth & BenJoseph, 2004) effectively casts it aside as a viable design option. Indeed,
Schneider and Kitchen (2007, p. 52) comment how “performance is more
important in crime prevention than formulaic style”. They also note the
importance of context and outcome when applying ideas from one location to
another (Schneider & Kitchen, 2007), and transplanting Jacobs’ inner city
observations (1961) to residential suburbs may not be in context and may not
provide the outcomes sought by New Urbanism”.
Spaces between buildings and rear laneways behind or between buildings, and
under highways, are in-between places that often escape detailed design and
management attention, and thereby enhance the opportunity potential for anti-social
and illegal behaviour to take place. At the same time, laneways have become a
central attraction of the Melbourne CBD, and Sydney is moving in the same
direction. Frequently laneways have one point of access and egress and end in
dead-ends. These are unlikely to become populated and animated. The Melbourne
laneways that are successful are those that are wider, have activity generators on at
least one side and better if on both sides, often use the centre of the lane for cafes
covered with umbrellas, and connect up cross streets. Street art is tolerated here
too, embellishing the settings.
Many options are available to address the overlooked spaces: some involve closing
them off; others opening them up. The context of each determines the resolution. As
an example, in New York City, derelict spaces between apartment buildings have
been converted in community gardens, maintained by the local residents, yet they
are fenced and gated, to preserve their salubrious character.
People without a fixed address, usually by no fault of their own, look for inbetween
places to sleep at night and hang out during the day. Itinerants can be found
sleeping in rear lane fire escape doorways of city buildings. In Woolloomooloo for
instance, dozens of men can be seen living under the highway, in full sight of a
police station – despite the Matthew Talbot refuge being a street away (too small by
half to cope with the number of homeless people). Although they seem to take
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comfort in spirits and the whole scene is unsightly they seem to behave in a demure
fashion, and certainly have dominion over that space.
An effort is being made in Sydney to house more of these inbetween people: via a
new building attached to the Johanna O’Dea public housing high-rise in
Camperdown, for instance – likely to make only the smallest of dents in the problem.
Symbolism
Environmental Cues
Inherent in this discussion is the understanding that places are interpreted, given
meaning. This works from both the communities and offenders points of view. Subtle
environmental cues, such as changes in footpath material, change in grade or
elevation, or levels of lighting can help define legitimate uses and users. Because
interpretation is both social and spatial, and the

fundamental relationship in an

interactional model of opportune circumstance is situational contingency, it might
have been more appropriate to name environmental cues: ‘eco-logical cues’. Every
individual has expectations and experiences, and evaluates the one against the
other; and every action takes place in space. The psychology of place is significantly
more important than its physique.
Environmental cues contribute to the 'ambience' of a place and 'suggest' what
behaviours might be appropriate there ie apposite for legitimate or illegitimate
activities.
This idea is not new: Burgess (1925) identified environments which ‘afforded’
expression of a person's wishes, and then Gibson (1966) developed the general
concept that opportunities are afforded by a setting. Later, Brantingham &
Brantingham (1990) Clarke (1992) examined the intersection of potential offenders
(and their 'conceptual sets') with the opportunity to commit offences.
In general, it seems likely that potential criminals will consider which areas are
architecturally suitable to commit particular crimes (particularly surveillability,
obtrusiveness, and access/egress possibilities), and also consider social factors
influencing the likelihood that local users and/or residents will intervene (taking cues
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from territorial personalisations and markers, and evident family, ethnic and sociocultural characteristics).
But the extent to which criminals extract messages built-in to the environment or
ignore psychological and symbolic barriers is unknown; and possibly not great (Hillier
& Shu, 2002). Questionnaires help here but are never objective. And although
Phelan (1977) claimed that both symbolic and real barriers between public and
private territory were hardly perceived by ex-burglars, it is not helpful to look at
defensible features in isolation. Whole area image, in a Gestalt sense, is very
different from the meaning embedded in individual site characteristics.
Clearly, individual susceptibilities and proclivities intervene in all person-environment
relationships. Past psycho-social experiences, role-models, somatic and genetic
tendencies and inheritance, introvert-extroversion personality-typing, psychological
stressor thresholds, 'get even' desires, thrill seeking, peer pressures, and gang
membership, inter alia...encourage individuals considering a delinquent, anti-social
or criminal activity to take action (or not). Similarly, such sets of characteristics
diminish or enhance the likelihood that individuals will display victimisation traits,
thus influencing their chances of being targeted.
Clearly too, offender motivation is a critical parameter in this equation: if they are
intent and highly driven, or desperate for money to feed a drug addiction, or are
inebriated, or simply determined enough (some even break down doors with
crowbars) these cues are unlikely to deter them. Whether defensible spaces are
necessarily defended is by no means certain.
Ascertaining the viewpoint of individual criminals is vital to understanding the spatial
patterning of urban crime. It is their motivations, decision-making trade-offs,
evaluations of risks and rewards, familiarity with areas ie their individual socio-spatial
perceptions which are meaningful, not socio-ecological statistics, or general
epidemiological crime rates mapped as frequencies of recorded crime occurrence by
spatial distribution (Samuels, 1994).
The issue of tagging will be referred to later; suffice it to say here that where special
care is taken with the visual and aesthetic environment the benefits can be observed
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- less or zero graffiti on decorated panels in the underground tunnel connecting
Sydney Central Railway Station to Central Bus Station, for instance.
It is now well appreciated that well maintained community embellished places can be
effective, and to not build-in cues because they might be ignored or go unaware is
short-sighted false economy.
In sum: territorial markers are indicators of ownership, occupancy, investment,
caring...and include both explicit cues such as "Keep Out" signs, and implicit
elements such as upkeep and beautification and symbolic signs of uniqueness.
These are non-verbal messages to people in settings suggesting how they should
behave there (Rapoport, 1982). Physical and symbolic features cue people into a
setting.
Barriers
Symbolic barriers can be powerful deterrents: a link-chain fence or low hedge or
white picket fence indicating a territory is claimed, and that any transgression across
that line in the sand would be treated as trespass. It is not a physical barrier in any
sense of the word.
Front gardens themselves are perceived as buffers, and houses with front gardens,
fences and gates were assessed as having the lowest scores on the Coleman
(1985) 'disadvantagement' scales. These markers and signs project a powerful
territorial image; and have been traditionally associated with the concept 'our home'.
The worst scores were recorded for the purpose-built blocks of flats.
The desire to be safe and private however frequently drives people to erect high
walls, a typical form of target hardening in troubled areas of countries like South
Africa and in Latin America or the Green Zone in Baghdad – with

electric and

barbed wire also strung out atop them. These special conditions obviously override
any symbolic gestures likely to be totally irrelevant, but the principle of surveillance
and visibility is violated.
See-through fencing - allowing for visibility while still protecting privacy – seems a
viable approach, even in dire circumstances, allowing for social control without
demeaning the congenial nature of places (see: Walop, 1996).
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In purely design terms, in Merry’s (1981b) interviews with young offenders they
considered open courtyards as poor robbery locations since there are so many eyes
there. Here the sightline cues naturally integral to courtyard design and urban square
geometry acts to inhibit crime; a powerful argument for their adoption wherever
feasible.
Gatekeeping
Place Managers
Local housing managers in social housing domains and local community housing
managers are now becoming more widespread in Australia, interacting at both
community and individual levels; a positive development (and in licensed premises
wardens rather than bouncers interact with patrons). In the public realm, however,
the country is slower at taking up the commensurate idea: of neighbourhood
concierges or superintendents (as in Amsterdam), or ‘town-centre managers’
(Wekerle & Whitzman, 1995).
The UK Neighbourhood Wardens Scheme funds and oversees the management of
local neighbourhood warden initiatives, which are designed to provide a reassuring
presence, promote community safety and tackle graffiti, vandalism and low level
disorder in communities throughout England and Wales.
One case as way of example refers to British research, responding to the issues
perceived by the community as problems in their area by proposing approaches,
notably neighbourhood wardens and community watch schemes. Successful
approaches, they noted, are those that are linked into agencies charged with the
rapid response to problems and which provide feedback on progress to the
communities that have assisted them (Christman et al, 2004).
Basically, the notion of installing place managers as urban wardens with appropriate
control jurisdiction and co-ordination authority seems good practice.
A specific offshoot of this notion is Time Management in the public realm. At certain
times of the day or week, when places and transport modes become most
vulnerable, afterdark and afterhours and late at night, or at weekends on university
campuses – when occupancy levels and surveillability potentials are low - is when
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the most effective and economic use of place managers could take place. Besides
monitoring and manipulating situations, such individuals could also be responsible to
progressively shut down and close off (and if needs be, patrol) places and areas as
they become progressively less populated, from malls to urban squares and places
of congregation in the public realm generally.

7.3

Territoriality

Territorial Reinforcement via physical design can help create or extend a sphere of
influence, which increases offenders’ sense of risk and legitimate users’ sense of
territorial control. Physical features that clearly define property lines and distinguish
private spaces from public spaces use such elements as landscape plantings,
pavement designs, gateway treatments, and CPTED-compliant fences, among other
devices (Book & Schneider, 2010).
Ambience
Territoriality that clearly delineates private space from semi-public and public spaces
helps create a sense of ownership. People usually protect territory that they feel is
their own and have a certain respect for the territory of others. This can be termed:
ambience: an ethereal quality but with a real presence, like light.
Public Space includes: roads, footpaths and sidewalks, lanes, exteriors of entries to
buildings, walls, urban squares and street furnishings, parks and transit systems;
Semi-Public Space: resident parking areas, garage courts, enclosed play areas,
inside entrances to multi-family buildings, paths between buildings on estates...and
inside public buildings; Semi-Private Space: front gardens, paths and steps to
entrances, parking in shared driveways, shared internal courtyards, community
gardens...inside private corporate spaces; and Private Space: interiors of dwellings
or buildings generally.
An area that looks protected gives the impression that greater effort is required to
commit a crime. Ownership creates an ambience where strangers and intruders
stand out and are more easily identified; and a cared for environment can also
reduce fear of crime in legitimate users.
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Basically, territoriality is intrinsic in all animals, humans included; and is influenced
by visibility, permeability and ambience: three pillars of classical CPTED.
To reinforce a sense of place in residential areas is relatively difficult, particularly in
public realm areas of social housing domains, but nowhere near equivalent to
creating a sense of territoriality in the public realm or on transit systems. Here
controlling access to strangers and/or privatizing space is not permissible; and there
is no ‘community’ to rely on and empower. Nevertheless, there are stakeholders,
ranging from patrons of public transit systems to the common public and to the
owners and occupiers of facilities edging the public realm, private spaces but with a
public face.
Safer Cities initiatives, popular since the 1980s in Europe and Canada as well as
Australia and New Zealand (Wekerle & Whitzman, 1995) encourage multi-agency
partnerships amongst citizens (including marginalized groups) and city councils and
state government agencies and mall and shop owners and NGOs, all of whom have
an interest in creating and maintaining safe places in the urban realm. The approach
coincides environmental design with community development and education,
combines social and physical and spatial remedies, understands fear of crime as a
central component and that participating citizens can bring a unique experience to
bear on the matter, that experts do not have. ‘The city provides an enabling
framework within which citizens can develop collective solutions’ (:11). This changes
the politics and perspectives of urban safety: making it part of the public policy
agenda. The method suggested as a way to develop a sense of territory in the public
realm is to encourage participation in the design, planning and management of them,
thus generating social capital and a natural desire to protect places and people in
them.
Strategies that attempt to separate functions and facilities, segregate them into
distinctive parts and thereby control them deny the whole the coherence it requires
to function as liveable places. Enclosed spaces can readily become under-utilized,
with all the problems inherent in isolated and dormant spaces. In contrast, well-used,
open, transparent and animated places with mixed-uses that encourage patronage
at all hours of the day.
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Environmental suggestibility is at the heart of territoriality; and is very much
influenced by territorial markers, and area imagery, and human scale.
Natural Guardians
The notion of natural or capable guardians arose with the situational criminologists
where offenders were understood as opportunists who go about their routine daily
activities, calculating relative to the routine behaviours of potential targets/victims
especially in the absence of capable guardians (Cohen & Felson, 1979; Cornish &
Clarke, 1986; Felson & Clarke 1998). In other words, the absence of potential crime
preventers. Fundamentally, natural guardians are people who have a sense of
commitment and responsibility to maintaining the peace and quality of life, who feel
they are stakeholders, be it owner occupiers, renters and tenants, patrons on public
transit systems, users of parks and playgrounds or the informal occupational
surveillance by employers and employees or students keeping an eye out.
Guardianship includes encouraging people to use the public domains…a form of
active surveillance of territory for the common good.
Where natural guardians are multiplied the chances for a safe and amenable public
realm are multiplied. Sometimes this can be accomplished by mixing uses, bringing
people together for different activities and times but in the same places; placing
cafés and kiosks and barbeques in parks is a pertinent example.
Natural Congregation
Where publicly accessible open space is designed to encourage interaction and
locate gathering areas are set in locations that provide for natural surveillance and
natural access control natural, congregation can occur more readily. Necessarily,
management of these places, unobtrusive where possible, is the other vital
ingredient, including the scheduling of activities and regular maintenance, particularly
after social events of any kind (or any graffiti event). These are also congruent
places to locate public conveniences like telephones and ATMs, with adjacent bus
stops and taxi ranks - depending on the scale of the setting. Legible focal points –
public art, or an obelisk or fountain, for instance, can help distinguish and identify
places as unique and thus special.
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Well used paths and lanes and corridors of congruent activity generators encourage
natural congregation of likeminded citizens. Shopping strips buffered with wide
footpaths and comfortable street furniture, and

cooled with pleasant tree shade

create animated linear congregations. In countries such as Spain and Italy, for
instance, the people lining these paths and places are there day and night, when
many families and young and old alike walk the pedestrian streets for pure leisure
and to connect with each other, and sit and watch until late into the night. The feeling
is one of complete safety. Anyone who has experienced these settings can vouch for
this. The opportunity for casual social encounters is multiplied exponentially.
Community performance spaces in shopping malls draw crowds around it, but
interaction between them is diluted by the spectacle which is the focus of attention.
Buskers also congregate people, in the main likeminded people enjoying the music,
but also offer opportunities to astute pickpockets – an issue endemic in all crowd
situations.
And the design of adjacent buildings is similarly germane, as always. Where
surveillability of a civic precinct is clearly possible, the probability of being seen
acting anti-socially should be a natural deterrent. This interface between the public
and private is of great importance.
Clearly, all these places need to be barrier-free and conform to universal design
principles, to ensure the equal use by all members of the public: the disabled, infirm
and elderly. Provision for children and teenagers, again depending on the
circumstances, more relevant in housing areas and suburbs, needs to be carefully
thought through as well.
One Dutch example; in Amsterdam ‘over a hundred young people are attending
workshops on rap, film making, various sorts of dance, art, spoken word etc - and
exhibitions of their work are held monthly. A building has now been bought and is in
the process of being converted into a multifunctional youth centre so that the
activities will have a proper home of their own’ (City of Amsterdam, 2001).
In Sydney, the Redfern-Waterloo Plan of 2004 is another very pertinent case in
point. It aimed to construct a community centre near the Block (previously cleared of
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housing) ‘to respond to the recreational and cultural needs of the people of Redfern
and Waterloo and to ensure that the centre is promoted in such a way as to
maximise community use’. Festivals in the area are promoted (including the RedfernWaterloo festival, Redfern Tenants Information Day and Redfern Arts and Crafts
festival); and open air cinema events in open spaces are planned through the
Community Facilities Plan. As are ‘street parties and social events between social
and private housing blocks, and live music in local parks on Sunday afternoons to
provide performance opportunities for local musicians and to encourage families to
get to know each other’. Accompanying these physical events is a virtual network:
websites where local residents and businesses can access information specific to
the area with address of community organisations, groups, activities and local
services. Finally, expanding the Waterloo Recycling Workshop into the space
alongside the current workshop is aimed at further promoting community interaction
and reducing unsafe or threatening activities on the site.
Not forgetting the human need for relaxation and quiet contemplation - sitting under
a tree with a good book, besides a lake or fountain or pool of water, connected to
nature, idly watching what happens is yet another invaluable asset in the
preservation of safety in civic spaces.
Finally, slow moving vehicles, bikes, scooters and cars can add animation and
presence to pedestrian prioritized places, either moving through the space or around
its edges, but with the message clearly apparent: this is a people space which you
can share if you abide by the rules.
Natural Defensibility
Form does have a powerful effect on behaviour; and natural defensibility can be
designing for, by building-in elements which foster security and feelings of safety, by
their nature.
Relevant spatial factors are exposure and enclosure, social factors exclusion and
inclusion. But again, these relationships are not deterministic but opportunistic.
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The many urban guidelines and contemporary planning philosophies that exist, for
instance: secured by design, safer cities and safer by design, and new urbanism,
are all intrinsically geared towards generating naturally defensible places.
The extent to which they achieve this must always be open to question, and
evaluation
From the urban design point of view, the urban square and the courtyard – elements
evolved over millennia – promote surveillability, manage accessibility and generate
territoriality.
Linear configurations have entirely different effects, elongating rather than centring;
and urban canyon configurations, as in high-rise CBD districts, actively remove
these opportunity potentials. The ‘main street’ urban design concept, so decimated
by the shopping mall phenomenon, with its inherent possibilities for diverse
interaction, if clustered with many intersecting streets and interconnecting civic
places, similarly. Where the street is strung out linearly, one strip wide, with car
parking in front of each facility, the effect is lost. In fact, car parking areas
endemically destroy the ambience so necessary to attain safe places, by destroying
animation and inadvertently providing a multitude of covert places and spots hidden
from sight.
As cities in Australia become more compact and move towards densification,
housing form accommodates, either with higher-rise residential buildings (removed
from the street) or medium-rise complexes (at a more human scale). The cluster
courtyard design suits the latter perfectly. Integrated in the centre is semi-private
space; responsible space, more readily personalised. Fronting on to the street or
square the building can be set back with a transition space or, face onto street and
border the pavement directly. European cities favour the latter format - bringing
people living and working in these mixed-use cities closer to the public realm,
naturally enhancing the presence of eyes on the street. Balconies can face the street
and the courtyard interior.
This European urban typology is more dense than conventional ‘new urbanism’
notions, which are more suburban, and is closer to an ‘urban village’ concept where people congregate to live and work and shop and play in coincident space.
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And the city buildings are on average 4 to 6 storeys high with varying apartment
sizes, continually lining the streetfront - and interspersed with urban squares of
varying shapes and sizes. Moreover, introducing urban villages into big cities can
help humanize them; help create ‘smaller communities’ within them (Shaftoe &
Read, 2005).
Human-scaled clusters can readily accommodate the whole range of private-public
behaviours, semi-private and semi-public inclusive, and balance privacy and
surveillability potentials – both physically and symbolically. Offsetting entrances and
windows and changing levels are formal factors which can be manipulated to
enhance privacy, and balconies and porches for surveillability. And, the humble
shutter allows for both privacy and surveillability, as well as security, and thermal
comfort (ventilation and sun shading easily managed).
Some controversy is reported in the research on US new urbanism and crime
reduction, namely: that it is more expensive to police such areas than those
designed after the British secured by design program.

But configurations of

buildings and streets in new urbanist developments are [intuitively] more likely to
reduce opportunities for crime by increasing pedestrian flow, natural surveillance and
thus social capital (Sarkissian, 2004).

Increasing density per se neither creates nor reduces crime; and rear lanes per se
have existed for millennia in cities and are neither good nor bad, and also need to be
considered in context and by specific locale.
Anything that diminishes fearfulness is beneficial. Certain sectors of society are
naturally more threatened and intimidated than others: women and children and the
elderly and infirm in particular. Loukaitou-Sideris (2006) ‘identifies six spatial design
measures to enhance women's perception of safety, complemented by four more
general strategies to make people feel safer on the streets. Women’s fear is
particularly associated with specific environmental conditions and settings in public
spaces’. Empirical findings are reported from two surveys of women in
neighbourhood parks and waiting at bus stops in Los Angeles, California. The usual
suspects are indicted: poorly maintained, poorly lit, desolate public spaces.
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Extending the reach of an active edge facility, particularly a transit node, into the
public realm is also canvassed: an important factor mentioned previously.
From the point of view of the offender, again the extent to which design factors are
taken cognizance of is uncertain

(Sutton et al, 2008); but Cozens et al (2001)

confirmed that many potential offenders do take note of in-built cues that do affect
their perceptions of opportunity – in terms of risks and rewards.
But nothing is lost by setting up situations with the right potentials latent in them.
Even simple surface and material changes, built in as signs of proprietary space
can’t go to waste, irrespective. Including a community designed and created mural in
a public space can only be for the better; ensuring no blank facades face onto the
realm, similarly. These are social inclusion or exclusion generators, respectively.
Integral to these naturally defensible situations are gatekeepers, the place
managers: concierges and the like, and even civic wardens where circumstances
demand more management control.
Once natural defensibility exists in its latent form, the potential that territorial attitudes
and behaviours will emerge is multiplied. Best practice environmental design
element by far.
Social Inclusion/Cohesion/Capital: Sustainable Community
Community models that enclose people into separate racial, national, ethnic,
migrant, religious, fiscal, caste or class categorisations are anathema to social
inclusion, cohesion and capital. Social injustice and entrenched frustrations with
prejudiced life opportunities and ‘ghettoization’ are prone to erupt as urban
insurrections, in time. These are signs of impoverishment and inequality,
stigmatisation, precarious employment prospects and low social mobility and capital.
The greater the segregation and the more difficult it is to become included in society
the more likely behavioural problems will emerge. Multi-cultural societies are
blossoming worldwide as people move country with more facility and economic and
ecological-refugees multiply (and Empire’s come full circle). Where insertion into
adopted societies is restricted physically and psychologically by segregation and
separation, future problems are incubated. Heterogeneity and diversity are factors to
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be encouraged, if citizens are to develop responsible attitudes and act in the
interests of the commonwealth.
The recent research literature on social inclusion and exclusion is substantial. Some
principal inclusion notions elaborated therein are: integration via community control
(Bursik & Grasmick, 1993), social capital (Putnam, 1995) and social cohesion
(Hirschfield & Bowers, 1997); and recently, empathetic interaction (Samuels et al,
2005). NSW Housing Director General, Mike Allen: “social participation is the
foundation of civil society” (address at the Community Housing Conference,
Newcastle, November, 2010)
Positive exclusion, in the sense of situational and environmental design prevention of
opportunity for crime has been covered earlier.
The efficacy of such measures has not been systematically tested and evaluated.
But, ‘the quality of buildings and spaces has a strong influence on the quality of
people’s lives. Decisions about the design, planning and management of places can
enhance or restrict a sense of belonging. equal, inclusive and cohesive society They
can increase or reduce feelings of security, stretch or limit boundaries, promote or
reduce mobility, and improve or damage health. They can remove real and imagined
barriers between communities and foster understanding and generosity of spirit.
Poor and disadvantaged people are far more likely to live in poor quality
environments’ (CABE, 2008).
At the same time, simply locating buildings overlooking spaces will not necessarily
contribute to the safety of public spaces unless other social, behavioural and design
factors are considered. Consider the case of Kitty Genovese, who was murdered on
a New York footpath while many onlookers observed without intervening - an
indication of the limitations of “eyes on the street” without the concomitant
community development components.
Many instances of societies moving assertively towards social inclusion and
neighbourhood revitalisation and partnership renewal are evident. Notably, the
European Commission has initiated public consultation on how to promote the active
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inclusion of marginalised people in society and in the labour market. Some few
examples follow:
The City of Liège in Belgium is aiming to improve the participation of associations
and young people from four priority districts, via the implementation of sporting,
cultural and intercultural activities. Each district is served by an intergenerational
coordinator, a socio-sporting coordinator and a “youth and inter-cultural” coordinator.
And non profit organisations offers workshops in photography, computer graphics
and web design to all inhabitants (Liège City Contract 2005-2007).
In 2003, an Anti-Social Behaviour Act was implemented in the UK; introducing new
and strengthening existing powers to tackle nuisance behaviour. In 2004, the
Housing Corporation published guidance for the sector on producing anti-social
behaviour policies and introducing procedures required by the Act; encouraging,
enabling and working alongside housing associations to meet the ‘Respect
Agenda’. (Housing Corporation, 2007)
In NSW, a study of 1,000 people in Eurobodalla Shire found:
“People who join things have a sense of belonging, of being a valued member
of a group. Belonging engenders trust and trust engenders an optimistic
outlook. It is this optimism that is directly predictive of good mental health.
People who have hope for the future have a powerful shield against the slings
and arrows of outrageous fortune” (Berry, 2003, Doctoral Thesis, Mental
Health Research Centre, Australian National University).
Similarly, research evaluating the creation of a community garden in the Waterloo
public housing high-rise domain in Sydney has encouraged a positive sense of
community, multicultural social interaction and a sense of ownership and pride
(Bartolomei et al, 2003) – besides providing healthy food and good exercise. This
activity was initiated in 1996 during the NSW Department of Housing’s
Neighbourhood Improvement Program (1995-1999). Despite the positive aspects
some sense of ambiguity towards feelings of safety in the gardens emerged from
interviews with users; and sharing was not self-evident: some conflicts relating to
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leadership and lot sizes and also neglected plots did arise. So dispute resolutions
and management intervention were recommended.
To engender a sense of ownership, empowerment and investment, and territorial
responsibility and willingness to intervene, such stewardship requires involvement in
the day to day running and management of places, as well as in their design (where
feasible). Community participation, engagement and consultation is paramount to the
development of social capital. This is a form of local governance.
Language of Place
Unlike other animals humans give meaning to places; forming mental images based
on interpretations – a complex melange of spatial cognitions (territorial markers and
embedded messages...) and perceptions of physical properties like sound and smell
and particularly sight. Places have a language with which they communicate to us
sentient beings. Best practice design understands this semiotic intuitively, and
unobtrusively builds in the appropriate language for each place.
Christopher Alexander and Kevin Lynch are legendary for their comprehension of
this language. Lynch (1958, 1959) separated cities into their component cognitive
parts, legible environmental images like: paths, edges, districts, nodes and
landmarks. Knowing how people conceive of their environments aids designers to
create congruent places for them. Knowing how communities or criminals read their
environments similarly aids best practice.
And there is more: the underlying street grid system itself, undetected by lay people,
has a major impact on the use of space. It comes in a variety of forms, for instance:
from lattice webs of an organic nature to linear and orthogonal forms via radial and
circumferential varieties. The way the city communicates changes depending on
those configurations. Some favour legibility, others permeability, yet others
defensibility, and identity; some give preference to vehicles, with wide straight roads,
others to walkers, in webbed street formats – all with implications for liveability and
sustainability, and security.
Alexander and his colleagues followed in 1977 with a breakdown of 253 component
and recurring patterns at every scale, from regions to cities and neighborhoods,
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buildings and entrances and rooms and the fixtures in them – all clustered into
coherent sets of resolutions. This pattern language they detected at its best in
medieval and renaissance urban models - which are still at the pinnacle of urban
design today. In short, a primer for the design of
harmonious, and

functional, attractive and

safe places – from understanding the language in which they

communicate.
Space is hierarchical, like society. In some places it is expected that you bow your
head, or put on a hat or take off your hat, or shoes; in others it is expected that you
will let your hair down or have your hair done. Indoor spaces range from broom
cupboards to CEO offices, houses have distinctive fronts and backs and closeted
private spaces; open spaces range across the board, from private to public via every
degree of transition space.
This semiotic is understood variously by different individuals, at the extremes:
architects seeped in the words and thoughts unique to their profession, to the lay
person who behaves in space in a more or less unconscious habitual and routine
way without thinking about it much at all. The expert needs to know the experience
of the user, therefore, by definition, to design appropriately for them (and not for
themselves). Safe places in particular. Does the language include or exclude is the
fundamental criterion here.
Hard and soft architecture (discussed later) fall clearly into this spatial pattern
language. Hardware sends one message, software another. ‘The commodification of
security’...security doors, alarms, shop shutters, patrols etc...‘can reinforce fear...and
danger...[and] runs counter to the language of community, which is about...trust and
solidarity’ (Sutton et al, 2008: 118).
As always, the community-oriented and the offence-prone people read into their
environments, and it is always moot the extent to which they recognize
environmentally designed and embedded cues. And people themselves cannot
easily be read, or their intentions discerned, and many deceptions are part of life. At
best, if they stand out in a space, and seem out of place as a result of the inherent
spatial language, lack of anonymity should deter them from untoward actions in it.
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Malaise Indicators
Malaise is indicated in many ways. Traditionally, via dereliction, discarded
whitegoods, dumped trash and mattresses and whitegoods, broken glass, broken
lights, vandalised buildings and graffiti on walls and fences, weeds etc. Moreover,
marginal groups also impact on the ambience of places: vagrants and homeless men
and women as well as groups of testosterone-fuelled boys and gang members of all
ages.. And potential criminogenic functions like game arcades and pubs and clubs
set the scene for anomie and disorganization.
On the other hand, urban areas can be understood as a melange of crime
generators and attractors as well as crime detractors or neutralizers (Brantingham
and Brantingham, 1995). Knowing which is which is a step towards best practice.
This eco-logical framework takes a broader view of malaise: including disadvantaged
concentrations of social housed people, criminogenic congregation and social
exclusion generally...as well as social housing projects and vulnerable targets and
places, all malaise indicators.
Disadvantaged Concentrations
The excerpts below are taken verbatim from Samuels et al (2004).
“Social housing is not necessarily an indicator of social disadvantage but links
between concentrated public housing, areas of degraded privately rented/owned
housing and the incidence of disadvantage is strong. Elements that act to produce
deprivation/social

exclusion

include

poor

geographic

accessibility

to

job

opportunities, reduced provision of public facilities and services and stigmatisation of
areas and their residents. Crime rates have long been known to be higher in areas
and among individuals affected by economic disadvantage, and crime is a major
concern of residents living in high concentrations of public housing.

There is

evidence that disadvantaged people are more likely to be both perpetrators and
victims of crime, and that concentrations of economically disadvantaged young
males in particular are a major factor in crime, but also that only a very small
percentage of resident offenders commit the majority of crime in residential areas
(NSWPS, 2001a; NSWDH, undated; Stubbs and Hardy, 2000).
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It is probable that inadvertently counteractive outcomes have arisen from an
otherwise well-intentioned targeted allocation policy now implemented by housing
agencies in all three States - that gives priority to severely socially disadvantaged
people.
British research over the years confirms higher perceived and actual crime and
delinquency in disadvantaged areas (Mirrles-Black et al, 1998), as well as intensified
crime on deprived housing estates (Baldwin & Bottoms, 1976; Herbert, 1976).
Newman (1972) and others unmasked a similar reality in vast housing estates in the
USA from the 1970s on. Recently Weatherburn et al (1999:256) support the notion
that public housing estates in Britain, the United States and Australia are frequently
plagued by crime problems.
That socially disadvantaged communities reside in concentrations of public housing
is not in doubt (Katz, 1989; Wilson, 1987, 1996; Jencks, 1992; Brantingham &
Brantingham, 1994; Bennett & Read, 1999; Weatherburn et al, 1999; Vinson 1999
and Peck, 2001; inter alia).
Both Westacott (2002) and Weatherburn et al (1999) emphasise the influence of
allocation policies on the distribution of disadvantage. As a case in point, although
medium-density housing clusters frequently seem ‘problematic’ in public housing
areas it is neither density nor design that generates these behavioural patterns but,
rather, socially disadvantaged single-men housed in close proximity. In other
demographic groups living in similar circumstances, the affect would be different.
Recently, Beer et al (2000) mention a density of 5 to 6 children per 10 dwellings as
being related to higher crime, and Stubbs and Hardy (2000) cite the concentration of
economically disadvantaged young males as a major factor in crime.
Below is a composite hotspot map for one of the nine areas investigated in the Ahuri
research. It has been generated after analysis of the crime patterns evident in the
area over the given time period. The circles are hotspot locations; black zones
indicate public housing concentrations while the white allotments are privatelyowned. A relationship between recurrent crime and public housing is thus evident”.
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Generic Hotspot Cluster of Concentrated Crime

It is pertinent to note, in a report prepared for the then Carr government in NSW,
that: one in three allocations in 2004 were for priority housing, compared to only one
in seven in 1995. In the early 1970s over 70% of applicants for public housing were
couples with children, 17% were married couples and 12% were elderly singles. Sole
parents and single people were predominantly ineligible for public housing. By 2005,
over a third of applicants were single, another third were single parents and only
11% were couples with children. Over a quarter of subsidised tenants were on
disability support pension, and nearly a third of household heads were over 65.
Meanwhile, lone person households are projected to increase from 24% of all
households in NSW in 2001 up to 32% in 2026.
Knowledge this disadvantaged demographic is essential to design and manage
appropriate clusters of social housing: be it in the public or community or aboriginal
or affordable realms.
The Carr government, understood that both social and spatial remedies are needed,
and brought in a

new community regeneration strategy – which the Federal

government’s recent stimulus package has augmnented and boosted enormously –
now called the Partnership regeneration Strategy
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They: implemented acceptable behaviour agreements - where local specialist staff
work intensively with disruptive tenants, helping them modify their anti-social
behaviour - and set out to: improve the management of nuisance and annoyance
complaints, facilitate employment and skills training for housing tenants, involve
social housing residents in the Community Greening Program in partnership with the
Royal Botanic Gardens and establish community gardens, implement on-site
intensive management on problem estates and carry out community safety audits
through partnerships involving residents, police, local councils and community
organisations.
Simultaneously, they set out to increase the proportion of one and two bedroom
homes, upgrade the quality of homes including disability accessibility and of public
spaces, introduce higher security in high-rise buildings and close unsafe laneways
in Radburn estates in particular, implement design-out-crime projects in 19
disadvantaged estate, and complete the $500 million redevelopment of the
Bonnyrigg Estate through a Public Private Partnership, aimed at balancing public
and private ownership.
The recent NSW Dept. of Housing strategy: ‘A New Direction in Building Stronger
Communities 2007–2010’, elaborates and develops the social theme with an
interagency Building Stronger Communities strategy aimed to address not only
housing management issues but to work more closely with other agencies and
businesses to break the cycle of disadvantage in social housing estates.
The approach here: besides upgrading the quality of housing and the local
environment, all the resolutions are psycho-socially based:‘building stronger communities in six priority locations across NSW, funding frontline
staff in priority locations to work with communities and help unemployed tenants get
current skills and find work, work with residents to identify issues and develop new
ways of resolving long-term problems on estates, establish a learning and
employment coordinator in each location, to set up tenant employment initiatives and
help tenants to gain employment, establish programs to enable tenants to become
leaders of their own community, establish neighbourhood management boards
through which residents in public housing estates can get involved in making
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decisions about how to improve their community, work with other organisations to
improve service delivery arrangements so public housing tenants can easily access
services when needed, provide an intensive tenancy management team and
community centre in each estate, support tenants by employing community
development workers in each priority location, actively engage with tenants and the
community to ensure programs are responsive to community needs, assist tenants
to access training and skills development activities, work with state, local and nongovernment agencies in each priority location ensuring efforts are coordinated and
funding is spent on initiatives identified by the community, and support leadership
and capacity building initiatives in each priority location’.
Public housing issues have loomed large in the US and European cities in particular,
with their vast post-war peripheral council estates…high rise tower and slab
apartment buildings lacking personalization and identity, where concentrations of the
poor, marginalized, jobless, immigrant and problem families were settled. Such
communities also tend to have larger family sizes, and child densities is an important
frequently factor noted - many of whom are disaffected or angry or frustrated and/or
ganging-up proto-delinquents...isolated from recreational and central social activities
(Bottoms & Wiles, 1986; Osborn & Shaftoe, 1995).
Initiatives addressing both physical-spatial and psycho-social aspects in social
housing precincts have been implemented overseas, for many years.
For instance: The Danish Crime Prevention Council (1971) addressed crime
prevention in housing areas, in relation to urban policy. They noted how disordered
housing areas lacked resident and community spirit and usually have more
criminality. Alternatively, areas with good community spirit and activities impact on
vandalism, stealing, violence and misuse of drugs, and residents sharing
responsibility

create

a

positive

spiral

by

community

activities.

Besides the standard crime prevention physical inputs, they also advocated: 'colocation' ie a mixture of residences and leisure and business facilities, and variety in
the composition of residents – with different age and ethnic groups, persons of
different status, and cooperation between private and public bodies and residents.
At a similar time, in the US, territoriality as a pillar of crime reduction strategies was
becoming recognized, with inputs from notables like Oscar Newman, Jane Jacobs,
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and Christopher Alexander, as well as from eminent environmental psychologists
like Edward Hall (1966) and Robert Sommer (1969), and Terence Lee (1968) and
David Canter (1970) in the UK, inter alia.
More recently, the European Commission has set up an URBAN II initiative aimed at
supporting

innovative

projects

in

urban

regeneration

in

disadvantaged

neighbourhoods. In the Netherlands, for instance, neighbourhoods in Amsterdam,
Rotterdam and Heerlen were allocated funds for the period 2000-2006.
And in France, after the urban riots of November 2005, an analysis of probable
causes mentions the following: structural unemployment amongst and related
discrimination against the youth even those with higher degrees, or precarious jobs,
racial discrimination and vilification, vexing and repetitive police patrols, single parent
households, poor ‘big brother’ (grands frères) examples, diffusion of street and drug
cultures, loss of sense of community, frustrations from unachievable but desirable
goods, despondency, and so on (Journée Organisée, 2006).
A litany of accumulated disadvantages which will find a way of being expressed in
due course and in good time, inevitably.
Social exclusion is conceived as a multi dimensional concept, in opposition to
inclusion and cohesion, and life quality . It is understood as a combination of material
deprivation; insufficient access to social rights and a low degree of social
participation (Jehoel-Gijsbers & Vrooman, 2007).

In this survey among Dutch

households bad health was the most important risk factor, with serious sociorelational consequences. Other main determinants of social exclusion are low
income, benefit dependency, limited Dutch language skills and living in a one-parent
household.
All studies that address social inclusion by definition also address social exclusion.
Criminogenic Congregation
Activities, functions and land-uses that attract or promote or allow criminal,
harassment, anti-social behaviour or predatory opportunity can be detected, and
mapped. Areas with concentrations of leisure activities such as gaming halls, pubs
and clubs concentrate certain types people and raises the probability of certain types
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of crimes being committed here, eg alcohol-fuelled violence (Stubbs, 2002).
Similarly, other crime attractors can be identified: situations that embody certain
opportunity potentials such as transit nodes, and shopping malls. Add to this the
understanding that ‘offender life patterns influence the locations of their offending
behaviour, that they commit crimes in areas they know’ (Brantinghams, 1981/1991).
At question is whether it is better to disseminate such congregation quarters
amongst other safer uses? Does that diminish the problem, or spread it around, by
not dealing with it at source? It is now well recognized that assaults late on weekend
nights, and typical victims of those acts, occur in the vicinity of licensed premises
(Homel et al, 1997; inter alia). Salient in situ approaches in liquor licensed precincts
include: early closing, strict enforcement of rules, development controls on numbers
of licences per area (The Rocks Authority rather than the Sydney City Council
apparently administer this) as well as behavioural inducements, community police
monitoring and late-night transport services - all commendable contemporary
practices.
On the assumption that crime is rational, not random, systematic analysis of the
epidemiology of crime (frequency x distribution) allows for logical crime patterns to
emerge, which can be linked to temporal, social and spatial associations (Samuels
et al, 2004; inter alia), as well as repeat victimization incidence – which help guide
intervention.
Graffiti/Vandalism
Graffiti and vandalism (as in malicious damage to property) are major malaise
indicators; clearly, people feel intimidated and uneasy and fearful in areas that are
thus targeted. A sense of territorial dominion is lost; even if there is no more offences
committed there than elsewhere.
Graffiti and vandalism have been comprehensively dealt with elsewhere. See, for
instance, in Australia: Geason & Wilson, 1990; the Graffiti and Vandalism
Conference held in Melbourne also in 1990; Melbourne’s Graffiti Strategy, 2005; and
the NSW Graffiti Control Amendment Act, 2009. In the UK a seminal Home Office
research document published in 1978 (Tackling Vandalism), which included
vandalism and defensible space on London housing estates (in which child density
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aspects were related to incidence, and the roles of maintenance and caretakers as
well; and delinquency amongst adolescent boys, parenting issues, and victim
surveys.
Suffice it to say here, resolutions regarding graffiti are many: including - rapid and
regular removal (see: Howitt and Kelling, 1997, inter alia); new anti-graffiti materials,
‘greenscreens’ and wall planting; as well as social measures like making the
perpetrators clean up after themselves, educating children at school, dialoguing with
taggers and their parents, and recognizing and mainstreaming graffiti as urban art
permissible in given locations; and law enforcement initiatives; photo registering
illegal graffiti, enhanced police patrolling on special places eg graffiti events and
exhibitions; encouraging citizens to report and be witnesses in graffiti cases (see:
Danish Crime Prevention Council, 2006; inter alia).
The City of Melbourne has a liberal and liberated attitude to graffiti, allowing ‘areas
of greater tolerance in which high quality street art can exist which are ‘allowed to
self-regulate’ except if hate graffiti appears (Graffiti Strategy, 2005: 18). Otherwise,
graffiti is to be removed regularly.
In NSW, in November 2009, the NSW premier announced in the Graffiti Control
Amendment Bill, an anti-graffiti policy, including: designing out graffiti opportunity,
graffiti hotspot targeting, banning possession of spray cans and doubling penalties
to 12 month prison terms, and issuing Community Service Orders for clean ups
rather than issuing fines, and a community based graffiti clean-up day once a year
(in partnership with Clean Up Australia).
At the same time the Crime Prevention Division of NSW DJAG issued two
comprehensive documents: Graffiti Vandalism: The Motivations and Modus
Operandi of Persons who do Graffiti; and a Review of Graffiti Reduction
Demonstration Projects 2007-08. Included in the first document are some policy
implications and strategies, including CPTED related issues (such as detection
avoidance in perpetrators) and space management techniques (given that ‘better
maintained buildings and surfaces that are free of graffiti vandalism might not be
targeted: 40’). With regard to the latter report, it is claimed that ‘CPTED was the
most effective of the three graffiti reduction projects (that is, rapid removal and
volunteer programs: 41)’.
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Radburn and High-Rise Social Housing
Social housing can be categorized as public housing managed by the State,
Community housing where title is transferred from the State to NGOs and community
organizations and associations, aboriginal housing, and affordable housing, where
developers might have an obligation to include a certain proportion of affordable
units in their developments.
The radical distinction is made here, in the Australian context, between high density
high-rise public housing estates and low density suburban Radburn ‘superlot’
estates. Both have been favoured in the past, and are very much still present in
today’s milieu, but neither can be said to be a successful resolution from an
environmental design and crime prevention perspective. Liveability in both forms is
also well below par.
The research on social housing is voluminous; and not developed here.
However, the following summary, and findings are cited verbatim from the 2004
AHURI research (Samuels et al, 2004) which evaluated and contrasted nine low
density public housing concentrations of disadvantage, including two Radburn
estates.
“Criminologists recognise that public housing areas are not necessarily criminogenic
even if they might be criminocentric, as shown in this research. Bottoms and Wiles
(1986) for instance, showed how two estates with almost identical social class
composition had very different offence and offender rates. At the same time, the
local environment cannot be discarded from the equation since it contains the cues
to which individuals respond (Newman, 1976; Merry, 1981; Bottom and Wiles, 1988;
Hope and Shaw, 1988; Taylor, 1988; Harsley, 1993; Joseph Rowntree Foundation,
1995; Samuels, 1995; Herbert, 1976 and 1997; Korrthals Altes and van Soomeren,
1998; SCLJ 1999 and 2000; Brown and Perkins, 2001). Many other recent studies
also relate crime to design and housing (Clarke, 1992/97; Crowe, 1991/94; Poyner
and Webb, 1991; Stollard, 1991; Calthorpe, 1993; Bell et al, 1995, inter alia).
From the socio-spatial design point of view, it has long been appreciated that public
housing with dedicated entryways serving small clusters of apartments, lower height
buildings, demarcation between private and public space, good views from inside to
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outside, and proximity to well-used, peopled locations are associated with stronger
resident control, less fear and less crime (Jacobs, 1961; Newman, 1972; Newman
and Franck, 1982, inter alia). A lack of ‘community interest’, socio-cultural imbalance
(including large numbers of young people) and welfare dependency are also
negative parts of this equation. This dual approach (social and spatial) became
known as ‘second generation’ defensible space (Taylor, Gottfredson and Brower,
1981).
The Key Findings from the 2004 Ahuri research, regarding crime reduction in the
nine study areas, are as follows:
1. In two high crime-experience areas crime trends are decreasing (down 4%
and 3.5% respectively) over the 5-year period. In both, hotspot intensity is
reducing too. These are areas that have been subjected to intensive social
intervention, and to broad interagency approaches. In one of the areas,
however, high physical intervention is apparent whilst in the other, it is very
low (confounding the physical determinism hypothesis).
2. In all three areas located in the State with the strongest spatial deconcentration policy crime reduction is not apparent. Included is the area with
the strongest rising crime prevalence (up 10%), and a crime experience index
up 9%.
3. In the Radburn-reversal area there was no evidence of a reduction in crime,
even given the moderate level of agency partnerships with community groups.
In contradistinction, in the other Radburn area - with high social but virtually
no physical/spatial intervention - crime is reducing.
A number of associations between interventions and crime patterns can be assumed
from the analysis of the crime data, here:
1. Social rather than physical/spatial interventions are associated with reductions
in crime.
2. Empathetic housing management and ‘non-traditional’ community policing
interventions occurring at neighbourhood and individual level seem effective
in reducing crime.
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3. Neither de-concentration (tenure mix via asset sales) nor Radburn-reversal
were associated with reductions in crime, here.
It is nonetheless NSW Government policy (as in South Australia, for instance, the
source of the Ahuri data referred to in 3. above; and in other jurisdictions) to reduce
concentrated areas of disadvantage and to encourage a mix of private and public
housing and housing tenures through subdivision and sales in housing estate areas.
This philosophy is based on diluting the known associations between social and
economic disadvantage and crime. Possibly explaining the unexpected result above
is the nature of the intervention undertaken in the South Australian estates
examined. Here large tracts of housing were demolished at the same time, and
these areas became vacant and dormant for considerable periods of time, especially
evident at night, and this would also have fragmented the sense of community there
that might have pre-existed the demolition. Thus, possibly, the process rather than
the policy might be accounting for the counter-intuitive result; which might well be a
lesson in best practice for future asset sales.
In environmental design terms, Radburn estates in Australia are criminogenic (the
original 1920s New Jersey development (still vibrant today) is aimed at a different
demographic: middle class owner occupiers and is located in a wooded area of
considerable beauty). They have houses facing away from the street but onto a
prominent and ‘unintelligible’ rear-path systems in open land, and are set on loopedroad configurations with many cul-de-sac enclaves connected to each other and
directly to open land – all of which impacts negatively. Surveillability is reduced
(garages and high fences lining the road screen activity in the public realm from the
view of residents; and separation of vehicles and pedestrians into distinct domains
promotes the isolation of both), Territoriality is lacking and ambiguous (no sense of a
public realm, no ‘squares’ where people gather and meet) and privacy is diminished,
while the separated housing on fenced off plots is opened up to easy illegitimate
Accessibility from the rear.
****
High density high rise estates in Western nations such as Europe and the US have
earned the worst reputation amongst any urban and building philosophy and practice
ever. Many were proven to be so unliveable and unsustainable that they were
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imploded (Pruitt Igoe in St Louis in 1972 - a mere 16 years after construction - the
most famous early example).
A large body of research exists on these type of housing estates (called ‘projects’ in
the US), which will not be accessed here, other than to mention some early work on
environmental design in which: the larger the project, the greater the number of
dwellings per block, the higher the buildings and greater number of dwellings per
entrance - the higher the crime rates and social malaise factors such as vandalism,
graffiti, litter...were found (Newman, 1972; Coleman 1985). In a later comparative
study, Mayhew & Maung, (1992) stated: ‘official figures show that people living on
rundown council estates are 14 times more likely to have their homes burgled than if
they lived in a rural area’.
Recently, pertinently, successive riots in Paris have arisen from within its massive
peripheral so-called cités of social housing, 6.5 million constructed between 1953
and 1975 (during possibly the worst era in architecture and urban design ever) when
the policy changed, but too little too late.
Happily, Australia has but few examples of high-rise high-density estates and
escaped the worst urban blight associated with high-density high-rise versions (with
their serious social problems).
Waterloo, a case in point, in inner Sydney is one such development; and has been
extensively surveyed and studied and numerous resolutions proposed.
Some of these informal studies were carried out by architecture students in the
Faculty of the Built Environment @UNSW during successive studio sessions over
several years (run by Bruce Judd and Robert Samuels). Some innovative
environmental design ideas to emerge included lopping off several floors from the
top of tower buildings, cross ventilating (and removing intimidating corridors) by
turning apartments sideways, like for instance most Paris apartments, and adding a
second skin of transparent balconies.
Victimization and fear maps were generated from surveys of residents. A large
majority (70%) of victimisation experiences during the year reported by the
respondents were crimes ‘against the person’ rather than property. By frequency of
occurrence, these experiences were: physical intimidation/threat and verbal
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insult/abuse (harassment factors); and robbery or ‘steal from person’ and assault.
Thereafter, came the property crimes: vehicle broken into, home broken into, and
malicious damage to property, respectively.
Places mentioned specifically as safe were the following: first, home; then main
streets, and other public facility locations such as supermarkets, post office, shops,
library etc. Unsafe or feared places were, first and foremost, Redfern Station, then
the FactTree zone (a youth centre). These zones were also areas of proportionately
high victimisation, especially at night but also during the day.
Generally, places such as parks, unlit areas and the methadone clinic were
mentioned as fear inducing.
In 2001, the NSW Government made a commitment to the Redfern and Waterloo
community to revitalise the area through a partnership approach, focusing on urban
renewal, improved human services and job creation; and passed the Redfern
Waterloo Act, creating the Redfern Waterloo Authority (RWA) in 2004. Independent
data shows that the partnership approach is beneficial. All indicators are moving in
the right direction: training and jobs numbers are up, housing demand is up, and
crime has dropped significantly. From 2008 to 2009, eg: robbery offences committed
by Indigenous juveniles fell 80%; and in the two years to September 2009: robbery
without a weapon fell 27.6 % and with a weapon not a firearm by 48.8%; while
motor vehicle theft fell 29.6 per cent.
Besides the generally better relationship between Police and the community, many
other social interventions accompanied the partnerships, including: the development
of a National Centre of Indigenous Excellence, and working with the local community
through the Local Area Command Aboriginal Consultative Committee, and Creating
the

Eveleigh

Markets

which

draw

thousands

of

people

(http://www.nsw.gov.au/projects/changing-face-redfern-and-waterloo).

More: the North Eveleigh Concept Plan for Redfern was approved in December
2008. The $550 million project provides for a 10.7 hectare mixed-use precinct for
living,

working

and

recreation.

The

precinct

will accommodate

residential,

commercial, retail, cultural and community uses, as well as public open space.
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The underlying concept for the generic Built Environment Plan is based on the
creation of a Town Centre with an economic and civic heart focussed around
Redfern Railway Station, which is connected through pedestrian linkages to
business hubs at the Australian Technology Park, North Eveleigh, Redfern and
Regent Streets (http://www.redfernwaterloo.com.au/).
In November of 2010 the Redfern Social Housing Project was opened, the first major
public housing redevelopment in the inner city of Sydney for over 20 years. It is a
mixture of small, multistorey buildings of one and two bedroom apartments for senior
citizens, and 2-4 bedroom terraced townhouses with backyards for families,
replacing the 1950s and 1960s three-storey walk-up apartments and row houses all with GreenStar environmental sustainability ratings
(http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/NR/rdonlyres/E85741A7-2766-431A-9B6607A6061149AB/0/RedfernProject.pdf).

In Waterloo meanwhile, with its massive high-rise structural inertia, a community
project is underway: the Waterloo Green Neighbourhood Project, a $12 million threeyear program – which includes security guards as concierges staffing front desks,
extra CCTV and improved building maintenance – to be trialled at six high-rise
buildings housing 1,500 residents. The project is modelled on similar plans from New
York and Melbourne, which have reduced vandalism and anti-social behaviour in
public housing high rises. The project will also provide up to 120 jobs through paid
traineeships in community services, trade and security - for public housing residents
(http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/Changes+to+Social+Housing/People+and+Communities/W
aterloo+Green+Neighbourhood+Project.htm).

Of considerable interest in terms of crime, community and design is the Bonnyrigg
Living Communities Project, an entire redevelopment of the Fairfield City Council
suburb (a Radburn style estate). Bonnyrigg Partnerships is the newly established
group undertaking the $733 million 15-year redevelopment, in which the existing low
density housing will be replaced with three times as many homes – moving towards
urban village densities. Two-thirds will be for private occupation. Both factors will
significantly alter the social, cultural, economic and urban landscapes; and will affect
security and feelings of safety in a range of ways.
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Any displacement of original tenants and their potential impact on the areas to which
they migrate will be minimized since ‘the project also involves the building or
purchase of 134 dwellings off-site to ensure the stock of 833 social houses is
maintained’ (www.bonnyriggpartnerships.com.au). This is good practice – particularly
since “170,000 households are on waiting lists for social housing in Australia” at the
moment (Federal Minister Arbib, address at the Community Housing Conference, in
Newcastle, November 2010).
*****
In Britain, where in 1979 around a third of the population lived in ‘council’ housing,
the numbers have now dropped to around 10% (compared with Australia’s 5%) after
the Thatcher governments ‘Right to Buy’ program was introduced (Hanley, 2007).
A similar program is implemented in Australia, accompanied by the Housing
Departments selling off properties on the open market, frequently bought up by
developers who make healthy profits when they rebuild at higher density. Community
housing providers also purchase properties, and in NSW are part of the NSW
Federation of Housing Associations. Housing NSW encourages the sale of
properties to public housing tenants if they are in an area of high concentration of
social housing, for example, if they are in a public housing estate or are part of a
Community Renewal Strategy.
But, unless properties have a separate Torrens title (which also requires land of a
certain minimum size: between 700-900m2, which is a large block) they cannot be
sold.
This policy favours sell-offs in outer-suburban areas such as Macquarie Fields or
Mount Druitt etc. But Torrens title restrictions exclude high-rise tower and slab
buildings, and other socialised strata developments unless the whole block or
building is sold. Implementing a strata title sales policy could alter this significantly;
irrespective of the administrative load it will imply.
Technically, the monies so earned are to be used to build more stock, and renovate
existing stock. The unfortunate consequence of housing tenants buying their
properties is that the poorest people who cannot afford to are left in the worst
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housing stock - although there are assistance and loan programs available, to which
they might perhaps have access.
Vulnerable Targets and Risk-Prone Places
There is a temptation to try and secure places via fortress architecture: high and
solid walls and fences, gated communities, bland and blank concrete walls, metal
shutters on commercial properties, and anti-vandal materials…) yet frequently such
attempts also enhance the fear experiences of legitimate users through the look of
the place and the subliminal stigmatizing messages it transmits, viz: this is a
dangerous place.
Such hard architecture is also provocative, challenging wayward youth to destroy it
or overcome it.
In given and specific situations, hard architecture is warranted, in particular wherever
glazing is involved. CCTV can be considered a part of fortress city spaces, and it is
deployed widely and will continue to be so deployed, particularly as the threat of
urban terrorism sweeps across the globe.
In terms of vulnerability, land-use planning is vital. The

location of an activity

generator inappropriate for a particular area can result in undesirable activities taking
place in what otherwise would have been a safe place.
Similarly, locating an otherwise safe activity near a crime hotspot is unwise. Hotspots
are not necessarily perennial and can be addressed with specific strategies, but
some are permanently located, like car parking lots and garages, or licensed
premise precincts. Crime patterns can easily be traced to certain activities in places
which are more criminogenic by implication. The Brantinghams’ in 1995 referred to
‘criminality of place’ - in terms of crime generators and crime attractors. Places which
attract certain people as a result of the activities offered there allow for
congregations of like-type to generate there. If these people are community-minded,
or alcohol-fuelled, young or old, disaffected or not, it affects the likelihood of a place
becoming a problem hotspot. Moreover, if a public place (or transit system, or
shopping precinct, equally) has natural guardians or alternatively little oversight
potential, clear regulatory and management regimes with well signposted CCTV, or
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attracts loiters or dealers or anonymous strangers – these are all clearly situational
opportunity potentials that can be mapped and analysed...and addressed in practice.
Planning and designing safe urban places is not straight-forward: many intersecting
influences are at play. Consider, as a case in point, the move towards transit
oriented developments where higher density apartments are located proximate to
railway stations – to encourage people out of their cars and away from the far-flung
suburbs, and to make public transport viable and safe by increasing ridership at all
hours. This compact city approach is current in Australia today. Sustainability may
well be benefited, but liveability might not be, unless serious ecological criminology
knowledge is applied in the pre-design and planning stages, and community
participation garnered, during all phases.
Certain facilities are more risky than others by their nature and/or are located in more
risky places; and therefore require more intensive and extensive consideration.
Ronald Clarke (2004) lists the following very wide range of such facilities:
“Convenience stores – A national survey found that 6.5% of U.S. convenience stores
experience 65% of all robberies.
Petrol Stations – Ten percent of Austin, TX, gas stations accounted for more than
50% of calls for drive-offs and drug crimes in 1998/9.
Schools – Eight percent of Stockholm schools suffered 50% of the violent crimes
reported in 1993/4.
In another study, 18% of Merseyside schools in North-West England reported 50%
of the burglary and criminal damage.
Shops – A national survey undertaken in 2000 found that 1% of 4315 small
businesses in Australia experienced 66% of all crimes reported in the survey.
Businesses – Surveys of businesses in Scotland show that 10% of them account for
40% of the business burglaries and almost three-quarters of the non-employee
thefts.
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Bus routes and bus stops – Andrew Newton recently showed that about 4% of
Merseyside bus routes experience 80% of all reported crime incidents on bus routes
and about 5% of bus stops experience nearly 30% of vandal attacks.
The reasons Clarke suggests as to why some facilities are risky include:
1.

Location. Facilities located in high crime areas, perhaps where many habitual

offenders live, are more likely to be crime risks. This is because offenders prefer not
to travel far to commit crime.
2.

Crime attractors. Facilities that draw in large numbers of offenders are crime

attractors. Some pubs attract the criminal element whereas other pubs make
strenuous efforts to discourage them. The essence of defensible space is to exclude
offenders.
3.

Hot products. A risky facility might contain the types of targets that are

particularly ‘hot’. Thus shops that carry frequently shoplifted items such as
cigarettes, liquor, disposable razors, batteries and designer jeans, will have much
higher rates of shoplifting than others.
4.

Poor management. Owners or managers of most facilities try to regulate the

conduct of the users and the employees. When they do this inadequately a risky
facility can develop.
5.

Poor design. As everyone here knows, the physical design of a facility can

provoke or permit misconduct. This is basic premise of CPTED design, made
famous by Oscar Newman’s concept of defensible space.
6.

Large size. Finally, some facilities contain many targets. Thus some car parks

have high numbers of cars thefts simply because they are so large. It is therefore
always important to take account of size. For example, in car parks the rate of car
theft can be calculated per 100 parking slots”.
Fear and Victimization
In an absolute sense nothing is real; everything is relative, nothing unrelated.
Subjectivity is reality; even quantum physics has realized this; the observer affects
the observation.
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The socio-spatial environment plays a significant role in influencing perceptions of
safety. Certain environments can impart a feeling of safety, while others induce fear,
even in areas where levels of crime are not high. In this regard, planning and design
measures can be utilised very successfully to enhance feelings of safety in areas
where people feel vulnerable, and where negative attractors draw segments of the
population more likely to transgress social norms. Fear and victimization are very
closely related, if not necessarily causally (the one without the other persists). The
relationship is complicated by rumour, media hyping, stigma and inequity,
stereotyping and associated beliefs; as well as aesthetics, street savvy and
knowledge of statistics about crime incidence and reported rates - and one’s sense
of community and of social inclusion. To illustrate this, as part of the European
URBACT Secure City network, ‘safe city’ researchers analysed and compared
eleven cities across the continent: ‘while crime has decreased in eight of the eleven
cities, fear of crime has increased in all of them. Fear of crime seems to have a
larger influence on spatial behaviour than actual crime; and perceived safety is a
major factor in a city’s attractiveness’ (Van den Berg et al, 2006).
In a practical sense, investing in the attractiveness of areas hopefully attracts
congruent users and coherent activities which entrench community sustainability and
civic habitability.
A 2004 study by Samuels and colleagues mapped reported crime incidents,
victimization experiences and fear in nine areas with high concentrations of public
housing in Australia. Here, all three frequently coincided in space, locating in and
around the public housing lots, while the privately owned areas were largely spared,
despite some diffusion.
Dormant Places and Ambiguous Spaces
Dormant, unanimated places offer potent latent opportunities for ill behaviour,
whether in urban or suburban settings. Here,

there is minimal territorial control

because such areas are weakly claimed and poorly surveilled, and unobtrusive
access is easy. Private and public transitions are blurred when there is no occupier
of a space; and routine rationalisations indicate that risk is low for trespassers. Not
that there is anything to steal in vacant spaces; but anyone in the vicinity of a vacant
place or even passing it by is exposed to a greater risk of being hassled.
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Certain places are dormant most of the time: car parks, vacant sites, stores and
houses being prime examples; others become dormant when activity levels fall,
especially prevalent as the night wears on. Or, vacant property becomes a haven for
drug dealers or other malfeasants. In simple crime terms, and as one case in point:
‘twice as many abandoned and stripped cars are found where shops and houses are
vacant’ (Ley & Cybriwsky, 1974).
Large open green spaces (school grounds, golf courses, reserves...) and parks both
urban and suburban of all sizes are isolation-prone given their lack of built form and
transitory activity routines, and at night they can easily become vacated. Lighting is
known to be essential, not only illuminance but as indicators of safer places and
paths, and here too adjacent activities play a major role.
Where urban street life is vigorous and vibrant, less places become dormant. And
certain cultural traits, already referred to, for instance Italian and Spanish habits of
strolling and sitting alongside streets during the evening and of course bustling
pavement cafes wherever they occur, help animate places especially later into the
night.
Avoidance behaviour is also known to occur when people fear going out into
particular situational settings. To reiterate: the consequences of such spatial
behaviour are to multiply the risk for those who do venture out, and to influence the
general ambience of a neighbourhood or urban domain or transportation facility. It
sets a certain negative tone. The link between perceptions of crime because of grime
is well established. Often, people will try to avoid dormant places, intuitively. In the
low density public housing precincts investigated in the 2004 Ahuri research, the
roads were full of cars day and night, quite often filled with over-exuberant (and
sometimes threatening) boys, but the suburban pavements were deserted both day
and night (a rational response to the generic ambience). And cul-de-sacs we have
seen can also easily become dormant places, at any time.
The less vacant, dormant and ambiguous places peppered around a city or
neighbourhood, the better the experience of it is likely to be.
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Irrational Inebriates
Much store is placed on the rational and logical decision-making of potential
offenders. Managing situational opportunity potentials rely on this. Yet when alcohol
and/or drugs are implicated in the equation, the perception of situations is radically
altered. Drugs, ranging from hallucinogenics via heroin and crack to uppers and
downers and cocaine, ecstasy and marijuana can all be part of a night out on the
town. When combined with alcohol, even apparently a beer or two (according to a
nightclub owner from questioned about this) certain elements become shorttempered, aggressive and violent, and even an unintended bump in a club can lead
to altercations. He said: “remember the days when during a fight someone shouted:
the cops are coming, and everyone scattered? Well, now they just say: bring them
on!” These folk are now referred to as ‘easily provoked inebriates’ (Tilley 2005: 276);
the term ‘irrational inebriants’ is adopted here.
Knowing that inebriated and artificially stimulated people, younger boys and men in
particular, can behave out of character and out of place, demands a stricter regime
of controls and more dominant in-built cues. The example given earlier of stronger
messages posted under cameras in risky places refers.
A beautiful town square invaded by inebriated and disaffected, easily provoked
youths will result in avoidance behaviour by town folk, whether crime actually
happens there or not, which, however, diminishes the quality of life of all other
citizens.
Perceptions of Safety
“Some things are simply felt; somehow known, sixth-sensed: intuitive. Other
sensations are more visceral, like the pleasurable feeling of being warm in winter or
cool in summer, and its inverse. Some situations we can do something about, others
not. Feeling safe falls somewhere in-between: dependent on situational indicators inbuilt, as potential, and the form of environmental cues and the ethereal ambience
generated by other people in places – both of which function below the threshold of
consciousness; and also on past experience, attitude and intention – and genetic
inheritance. A strapping young rugby player is unlikely to feel afraid in circumstances
where a pregnant young woman might well be intimidated. But generically, we are
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sentient in ways way beyond our five senses: everybody knows when it feels safe to
walk down a street or enter a park or building or walk to ones car in a parking lot”
(Samuels 2009).
Reflecting on what a safe place feels like involves extracting principles embedded in
places, in practice - in a heuristic and phenomenological, experiential kind of way.
Human Scale
The first principle contributing to perceptions of safety is ‘human scale’. Mostly
unrecognized in the normal course of events, this underlying factor is nevertheless a
core element. It can be rephrased as humane scale, better wording. Places that do
not overwhelm one’s sense of humanity with their scale are humane by definition.
Certainly, landmarks are usually large in scale, by nature; they contribute
enormously to legibility and wayfinding, and to identity. And CBD zones are
inevitably high-rise high-density these days, reflecting attitudes prevalent since the
early twentieth century, and also associated symbolically with progress in many
people’s eyes. Tower architecture is impressive indeed, and especially magical at
night, and iconic no doubt, but not humane. And as mentioned, the closer to the
ground people live the better, in an eco-logical sense.
Manageable neighbourhoods (Perlgut, 1983) similarly are germane: knowing one’s
neighbours and caring about them enough to aid them in times of need is a rare
quality generally and especially so when the built environment works against such
contact, spontaneous and communal. It is well known that simple proximity is not
sufficient for community spirit to emerge since Wirth’s seminal 1938 work on
urbanism as a way of life. Likemindedness is the key: similar lifestyles, beliefs and
attitudes and values.
Again, the urban village and ‘old city’ scales seems humane. Not in a prescriptive
formulaic sense

(an

unhelpful

tendency of

Christopher

Alexander:

sizing

neighbourhoods to contain 7000 people, in buildings of no more than 4-storeys is
obviously too inflexible to be best practice) but in a performance sense: purposively
end-gaining. From history it is possible to discern patterns that have evolved over
time and being suited to humans are perennial, and still present now. These should
be cherished, and not abandoned because technology now permits immense
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constructions (elevators, reinforced concrete and steel and glass specifically
changed the morphology of the humane city beyond recognition).
Certainly, in terms feeling safe, it is the twentieth century fin de siècle and not the
turn of the twenty-first century urban-and-architectural-form that fosters these
sentiments. Reiterating, however: architectural design and urban planning alone
cannot create safe places: space does not cause behaviour. At best, best practice
design can reduce opportunities for committing offences and enhance those for
community cohesion. Yet where people are accustomed to living in humane scaled
places, a communal culture can more readily emerge from the embedded potential.
Personalization and Soft Architecture
The excerpt below is taken more or less verbatim from Samuels (1996).
“Decorating and adorning public spaces and personalising private places might
involve local artists but especially relevant is the participation of the local community,
school-children and adolescents. They are less likely to foul their own water.

Decoration and personalisation are forms of place attachment long acknowledged.
Rapoport (1982) mentions that bare earth is an environmental cue which will tend to
be decoded as indicating an area of low quality and low caring. Compare this with
images of tree-lined streets, with cared-for gardens. ‘Soft architecture’ input is
symbolic of both individuality and communality (Altman & Gauvain, 1981) – can
represent an individual's sense of identity (Cooper, 1976; Tuan, 1980), while home
exterior decorations can indicate membership of a group, community or
neighbourhood (Taylor et al, 1976), and long-term residence with strong social ties
(Greenbaum & Greenbaum, 1981), while Beck and Teasdale (1978) found that
neighbours often initiated their contacts with other residents when attending to their
home personalisations.
Graffiti can also serve as territorial markers (Ley & Cybriwsky, 1972), with graffiti
walls especially potent indicators.
And soft architecture extends into the urban scale as well. Here, say, urban village
complexes with common green-spaces and pedestrianized streets stand in stark
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contrast to a public realm edged with hard surfaces, faceless facades and imposing
forms, or composed of giant urban squares and traffic intersections, acres of parking
lots etc. Cooper-Marcus et al, 1986 state that the more articulated a facade, the
more likely are residents to add their own personal signs to the design. Similarly,
balconies or front porches can be considered soft architecture, since they promote
surveillability naturally while creating an inside-outside spanning space (much like an
arcade in a city street) from where contact with neighbours and nature is possible,
while toddlers can play in security and the elderly can sit in comfort and watch things
happen.
In a more formal sense, partnerships between planners, artists and urban
communities can reclaim streets for the community. Kath Walters (1992) reports on
several recent and successful partnerships in Australian cities, where public space
has been acculturated and appropriated.
As cases in point: in Adelaide, the Pinda Street Mural Group was formed, which
enlisted the help of artists, and professionals experienced in developing community
projects, and the Community Arts Network, and liaised with the local council and the
local community. The idea was to paint a mural on the wall of a large factory which
dominated the area. The project quickly caught the imagination of the locals, who
turned up to help and also brought with them photos and other memorabilia, images
of which were included in the mural. The mural, some 200 meters long, has
transformed the area physically and socially, brought neighbours together, and,
although graffiti is widespread throughout the Kilkenny/West Croydon area, the
mural has remained untouched.
Another projects is the Kalamunda Stained Glass project, in Perth, where residents
and local artists created a wall of stained glass for the local library; and in
Melbourne, where the Springvale council has embarked on a 15-year project with the
community to recreate urban bushland in the shire. Integrated in the project is a
cultural plan including designs for public open spaces, railway stations, malls,
streets, paths, street furniture, sculptures and fountains
In Sydney, there is the example of a cultural mapping exercise, initiated by
Community Arts Marrickville, where multiple local ethnic groups worked with artists
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and translators to produce artefacts based on their personal experiences of the
shire. This not only brought together the different groups, but showed them each
other's visions of the area; and culminated in an exhibition of the cultural maps. This
'rich bank of imagery will also form the basis of many artworks to be installed within
the fabric of the physical environment, in new footpaths and walls'. As a result of its
strengthened links with the locals, Community Arts Marrickville was able to persuade
the Council to undertake broader consultation about the Newtown Bridge
redevelopment, and the reshaping of the area around Newtown Railway.
Another early example is a mural created on the corner of Eveleigh and Caroline
Streets, Redfern. The design was determined from the community through
questionnaires, and two aboriginal artists from Skillshare painted the mural.”
Maintenance
Previously mentioned, but important enough to be reiterated: maintenance is
understood as a prime factor in setting an image of a place wherever and whatever it
is. Projecting a ‘cared for’ image can be said to cue-up or code-for responsibility.
This covers the entire designed environment: the built form and the landscaping.
This notion has been popularized as the ‘broken windows hypothesis’ after Wilson
and Kelling (1982); who “argued that if a window is broken and left unrepaired,
people walking by will conclude that no one cares and no one is in charge. Inevitably
more windows will be broken, and the sense of lawlessness will spread from that
building onto the street, sending a community message that anything goes. They
believed that in a city, relatively minor problems like graffiti, fly-posting, litter and
public disorder are all the equivalent of broken windows. That is to say, they believed
this to represent invitations to more serious crimes: muggers and robbers, whether
opportunistic or professional, reducing their chances of being caught or even
identified if they operate on streets where potential victims are already intimidated by
prevailing conditions. If the neighbourhood cannot keep a bothersome panhandler
from annoying passers-by, the thief may reason, it is even less likely to call the
police to identify a potential mugger or to interfere if the mugging actually takes
place” (Woods et al, 2003, from Wilson and Kelling).
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Human Factors
Congruent Mixed Uses
The primary advantage of mixing uses is bringing many and varying sets of people
with common intentions to specific places and precincts, over extended periods of
the twenty-four-hour day. In consequence: the public realm is naturally policed by its
users.
Mixed-use design and mixed-land-use planning are philosophies that dispenses with
the idea that the separation of activities is best practice. This fallacious separate
zoning notion has been prevalent since the 1933 International Congress of Modern
Architecture (CIAM) meeting of ‘modern internationalist’ architects, and was
enshrined in the Charter of Athens manifesto. Separating functions into residential,
community, commercial, industrial, government, educational, health, cultural,
financial, recreational, entertainment, playgrounds and parks, convenience and
grocery shopping and transit facilities...overturns the well-proven and long-existent
way of life where all functions are merged together, private and public,

and all

manner of different and variable activities overlap in space and time. From this
integrated principle emerges the vitality of places.
From the time of Jane Jacobs’ well-appreciated tirade in the 1960s enlightened
designers no longer advocate the separation of uses; but the legacy is everywhere
present and dominant in Australian cities, and will take much time to reverse. The
CBD is more or less fixed in its structural inertia; it is highly active during the day and
largely dormant at night. Bringing residential into the centre city dilutes this to some
small extent because high-rise urban residential living removes people from the
street. From the underground parking garage via a lift to the apartment above,
without going near the street. Convenience stores and supermarkets, yes, but not
the kind of street life or public realm effective for natural security.
Notwithstanding, new developments and renovated housing and post-industrial
districts adaptively re-used are all in train. The modus operandi does however
demand a relatively high density and intensity of coinciding uses, since below some
critical mass functions will tend to become isolated from each other, and the sense of
a centred place be lost, with no gains in safety and security.
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Active edges around and frontages onto the public realm is a critical functional
element supportive of the principle. And a clustering of congruent (selective) night
activities seems advisable, whereas a sprinkling of establishments open late at night
along otherwise low-intensity strips would only exacerbate the problem of people
being isolated and therefore rendered vulnerable. The urban square format,
particularly if encircled by an arcade, is eminently suited to accommodate such
mixed-use facilities, easily accommodating long-opening well-lit and covered
pavement cafes. The people living in the apartments over the shops with their
personnel mutually and naturally look out for each other. While low-density singleuse single-mode suburbs are at the opposite end of this spectrum.
Where

public transit

modes intersect, hubs and

nodes generate,

which

accommodate many uses other than travel by rail, bus or ferry. And the advantages
of streets which mix modes has already been discussed; as has those associated
with integrating pedestrian pathways and cycleways and not separating them.
Shopping malls with many functions are the norm now; many host cinemas, and stay
open later into the night, as do most large food chain stores wherever they are
located. The latent opportunity potential here is substantial: already a mix between
private and public, and normally managed securely, the situation already
accommodates a broad set of uses and facilities. Capitalizing on this mix, a broader
range of activities, which generate more participation from more groups, could easily
be included. Therapeutic and youth service facilities might be considered, diluted
amongst the many other functions. Importantly, allocating space for communal
activities allows for natural congregation to take place. Many coherent functions can
co-exist in these settings with their internal sidewalks: clubs, library, net cafes,
restaurants, movie-houses, games galleries, child care centres and gyms, galleries,
food and flea markets, buskers and entertainers and festivals - even a regular rock
concert...and why not integrated green space atriums and balconies; and a laid back
police beat shop-front. Employing local youths in shops and appointing youth
workers to liaise between management and younger users is said to help move from
an adversarial to a consultative atmosphere (see: White, 1998).
With similar functions but configured to be integrated into the fabric of the living city
(rather than separated) – supermarket style malls could morph into city malls like
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those that traverse perpendicularly between streets now, with longer-opening and
less specialized facilities.
Concentrated entertainment precincts may be similarly diluted with the addition of
other more savoury uses.
Parks can be animated by locating active functions and seating along their edges,
and even performance stages at their centres depending on the nature of the paths
that converge onto it. The location, lighting and design of seating in parks is a
crucial security element, encouraging sitting but discouraging loitering or sleeping.
The same is true for seating in bus shelters, which exert a powerful presence mixed
into the public realm. Transparency has been mentioned before as a criterion, as has
vandal-proofing of glazing. Many a bus-stop has had its glazing shattered, however,
and better practice (from observation of bus-stops in Redfern over time) seems to be
a see-through metal mesh.
To encourage the emergence of a community spirit, social housing domains can be
de-homogenized and densified with the injection of many mixed facilities and
functions, and recreational pursuits, overlapping in public space, and time - offsetting
the unfortunate effects of mono-functional residential segregation and polarisation.
Universities with on-campus residences, likewise. Students living-on-campus are
potentially the highest risk group; it is their security and sense of safety that needs to
be assured. Of all behaviours which take place on campus, the most risky, in terms
of personal security, is to walk alone at night - even on the well-lit pathways,
particularly if they traverse dormant quarters. Campuses are pedestrian precincts,
and the nature of the path network is the core element related to security on them.
Universities and are like large neighbourhoods in their own right, where multiple
facilities co-exist and interrelate, but at night they change their personalities. Evening
classes brings post graduates to campuses but as the night wears on so the campus
goes to sleep. TAFE-type Colleges with campuses, the same. Mixing uses is the
practice with potential to render campuses more secure (Samuels 95 def campus).
24-hour petrol stations and all-night 7-11 type convenience stores fall into a special
category and require internal and external security hardware to function safely when
almost no-one is around. They can become targets for hold-ups. And patrons driving
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off without paying for their petrol. There is information on their safer design, not
accessed here. Suffice it to say, the triadic CPTED factors are applicable here as
elsewhere, with special emphasis placed on conspicuous visibility at night, emphatic
CCTV presence and signs at the pumps and at the till, with rapid police response
capacity, and a range of access controls - including time-lock safes, also clearly
signposted. Where such facilities are also clustered with other, safer functions, in a
mix of uses which encourages the presence of the general public and also helps
promote a sense of territory, their isolation situation can be diluted.
Pubs and clubs are especially problematic however. Because of the substance and
alcohol-fuelled behaviours associated with them, especially when patrons leave the
private premises and enter the public realm late at night, disruptions to surrounding
uses and users can be disagreeable and unacceptable.
These facilities are a special case scenario, because of this irrational element not
associated with other land-uses. Restaurants where people drink wine or beer with
their meal are not in the same category at all. And a pub on the corner in a housing
area is mostly a pleasant and safe place with many locals congregating and
socialising there. RSLs and Sporting Clubs similarly. It is when groups of young men
(in the main, but not only anymore) become over animated from over consumption
that most troubles occur, or any individual becomes intoxicated - thus usually later in
the night after several drinks. Many pubs advertise their right to evict patrons who
are acting inappropriately especially if due to ‘pre-loading’ – which can be from pub
crawling or ingesting other substances. But what then? Ejected out onto the footpath
is no answer.
There is a certain validity to the argument for keeping licensed premises clustered,
like in the Rocks, with most other sets of activities located at some distance from
them. Super surveillance, subtle but with presence, is certainly made easier by
centralization. Simultaneously, earlier or staggered closing hours, and getting rid of
all happy hour stoking, are policies that could help ameliorate the accumulation and
eruption of noisome activities into the public realm. The City of Sydney is presently
advocating 2am lockouts and no shots after midnight, but is currently overruled by
State government on grounds that it will lead to unemployment (in the industry) - a
tangential issue, leaving the problem itself unresolved.
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Essentially, and overall, it is management control and local council jurisdiction and
city-ranger authority, firmly administered, that are the critical criteria in handling drug
& alcohol-fuelled behaviour in the public realm, rather than the modification of the
physical environment. Drunken brawls and citizen victimisation are unacceptable, full
stop.
Two examples suffice to illustrate the case: The ‘South Axis’ urban development in
Amsterdam, and the Cairns Esplanade.
South Axis (the ‘Zuidas’) is equivalent in size to the Potzdammer Platz in Germany
and La Defense in Paris; huge areas. Designed as a compact and layered city,
where living, working and relaxing are said to enjoy a balanced co-existence. Aiming
for a 50-50 ratio of living and working space, there are to eventually be 8,500
residences 30% of which is social housing, with 263,000 square metres of
accommodation for commercial and non-commercial facilities and a million square
metres of office space. In late 2003, the European Committee for Standardisation
(CEN) approved a standard for crime prevention through urban planning and design
(ENV 14383-2 : Prevention of Crime – Urban Planning and Design – Part 2: Urban
Planning). This incorporates CPTED, which has thus been considered in the
planning and development process of the South Axis (Wever & Soomeren, 2004).
“The Cairns Esplanade Redevelopment was completed and opened to the public in
September 2003. The project has successfully seen the provision of a major piece of
public recreational infrastructure, which draws multitudes of local residents and
national and international visitors alike to enjoy the heart of the Cairns CBD. The
provision of a balanced mixture of public spaces for a multitude of formal and
informal recreational opportunities has seen patronage levels of the Esplanade,
Shield’s Street and the inner CBD rise dramatically resulting in significant private
investment in the CBD. The project is considered an excellent example of private
industry investment on the back of public infrastructure provision. This is an excellent
working example of how good urban design together with urban renewal can provide
safe public places and maximised the principles and practices of CPTED.

The

Promenade links five new nodes – the Environmental Interpretive Centre, the
Heritage Interpretive Centre, the Pacific Interpretive Centre, the swimming lagoon
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and the performance space in Fogarty Park” (Lindsay & White, 2004) - a vibrant
nodal nexus.
Thermal Comfort and Urban Aesthetics
Places in the public realm that are experienced as thermally comfortable and
aesthetic are likely to draw people to them, populating them with likeminded citizens.
Places that are too hot or too cold are avoided.
Cooling hot cities might involve introducing trees and greenery and water features,
cooler colours, and lots of shade. heat and temper, rioting and violence have all
been associated with people who feel too hot for comfort (discussed later). Older
people with their frequently compromised metabolic systems avoid uncomfortably
hot or cold places. Included here are canyon-type city streets that channel and
accelerate winds, while turbulence washes down the sides of high-rise buildings,
sweeping up dust and litter...and either trapping heat at pavement level, during the
summer, or exacerbating the wind chill factor in winter.
Briefly, with regard to aesthetics, always highly personal evaluations, people
normally enjoy looking at beautiful things (and people); it makes them feel good.
Attention to aesthetics is a fundamental feature of best practice designers. Without
further comment, suffice it to say that at the urban scale, millions of people are
drawn to the old cities of Europe, and revel in them, and expend considerable
savings to get them there. In a phenomenological sense, this is eco-logical, and
means these places are functioning appropriately, as might be expected from human
created habitats proven empirically over millennia. It is easy to feel safe in such
places, and get a sense of the civic community around one, irrespective of whatever
offensive or offender behaviour might occur, which clearly seems to be a
characteristic of all human population conglomerations - anywhere and at any time.
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8

Management Strategy: Intervention Policies

Over the many years that crime prevention and reduction has occupied the minds of
a great many people, a large number of remedial resolutions have been proposed
and implemented, and some even evaluated. Without attempting to cover them all, in
this particular framework, five conceptual categories considered salient for best
management practice in the public realm are integrated into the model (interagency
partnerships, appropriation for community safety, mandated CPTED, control of
alcohol premises, and design guidelines); and two hypothetical intervention
strategies are mooted (greening and cooling, and integrated therapeutic services in
social housing precincts); concluding with a brief discussion of a range of evaluation
techniques.
Many reviews of intervention strategies have been completed by governments,
intergovernmental agencies and university groups: Australia (National Committee on
Violence (1990); Canada, Standing Committee on Justice and Solicitor General
(1993); Audit Commission, UK (1996); Home Office and Treasury, UK (Goldblatt and
Lewis, 1998); UNODCP (Newman, 1998), International Centre for Prevention of
Crime, (1999a); US Congress (Sherman et al., 2002 and 1997); Blumstein and
Wallman (2000); Washington State Public Policy Institute, USA (Aos et al., 2002);
HM Inspectorate of Constabulary, UK (1998/2001); US, Surgeon General, (2001);
World Health Organisation (2002) (www.crimeprevention.ca).
Reviews do claim to be empirical, but very few operational crime prevention
programs have been evaluated using scientifically recognized standards and
methodologies, including repeated tests under similar and different social settings.
Different reviews appear to come to different conclusions. It seems true to say that a
wide range of coinciding strategies has more likelihood of being effective than any
one on its own.
One of the most frequently cited study is Sherman’s review carried out in the United
States in 1997, reviewing over 500 evaluations (up to 1996) of programmes intended
to prevent crime, covering the public and private sectors. Their report pinpoints what
works, what does not work, and what is promising in preventing crime and
victimization. It examines the results from community, family, school and situational
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approaches to crime reduction as well as the effectiveness of the police, courts and
corrections. Neither interagency partnerships, nor environmental design (or
architectural design) are mentioned (other than target hardening); and although no
community-based appropriation programs populate the ‘what works’ list, the majority
of

‘promising programs’ are community and empathetic interactivity policies.

Possibly this review has a US bias, given that European nations strongly favour
partnerships in their reviews and fight against crime.
What Works: • For delinquent and at-risk preadolescents: family therapy and parent
training • For schools: organizational development for innovation, communication
and reinforcement of clear, consistent norms, teaching of social competency skills,
and coaching of high-risk youth in “thinking skills”. • For older male ex-offenders:
vocational training • For rental housing with drug dealing: nuisance

abatement

action on landlords • For high-crime hot spots: extra police patrols • for high-risk
repeat offenders: monitoring by specialized police units, and incarceration • For
domestic abusers who are employed: on-scene arrests • For convicted offenders:
rehabilitation programs with risk-focused treatments • For drug-using offenders in
prison: therapeutic community treatment programs.
What’s Promising: Proactive drunk driving arrests with breath testing (may reduce
accident deaths) • Community policing with meetings to set priorities (may reduce
perceptions of crime) • Police showing greater respect to arrested offenders (may
reduce repeat offending) • Polite field interrogations of suspicious persons (may
reduce street crime) • Mailing arrest warrants to domestic violence suspects who
leave the scene before police arrive • Higher numbers of police officers in cities
(may reduce crime) • Gang monitoring by community workers and probation and
police officers • Community-based mentoring by Big Brothers and Big Sisters of
America (may prevent drug abuse) • Community-based afterschool recreation
programs (may reduce local juvenile crime) • Battered women’s shelters (may help
some women reduce repeat domestic violence) • “Schools within schools” that group
students into smaller units (may prevent crime) • Training or coaching in “thinking”
skills for high-risk youth (may prevent crime) • Building school capacity through
organizational development (may prevent substance abuse) • Improved classroom
management and instructional techniques (may reduce alcohol use) • Job Corps
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residential training programs for at-risk youth (may reduce felonies) • Prison-based
vocational education programs for adult inmates (in Federal prisons) • Moving urban
public housing residents to suburban homes (may reduce risk factors for crime
generation) • Enterprise zones (may reduce area unemployment, a risk factor for
crime)

• Having two clerks in already-robbed convenience stores (may reduce

robbery) • Re-designed layout of retail stores (may reduce shoplifting) • Improved
training and management of bar and tavern staff (may reduce violence) • Metal
detectors (may reduce skyjacking, weapon carrying in schools) • Street closures,
barricades, and rerouting (may reduce violence, burglary) • “Target hardening” (may
reduce vandalism of parking meters and crime involving phones) • “Problem-solving”
analysis unique to the crime situation at each location

• Proactive arrests for

carrying concealed weapons (may reduce gun crime) • Drug courts (may reduce
repeat offending) • Drug treatment in jails followed by urine testing in the community
• Intensive supervision of and aftercare for juvenile offenders (both minor and
serious) • Fines for criminal acts.
What doesn’t work: • Community mobilization against crime in high-crime and
poverty areas • Gun buyback programs • Counselling and peer counselling of
students in schools • Drug Abuse Resistance Education • Drug prevention classes
focused on fear and other emotional appeals, including self-esteem • School-based
leisure-time enrichment programs • Summer jobs or subsidized work programs for
at-risk youth • Short-term and non-residential training programs designed for at-risk
youth

• Diversions from court to job training as condition for case dismissals •

Neighbourhood watch programs organized with police • Arrests of juveniles for minor
offenses • Arrests of unemployed suspects for domestic assault • Increased arrests
or raids on drug market locations • Storefront police offices • Police newsletters
containing local crime information • Correctional boot camps using traditional military
basic training • “Scared Straight” programs whereby minor juvenile offenders visit
adult prisons • Shock probation, shock parole, and split sentences adding jail time to
probation or parole • Home detention with electronic monitoring

• Intensive

supervision while on parole or probation • Rehabilitation programs using vague,
unstructured counselling programs • Residential programs for juvenile offenders
using challenging experiences in rural settings
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InterAgency Partnerships
InterAgency partnerships are appropriate in helping secure the civic realm & for the
social housing regeneration/empowerment movement.
“Successfully creating safer places requires a partnership approach from the main
stakeholders”. This one phrase, from The Scottish Executive, encapsulates the
salience of the interagency partnership strategy (1999).
Undoubtedly, broad-based inter-organisational collaboration with communities is the
major strategy being followed in contemporary western democratic society. Too
many examples exist to be covered here; a summarized international and national
paradigm follows.
Generically, this represents a ‘paradigm shift towards problem-solving and a
proactive community model of justice from a law enforcement and reactive one,
developing relationships outside the standard traditional practices and establishing
accountability in communities. A continuum of inter-organisational relationships can
range from: collaboration, co-ordination, co-operation and consent to indifference,
objection, passive protest, defiance and even active resistance’ (Kelling, 2005).
Establishing trust and overcoming suspicion and hostility is a major hurdle for inter
agency interaction and partnerships. Some practical suggestions: organize around
an urgent problem, not around system changes; find a common language [overcome
stereotypical approaches]; respect discretion; keep meeting and talking; and keep
community responsibility prominent.
Although governments have the primary responsibility for ensuring proper legislation,
funding and organizational capacity, the active participation of communities, nongovernmental organizations and the private sector is also required to ensure
effective crime prevention.
Agencies involved in face-to-face contact are many and varied, and can include:
police, prosecutors, probation and parole officers, social services, employment,
mental health drug and alcohol agencies, clergy and community organisations. Also:
traders, district councils, neighbourhood renewal and management teams, design
and construct services, leisure & technical services, libraries. And public-private
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partnerships between public sector institutions and the private, charitable and
religious sectors, and stakeholder commercial enterprises.
In order to implement effective cross-sectorial measures, it is deemed essential to
understand the key elements of the UN Guidelines for Prevention, and the
Bonnemaison version of how agencies work together - to identify, plan, implement
and evaluate effective crime prevention strategies (Waller, 2005). Bonnemaison, a
Mayor and later Speaker of the National Assembly of France in the 1980s, instigated
a program in which local government bodies provided funding to community groups
developing crime prevention programs. Social workers were asked to identify
problem groups in the community and develop programs aimed at diverting these
people away from antisocial behaviour. This reframing conforms with the notion that
crime can be resolved through partnerships; and necessitated a safety diagnosis, an
action plan, implementation and evaluation.
The British Home Office and Treasury collaborated on a comprehensive review in
order to identify the comparative cost-effectiveness of crime prevention programmes
(Goldblatt & Lewis, 1998) - which arrives at different conclusions to the Sherman
review. The report concluded that optimal crime prevention strategies involve the
multi-sector tackling of the multiple causes of crime. The components of such an
integrated strategy would include (but are not limited to) interventions focusing on
children and families at-risk, increasing social cohesion, improving the environmental
conditions of crime “hot spots”, and placing more emphasis on problem-oriented
policing. This report provided the basis for the UK cabinet to invest substantially in
the Effective Crime Reduction Strategy.
Other benchmark reports by the British Inspectorate of Police (1998 and 2001) for
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary called for the fostering of partnerships
between police services and social and educational partners. In 1998, the trend
setting Crime and Disorder Act required, among other priorities, that all municipalities
undertake a multi-sector Local Crime Reduction Strategy. These strategies are also
centred upon the Bonnemaison style diagnosis of the local crime problems. In sum
this reviews concludes that social and situational prevention strategies are effective:
• Tackling particular social causes (inconsistent parenting, school abandonment)
reduces offending • Tackling particular situational determinants (lack of surveillance,
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ease of turning into cash and so on) reduces victimization • Using enforcement
strategically or in partnership to work (using GIS, intelligence, accountability) • Being
more cost effective than current policing, judicial and particularly prison practices,
when evaluated • Providing additional social benefits (school completion, jobs, paid
taxes and so on) when the prevention tackled the problems of youth at risk.
Yet another frequently cited review was completed by the Montreal based
International Centre for Prevention of Crime (ICPC, 1999a) in Canada. This reviewed
both scientific and government literature, which were found to be consistent in their
conclusions that rates of interpersonal violence can be significantly reduced through
well planned and multi-sector strategies that tackle multiple causes.
It has formed the basis for the background materials used at the UN Congresses on
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, as well as the influential review undertaken
by the British Home Office and Treasury. The ICPC also brought together 100
descriptions of prevention programmes to inspire action (1999b). They are cautious
on the degree to which increasing expenditures on policing and corrections will
reduce rates of crime and victimisation, particularly because of the costs involved.
Recently, an ICPC Compendium (2008) - UN wide - has been developed. Section
One of the Compendium focuses primarily on strategies and practices concerned
with urban crime. It includes some national government strategies supporting, for
example, the development of local government and community level project
development, and State and Provincial initiatives, as well as strategies established to
coordinate and integrate crime prevention action across a region in a planned and
strategic way. This section provides examples showing how city governments or
local community organizations have been able to successfully establish and sustain
good partnership crime prevention structures, and reduce levels of crime and
violence through a variety of coordinated urban development and participatory
approaches. Section Two of the Compendium is concerned with youth at risk. A
major feature of many projects is the involvement and participation of young people
themselves in the planning and development of initiatives. Section Three includes a
list of web-sites and resources around the world which contain information on good
practice projects and crime prevention awards (www.crime-prevention-intl.org).
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Well-known international cross-sectoral examples in The Compendium include local
safety and crime prevention councils in France and Belgium, and UN Habitat’s Safer
Cities Programme - implemented in various regions of the world. The junta
communautaria de seguridad urbana in Argentina, and community action
committees in St Lucia. It also highlights various tools used to support partnerships
such as: the Humberside Community Problem Solving Kit, UK; initiatives aimed at
promoting community cohesion such as: Brazil’s São Paulo em Paz Programme or
the Assistance Centre for at risk groups in the Mexican municipality of Huimilpan;
and also initiatives aimed at reinforcing the direct participation of citizens, community
members or residents in crime prevention and community safety programmes. Many
initiatives involve citizens in developing a safety audit. Other examples illustrate
different ways to involve citizens in implementing crime prevention activities or are
focused on helping to improve dialogue among different communities of interest, or
to promote cultures of peace. Some practices aim to reach out and actively involve
at risk populations (eg. women, children, youth and the elderly) in co-producing
safety as well.
At European Community scale, Kulach et al (2006) present the outcomes of the
SecuCities Cultures of Prevention project, organised in the framework of the
European Forum for Urban Safety. Their conclusions:


Through their proximity and their responsibilities, local elected officials must
have a central role in coordinating security measures and partnerships.



Crime prevention policies should come within a large partnership framework
involving numerous actors.



Local authorities must have a key role in sharing information, good practice,
experiences and innovative approaches between cities.



Crime prevention policies should be "integrated approaches". They must be
based upon the right mixture of primary, secondary and tertiary prevention
approaches and mobilise responses that are educational, preventative,
dissuasive and repressive.



Urban crime prevention policies should combine short-term interventions and
more long-term approaches, to make situational and social prevention
complementary .
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The final evaluation of UK City Challenge, in 1998, evaluates the impact and cost
effectiveness of the programme and identifies good practice lessons for other urban
regeneration initiatives on tackling deprivation and social exclusion.
The programme aimed to transform specific run down inner city areas and improve
significantly the quality of life of local residents. It represented a significant shift in
regeneration policy. It introduced a number of new features, such as the holistic and
partnership-based approach, and addressed many of the limitations of previous
urban policy initiatives. Results indicate that the programme had very significant and
positive effects on the well-being of local people and local businesses. Key
outcomes included:


increased economic activity and investment;



improved business confidence;



substantial improvements to the physical infrastructure and environment;



improvements in the quality of housing;



increased citizenship and empowerment within communities;



reduction in unemployment and recorded crime; and



improved local amenities and facilities.

Other specific European interagency analyses include: in the Netherlands in the
1990’s, a partnership between police and business which also supported community
youth employment and educational initiatives and which reduced commercial
robbery by 26% -also attributed to improving situational prevention measures like
limited access to cash, improved surveillance, etc. (See: Report | Urban crime
prevention and youth at risk; Visit the International Centre for the Prevention of
Crime website). Also: safety and quality of life in a Utrecht shopping mall and station
area (2001) was improved, said to be as a result of numerous measures that can be
summarized as a 'tough and social' approach. The areas have become significantly
safer: crime and nuisance rates have halved, and security perception has improved
by 25 per cent. This approach is a combination of prevention, care and repression;
an intensive cooperation between the public and private sector, supervised by the
municipality. Partners involved are the municipality, the police, the Public
Prosecutor's Office, national railway services, shopping centres, bus companies,
shopkeepers, offices, residents and many others.
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The City of Brussels, meanwhile, by means of a City Contract/Urban Policy
Programme, is encouraging social integration among its inhabitants, on individual
and collective levels, to reinforce social cohesion in the various districts and in the
city as a whole and thus combat the polarisation of its population. This strategy is
taking shape through several targeted measures that include, among others: the
establishment of a House of Solidarity, the creation of a secular North African
community centre, and renovating – in close cooperation with the inhabitants - an
adventure

playground

important

to

the

social

fabric

in

working

class

neighbourhoods. The City Contract is being carried out under the auspices of a
para-municipal non-profit organisation serving as a bridge linking the different
agent partners – including socio-professional integration, and inter-cultural
participation of inhabitants (Brussels City Contract 2005-2007, EUKN).
In the UK, an approach focused on repeat victimisation in the Kirkholt high-crime
estate achieved a 75% reduction in residential burglary within four years, using a
“cocoon” model which refers to the mobilisation of the immediate neighbourhoods
(Waller 2005). The project involved a university professor, city officials, and others
collaborating to reduce residential burglaries, by analysing the extent and causes of
burglary, noting a very high level of residences that were repeatedly being
victimized. With the help of hired staff, they gathered neighbours and encouraged
them to watch out for each others’ property. They also improved the physical security
of the area, installing locks and lights and removing gas meters containing cash
inside them, which was attracting offenders (ICPC, 1999b).
In London, the Slade Green Community Safety Action Zone (CSAZ) from 2006 has
sought to improve the lives of residents experiencing disproportionate levels of crime
and disorder and to address the fear of crime, in this area with significant levels of
social exclusion. The initiative has had considerable success, in terms of effective
use of resources and development of a multi-agency partnership working both
between agencies and with the community, and has delivered in terms of impacting
upon crime and disorder both in the CSAZ area and across the borough. The team
includes: Bexley Police, Council, Environmental Services, Education Welfare and
Health, Youth Services, Community Education, Registered Social Landlords,
Neighbourhood Watch, local community representatives and an effective Community
Forum led at the time by the local vicar. Simultaneously, Charlton Athletic delivered a
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programme of Football in the Community; a Victim Support’s Bobby Van program is
established; and Outreach is provided by Women’s Aid to victims of domestic.
Before the CSAZ 22% of residents in Slade Green who responded felt safe at night
in their area; After CSAZ 93% felt safe at night in their area (Slade Green
Community Safety Action Zone, 2006).
The Scottish Executive 1999 initiative formed partnerships between Police (with
specialist Architectural Liaison Officers providing guidance on Secured by Design
principles and practices), Local Authorities involved with regeneration, licensing
bodies, anti-social behaviour and housing strategies, and pro-active Developers
designing safer places and ensuring post occupancy management and maintenance
regimes are in place.
Australia and NSW
One salient example from interstate must suffice here. In Western Australia a
partnership (between the Office of Crime Prevention, Department Premier and
Cabinet, Department Community Development, Department of Justice, Department
Housing and Works, Department Education and Training, Local Government
Authorities, WA Police Service, Church groups, local business and the insurance,
building and security industries - but seemingly not community groups) is attributed
with reducing the average metropolitan burglary rate by 25% over the period of the
project. Importantly,

suburbs in the immediate vicinity of the pilot sites did not

experience any form of ‘displacement’
Initiatives include: a Burglary Reduction Taskforce, a Dob in a Burglar hotline, a
public awareness media and educational campaign: Burglar Beware, and a Victim
and Community Support strategy - including returning security audit information to
victims of crime to help ensure they don’t become repeat victims. Accompanying this
is a problem-oriented policing reframing of the ‘Eyes on the Street’ notion, here
consisting of a coordinated approach to intelligence gathering, using the ‘on the
street’ resources of local government employees such as rangers, parks and
gardens and sanitation services workers (ICPC, 2005: Western Australia State
Burglary Strategy; www.crimeprevention.wa.gov.au).
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In New South Wales, a salient example is: The Redfern-Waterloo Partnership
Project and Community Safety Plan, a whole of Government, whole of community
approach to address long standing social, economic, cultural, environmental and
planning issues in the two inner-city suburbs.
The core understanding is that: ‘Crime prevention is based on the principle of shared
responsibility and that only a co-ordinated approach involving a wide range of groups
and individuals will be able to cope with its challenges’.
The partners are: The Premier’s Department, the now NSW Department of Justice
and Attorney General, Department of Community Services (now inclusive of the
Department of Housing), Aboriginal Housing Company, Department of Education
and Training, Central Sydney Area Health Service, Aboriginal Medical Service,
South Sydney Council, Redfern Aboriginal Corporation, Redfern Police, Probation
and Parole, Redfern Community Drug Action Team, South Sydney PCYC, South
Sydney Youth Services, Fact Tree Youth Services, The Factory, Children’s Services
and the Waterloo Neighbourhood Advisory Board and Waterloo and Redfern
Community Representatives.
The Redfern-Waterloo Community Safety planning process is based on key
principles outlined in two important papers by the (now) NSW Department of Justice
and Attorney General Department’s Crime Prevention Division in 1998. Namely:
Programs to focus on community safety outcomes, Multi-level interventions for most
impact on safe communities,

Responsibilities for community safety shared,

Community safety programs involving the whole community and reflecting the
community’s diversity, and equitably sharing the benefits; with the lead agency the
local Council; and interventions evaluated in due course.
There is also a Public Domain Plan being developed by South Sydney Council in
conjunction with The Department of Planning, Infrastructure and Metropolitan
Resources/Planning NSW) and the Department of Housing for all open space within
the South Sydney Local Government Area – aimed to provide and enhance civic
spaces (Maynard, 2004).
Most recently, the contemporary and progressive approach evidenced in the
Bonnyrigg redevelopment offers best practice insights as delineated in this
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framework. To reiterate: the 2008 Living Communities Project establishes
the Bonnyrigg Partnerships comprised of Becton Property Group, Westpac, St
George Community Housing Association and the Spotless Group. They are
responsible for the finance, design and construction of all the new homes and
tenancy and facilities management services for the social housing on the estate. This
partnerships works side by side with Fairfield City Council and Housing NSW, and
the community – with the establishment and support of advisory, community
reference, network and tenant groups.
In 2006, the NSW Government established a $66 million Regeneration Partnership
Plan for Building Stronger Communities initiative, led by Housing NSW and focused
on priority communities and suburbs, and the recent Commonwealth government
stimulus package re-invested substantially in social housing with the same aim.
Ten of these suburbs are located in Mt Druitt, where coinciding factors include a
young population, many single parent households, significant cultural diversity and
Indigenous community, high unemployment and low educational status. There is
also a high concentration of social housing, representing over 50% of the rented
properties in Mt Druitt, some 5000 residences. Eight of these ten suburbs are in the
1% most disadvantaged category on the ABS SEIFA disadvantage scale; with Mt
Druitt as a whole in the most disadvantaged 10% of postcodes on the Vinson Index.
The Mt Druitt strategy is focused squarely on an integrated shared vision - a ‘linkedup...approach to physical, social and economic regeneration’...to engender a
‘socially sustainable, resilient community’. Inclusive of: social sustainability and
social justice, a commitment to partnerships, consultation and community
participation and working with community strengths, networks for community
participation and leadership, enhancement of local services, education and
employment opportunity and recreation facilities; and schools and aged and disability
services for the Indigenous population as well as acknowledgment of the crucial
leadership roles of local elders. These social strategies complemented by
physical/spatial considerations such as: upgrading (and ‘greening’) housing and
introducing diversity into the demographic, re-designing open spaces, and aiming for
personal and community safety in all public spaces and neighbourhoods – with
special emphasis on resolving the underpass and rear laneway dilemma. Included is
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the idea of a community hub as focal point - where natural congregation and
integration can take place. Eventual evaluation via an evidence-based approach.
None of the priority initiatives is possible without meaningful partnerships
between stakeholder agencies and individuals
(Community Regeneration Team, Mt Druitt).

Appropriation and Community Safety
Appropriation is the key element in community safety. When individuals develop a
sense of responsibility for space and other people in it, and communities feel
empowered, and not intimidated, fear decreases and security increases. Control
passes to legitimate users, and illegitimate use becomes less rewarding, more risky,
less opportunistic. A range of appropriation attitudes and behaviours is outlined
below, as intervention rationalisations in the framework: community participation and
policing, and intensive management and empathetic interaction.
Safety science and philosophy have been particularly advanced in European nations
since the establishment of the Community, and those evolving in Britain seem to be
of special relevance to Australian conditions, given the historically intimate
connection between the two nations. Case study examples drawn from their
experience thus enrich this framework considerably.
Community Participation and Community Policing
Community participation, engagement and consultation can take place at several
distinct stages of the planning and design, and occupancy or use of places. This
‘action research’ can be in either the private or public realms. Housing is the obvious
and major sector where participation can be readily elicited, as an intervention
strategy, but the design of public places and neighbourhood developments can be
similarly negotiated with interested and stakeholder parties though a modified
process.
Participation in housing design can be initiated at the pre-design phase when
concepts are being generated, during the design phase itself as the reality on the
ground takes shape, and after construction, at the so-called post-occupancy phase –
which, theoretically, should continue indefinitely as inhabitants involve themselves in
the management and maintenance of their habitats. Included here are crime and
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safety audits carried out in collaboration with agencies such as the police,

city

councils and housing providers. Participation in the design phases has an intrinsic
drawback: it is usually not known who exactly will occupy the premises, so their
particular preferences cannot be gauged. Similarly, initial inhabitants change over
time. But in the case of social housing the generic population characteristics are
known in advance, and a representative sample can be easily included in
prioritization decisions. Another major drawback of community participation is that it
takes time, and time is usually equated with money in the private sector, but should
not be a hindrance in the social housing sectors. Moreover, communities of lay
people are unlikely to have the expertise and special knowledge of professional
designers, and are thus at a disadvantage, particularly when brought into the
process too late, when sophisticated plans and concepts are already established.
Advocacy planners who represent neighbourhoods and inform communities are thus
a critical component for an equitable and fruitful interaction between professionals
and the lay public. Public funding for such activities needs to be a standard
component of intervention policies, both public and private.
Scenario-building exercises and planning games exist, which permit lay notions and
preferences to be prioritized and resolved against realistic parameters. One
participatory planning game uses plastic hexagons which can be written on and
stuck onto a magnetic white board – with the theme: ‘Initiatives’ - divided into Now,
Sooner or Later. Stakeholders indicate their perception of needs, and place them in
the time-frame they think best. This then stimulates discussion and movement of the
hexagons (Regeneration East Midlands, 2007).
One approach similar to advocacy planning comes from police responding to
England’s neighbourhood renewal agenda by embedding the needs of deprived
neighbourhoods into their core policies and practice. They adopted an area based
approach to policing; supplementing the existing police structure with additional
officers located in areas of particularly high crime. A problem-solving approach has
been taken and instead of only responding to incidents of crime, officers are working
towards addressing the underlying causes of crime in partnership with their
communities and other agencies. As a result Police Teams, are now acting as
guardians for the community, including in an advocacy role (Smith, 2002).
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Involving young people and children in the process of designing and constructing
recreation areas for their use can maximise their sense of responsible jurisdiction
and care of these facilities. Creating unthreatening and convivial places for the
natural congregation of younger people and their legitimate activities in the public
realm is a crucial component of creating safer places - because of their still evolving
sense of civic duty and natural exuberance. But they need to feel a sense of
engagement in the regulation of those places too, to be included wherever feasible,
particularly relevant with teenagers searching for their identity. By and large, leaving
younger people to be together in socially acceptable places embedded in the public
realm demands degrees of formal and informal surveillance trade-offs which relevant
authorities have to make, influenced by contextual factors obviously.
Local control is best practice. It engenders responsibility and affords respect, and is
a platform for the expression of normal even if boisterous and noisy activities. It is a
form of open doors policy: anyone who is prepared to behave socially consciously is
invited to participate. Self-control will engender expectations of receiving the same
respect from others also exercising self-control, for the common good, and natural
policing will unconsciously emerge. Including rather than excluding young people in
their use of the public realm is a form of win-win place management, with obviously
positive social capital ramifications for social and community spaces in general.
Where there are gangs, and ethnically constituted groups, it is all the more important
to garner their inclusion and participation. Respecting different cultures and allowing
the inclusion of signs and symbols and narratives born of all of them (integrated in
social housing regeneration schemes and street art murals, especially) can positively
affect the ambience of a place. Clearly, whatever helps engender a sense of nonexclusive belonging can only be good for community safety and life quality.
A practical model for action research is to engage with and collect the views of
youth within the context of city-wide urban regeneration initiatives and social policy
developments - via a series of ‘community mapping’ exercises. Mental or
conceptual maps provide vivid depictions of environmental cognitions and
perceptions unobtainable by other methods.
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Standard methods of communicating with citizens concerning

the design of the

public realm including: exhibitions of plans and models in town squares and at town
halls, and through the local press and national media with regular releases issued
during construction to inform the community of progress and invite feedback .
Summary examples from European initiatives follow:
In the case of professional planners registered with the Royal Town Planning
Institute in the UK, recent legislation adds new obligations to existing commitments
to public participation, with the issue of 22 best practice guidelines under three
generic headings – Public Involvement Issues, Enablers and Consultation Standards
(RTPI 2007). (Details of many organisations active in community involvement are
available at www.communityplanning.net ).
In practice, architect Ralph Erskine’s social housing redevelopment, the Byker Wall,
completed in the 1970s in Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK is testament to the notion of
places...‘not only designed for a community but as a community’ (Buchanan, 1981).
Tenants had been involved in the original planning and tenant associations persist to
this day, and also community, social and hobby rooms, as well as a variety of
housing types were built in. Tenants could configure their own apartments, externally
as well as internally; but given the consequently complexity of these arrangements,
maintenance management became a problem; and the landscaping has had to be
altered to provide more surveillability potential, issues worthy of consideration in
early phases of participatory design. However, it was later economic decline and
unemployment that saw the development go into decline, and become stigmatized,
with problem people moving in and youth groups marauding around - the sense of
community was gradually been lost (Architectural Review, 1997:213).
In Austria, Café Restaurant MAX is a coffeehouse and restaurant in Vienna which
employs people suffering from mental handicaps – usually an excluded group aiming to stabilise the personality of the participants. With care and assistance they
learn to take over responsibilities and thus acquire work-practice, improve skills and
gain in self-confidence (Café Restaurant MAX, Vienna, 2000, EUKN).
And in Belgium, the City of Liège regularly includes citizen participation to develop its
2003–2010 city projects. In annual assessments drawn up by experts from a
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strategic development committee, inhabitants are consulted to determine decisions
about priority actions to be taken. A participative coordinator works with them to
establish and embellish the district projects (City of Liège Contract, 2005. EUKN).
In New South Wales, the Redfern-Waterloo Partnership Project’s Community
Engagement Strategy aimed to develop meaningful relationships to ensure that all
sectors of the community participated in the development of solutions to address
their concerns. The community engagement involved interviews with some 250 key
stakeholders: residents, of the culturally and linguistically diverse community, older
people and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders, as well as government agencies,
non-government organisations, local businesses and sporting clubs. Responses to a
range of questions related to living, working or visiting the area were sought: what
was liked and disliked about the area, suggestions for making the area a better
place, their understanding of the term “Community Safety” and whether they felt a
sense of belonging in the area. A wide range of ideas emerged, including,
specifically relating to participation: “An awareness in people of the ways in which
they can work together to contribute to their own and each other’s safety and
security”; “Respect for each other to build community” and “Looking at issues as a
community and addressing them as a community”.
Issues raised from such consultations included: built environment aspects such as
street lighting, maintenance, urban design, the negative impression created by roller
shutter doors on shopfronts, and the need to reclaim public spaces; and the need for
a stronger sense of community, more opportunities for interaction with neighbours,
more community-based activities particularly for older people, need for sustainable
improvements to social housing and a general need to provide more opportunities to
bring all sectors of the community together improved recreational opportunities, and
recognition of the “rites of passage” ordeals of young people (Redfern-Waterloo
Community Safety Plan – March 2004).
The Federal government’s recent Nation Building economic stimulus plan allocated
$6.4 billion for social housing initiatives, focused on increasing the supply and
ameliorating the quality of housing stock. The aim being as much to stimulate the
economy through infrastructural employment and building and construction activities
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as to assist community regeneration efforts in a physical manner. Community
participation was not an aim of this plan.
Community Policing is something that forms naturally in sustainable and resilient
communities, those that have a common intent and feel a sufficient sense of
fraternity to care about their environment and other people in it. Again, in residential
areas such sentiments are more likely to arise, especially where people defend and
protect their own property, be it rented or owned. To engender such feelings in and
towards the public realm is far less likely. Consequently, the task of the urban
designer and the civic authorities demands conscious and sustained consideration.
Fundamentally, the criterion is to engender a sense of pride for place: a sense that a
place is worthy of preservation and protection because it is beautiful and makes one
feel good, or historically cherished, or culturally sensitive, or locally or nationally or
even internationally significant and symbolic. The built-in opportunities for such
experiences and emotions are similar to those that engender feelings of safety: good
quality physical environment, well-designed edge buildings complementing animated
urban squares, and contiguous frontages facing directly onto streets that are
prioritized for citizen walkers and greened and shaded, and overlooked, with
prominent landmarks and public art and good sightlines etc. Adding impact to natural
legibility is way-finding signage sensitively integrated, and the semiotics of spaces:
the embedded messages and cues, some prominent and advertising security
camera presence, others subtle and suggestive of appropriate spatial behaviour,
including the nature and quality of street furnishings and facilities and activities
congruent in each place.
Ultimately, it is the attitude of users which draws out or ignores the opportunity
potential inherent in each situation; and community policing, like natural guardianship
and congregation is reliant on both spatial and social phenomena. Both of these can
be promoted by appropriate intervention policies.
In 2005, the UK Home Office set out the government’s strategy for and commitment
to neighbourhood policing. In their report, an overview of what neighbourhood
policing teams would be like in practical terms what it would means for communities
is laid out. (Report | Neighbourhood Policing: your police, your community, our commitment;
Home Office, 2005).
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At a similar period, also in the UK, the National Neighbourhood Watch Association
(active since 1995) - aimed at encouraging local communities and neighbours to
work together to prevent crime, reduce the fear of crime and improve quality of life now set up an active partnership with the police. Their approach is to raise people's
awareness of local crime problems by watch schemes targeted at specific local
safety and security issues. A scheme is led by a volunteer co-ordinator and a
committee meets regularly to plan which problems to tackle and what action to take.
Over 155,000 schemes operate throughout the United Kingdom, covering up to 25%
of all households.
Intensive Management and Empathetic Interaction
These intervention categories relates in particular to social housing domains, but can
be extended to problematic urban public areas, where special attention is required.
An important component of security risk management is post-occupancy
environmental management.
Citizen mediation is the key, social and inter-cultural, in civic societies with special
needs; those that house the disadvantaged, minority, immigrant and marginalized
sectors of the population. Modalities of intervention here require sensitivity and
resilience on behalf of agencies and authorities, in order to promote the resilience of
these prejudiced communities without authoritarian or draconian approaches that
inadvertently drive more wedges between them and civil society, due to resentment
and reactivity. Intensive management implies a firm but soft approach, best
characterised by locally based and locally residing community housing managers
who are integrated into the communities they serve. Tenant involvement via local
community groups is crucial to the success of such enterprises. Yet, such groups
can be subjected to the ideas and attitudes of a dominant personality, particularly
since they contain individuals who are already subjugated and fragile. This is where
the relevance of empathetic interaction at the individual level becomes so important,
given that however ‘community’ is defined, it is made up of individuals.
The special relevance of intensive management and empathetic interaction in
Australian social housing agglomerations has been made evident in the 2004 Ahuri
research referred to previously (Samuels, Judd et al). This research showed clearly
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how of the nine agglomerations studied, those with this kind of psycho-social
mediation and dialogue fared best in the crime reduction stakes. Here, crime
prevention police officers and friendly housing managers promoted an open doors
policy, engaging with individuals and encouraging them to connect in turn, even
intervening in domestic disputes. Pertinent example of this policy in practice include
police organizing fetes and community activities, regularly dropping in for chats, and
manning police beat shop-fronts.
Importantly, Islander elders accompanying CPOs on their regular drive-through
activities (in approachable vans not police cars), chat to youngsters on the streets.
Similar programs exist overseas, for instance: the 'Neighbourhood Moroccan Fathers
Project' developed in 1999 in Amsterdam to improve quality of life and reinforce
social cohesion. The neighbourhood fathers are trusted by young people and can
therefore give them advice which will not be rejected out of hand, and engage them
in dialogue (The Moroccan neighbourhood fathers, 2005, Research Agency B&A,
EUKN). And in the US, community based mentoring by Big Brothers and Big Sisters
(Tierney & Grossman, 1995), is similar in genre to these elder-younger transactions.
One anecdotal experience epitomises the critical relevance of the soft management
approach. One of these areas, a crime hotspot Radburn estate in NSW (coded as
area 2.2), was blacked out due to an electrical fault in the underground cabling which
had been left unrepaired for some time. The researcher was accompanied on his
CPTED walk-through by the local Argyle community housing manager, undertaken in
pitch darkness one night. Out of the gloom, from time to time, appeared large men.
Once they saw who it was, greetings were exchanged and all sense of trepidation on
the part of the researcher was dispelled; he was safer with this one individual in this
theoretically most threatening of situations, than if he had been in an army tank.
Mutual respect is best practice crime prevention. On this particular estate, the
highest crime incidence area of all nine investigated, crime was reducing more than
anywhere else. Here too, virtually no physical interventions had taken place; it
remained theoretically undefensible. But a great range of social interventions had
taken place, not only of the kind emphasised here, which were nonetheless of
special significance.
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Excerpt from Table: of Intervention Strategies by State and Study Area

No program or intervention devised by planners or criminologists will be effective if
the users are apathetic. Particularly important effective engagement with excluded
youth by adopting such a non-judgemental and inclusive approach. In recognition,
The ‘Summer Plus’ programme was recently set up in England. Partnerships were
formed and activities targeted 8-19 year olds most at risk of crime, centred around a
programme of summer activities, with a key worker assigned to each young person
to guide him/her through the programme and into education, training or employment.
Developmental approaches which included an explicit educational component had
more impact on the young people than approaches which were purely diversionary.
By the end of the summer, areas where the programme had run had lower rates of
crime than areas where the programme had not run (Report | Evaluation of Summer
Plus: a cross-departmental approach to preventing youth crime , 2006).

Less empathetic but based on a promoting respect, in the UK in 2003, the AntiSocial Behaviour Act was implemented; introducing new and strengthening existing
powers to tackle nuisance behaviour. It incorporated The Respect Action Plan, a
cross-departmental

Government

strategy,
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focused

on

Housing

Corporation

associations and their partners to help promote a culture of respect (Report |
Promoting Respect, 2007).

In Holland, by way of further example, the Hague's youth policy is aimed at the
prevention of the formation of so-called 'hotspots'. To be able to directly respond to
problems caused by youth and offer them constructive solutions, the municipality
decided that youth workers should be out on the streets more. The Urban Mobile
Youngsters Team has been set up to increase and improve preventive contact with
youngsters who cause inconvenience (Urban Mobile Youngsters Team, 2008).
Mandated
CPTED DA Assessment: S79C of EPA 1979 (NSW)
Local and state governments across Australia are incorporating CPTED principles
into planning legislation and regulation. In NSW, since 2001, the State Government
through Planning NSW prepared crime prevention for the assessment of
development applications guidelines under Section 79C of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment [EPA] Act; whilst other states and territories are
incorporating their own development guidelines into various planning instruments.
This grew from the training program called Safer By Design still being run by the
NSW Police Service to educate Council planners in CPTED principles and practices.
(The State government also encourages crime prevention strategies as good urban
design principles for example through the publication ‘Better Urban Living’, the NSW
Model Code).
Included in section 79C are subsections requiring the consent authority to consider:
the likely impacts of that development, including the environmental impacts on the
natural and built environments, and social and economic impacts on the locality and
the public interest. Crime prevention falls under these subsections of 79C. Councils
have an obligation to ensure that a development provides safety and security to
users and the community. If a development presents a crime risk, these guidelines
can be used to justify: modification of the development to minimise the risk of crime,
or refusal of the development on the grounds that crime risk cannot be appropriately
minimised.
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A formal crime risk assessment is needed for any development that is likely (in the
council’s opinion) to create a risk of crime. Examples would include:
• a new/refurbished shopping centre or transport interchange
• a large scale residential development (more than 20 new dwellings), or
• the development or re-development of a mall or other public place, including the
installation of new street furniture.
Where a large proposal is being developed in stages, the crime risk assessment can
be incorporated into site specific development control or master plans. When
conducting individual crime risk assessments, the consequences and likelihood of
crime are identified and measured using recorded crime statistics, hotspot analyses
and Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) socio-economic data.
The NSW Police Service Safer by Design Evaluation is a crime risk management
instrument based upon Australian Risk Management standard 4360:1999. Use of
this instrument and the Companion to the Safer by Design Evaluation will help
assessors to identify crime risk in proposed developments and in existing
environments.
Councils are required to consider the principles in Part B (Principles for minimising
crime risk) of these guidelines when assessing all developments. How the principles
are applied to each development application will depend on the nature of the
development proposal and the prevailing crime risk in the area. Councils need to be
careful when applying CPTED principles as they interact with each other, as well as
with other basic principles of good urban design. It is easy to apply one CPTED
principle to a development to the detriment of other CPTED or design principles.
That is to say, CPTED principles should not be rigidly applied as one might use a
checklist, but should be used selectively and flexibly to address crime risk within the
context of responsible urban planning and space design.
In general, the advantage of applying these guidelines is reducing the likelihood of
litigation from victims of crime occurring within built environment precincts. In these
matters courts are increasingly likely to review links between the commission of
crime and whether crime prevention measures have

been factored into a

development’s architectural and engineering documentation. For instance, an extract
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from the June 2002 news report from the Australian Institute of Criminology: "The
recent case of WorkCover Authority of NSW v Central Sydney Area Health Service
(cited by Leon Harris, in INsite, August-September, 2003), clearly showed that the
inappropriate design of premises, and the fittings within it, could give rise to a
successful prosecution under OHS legislation. “In passing sentence, Justice Schmidt
said the risk to safety by the presence of breakable glass in the hospital was
foreseeable, and the absence of a designated controlled entry point for staff
responding to a critical incident had placed one of the nurses at grave risk”. The
Health Service was fined $180,000 in this landmark ruling.
Further, with regard to Community Safety in NSW, under the Local Government Act
(1993) local Councils are responsible for managing public land. This means in effect
that Councils have a responsibility for maintaining a sense of safety and security in
relation to the users of public land. The Children Protection and Parental
Responsibility) Act (1997) provides a statutory basis for the development of
community safety or crime prevention plans with local governments taking the lead
agency role. The Act recognises the importance of community safety activities that
draw upon local knowledge and services in adopting a strategic partnership
approach to addressing local community safety issues.
Control of Alcohol Premises and Precincts
Public drunkenness and accompanying violence is an endemic problem in Australia.
In December of 2010, a police operation (reported on the SBS TV news: December
19th) specifically targeted alcohol-fuelled violence and assaults over one weekend,
and in NSW alone around 750 arrests were made.
The South Sydney City Council has drafted a Sydney Late Night Trading Premises
Development Control Plan, 2007. It contains performance criteria and controls for the
location and operation of late night premises. One of the aims of the DCP is to
enhance community safety without compromising the social and cultural benefits that
can arise from late night premises. It includes performance criteria and controls that
relate to such matters as increased security provision, trading hours and outside
trading. Redfern and Regent Streets are specifically identified within this DCP as
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streets where late night premises can contribute to reversing decline and activating
the public domain.
Reiterating: happy hour cheaper drinks and closing-time alerts at pubs encourages
rapid consumption of alcohol and thus the potential for alcohol-fuelled and
disinhibited behaviour by ‘easily provoked inebriates’ (Tilley 2005). In the CBD of
Surfers Paradise, by way of example, competition between the 187 licensed
premises and 22 nightclubs resulted in promotions for and discounting of cheap
drinks and encourages

binge drinking and consequence disorderly and violent

behaviour. A checklist for assessing policies was devised, ranging from staff
behaviour, including handling intoxicated patrons and security practices, to
information to customers, issues of crowding, entertainment typology, availability of
food and transport provision in the areas. From this emerged a code of management
practice accepted by almost all licensees. A substantial drop in violence and disorder
was noted: down 18% initially to 47% and then 79% over a two year period [Jan
1992 to Nov 1993] (Homel et al, 1997).
Similarly, in the UK, The Licensing Act liberalising the opening hours of bars in
England and Wales, came into force at the end of November 2005. Before that time,
the opening hours of premises serving alcohol were set, which supposedly resulted
in binge drinking behaviour and disorder. People would drink as much as they could
before closing time, after which everyone had to leave the establishment at the same
time. Because of the Licensing Act, set licensing hours are now abolished. They
have been replaced by opening hours which are set locally through the condition of
individual licenses. The main aim of the Licensing Act was to reduce the problems of
drinking and disorder related with a standard closing time. People feared that the
legislation would lead to '24-hour drinking' and an increase in associated problems.
Home Office evaluations however show that these fears were unfounded.
Nonetheless, there are no clear signs that the abolition of standard closing time has
significantly reduced problems of crime and disorder. This might have to do with the
fact that the scale of change in licensing hours has been modest; the majority of
pubs have only extended their opening hours very little - 21 minutes. The volume of
incidents of crime and disorder remains unchanged, though there are signs that
crimes

involving

serious

violence

may

have

reduced.

The main conclusion that can be drawn from the evaluation is that licensing regimes
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may be one factor in effecting change to the country's drinking culture - and its
impact on crime - but they do not appear to be the critical factor. They key issue is
how these regimes interact with other factors (Report | The impact of the Licensing Act
2003 on levels of crime and disorder: an evaluation).

It is of course well recognized that retailers in the day-time economy use music to
attract consumers and influence their purchasing behaviour.
Music is used strategically by operators of bars and nightclubs to recruit customers,
retain them and influence their behaviour. In order to get a better idea of the impact
of music and DJs in nightclubs, Forsyth and a team from the Scottish Centre for
Crime and Criminal Justice Research department at the University of Glasgow did
fieldwork in eight local nightlife venues in Glasgow. They found that music strongly
influences nightclubs' clientele type and their behaviours inside, including dancing,
sexual activity and levels of alcohol and drug use.
Within individual venues, music policy was also observed operating as a crowd
control tool, with for example entertainment being used in alcohol marketing, in ‘soft
policing’ and in the temporal management of patrons’ movements (Forsyth, 2009).
Forsyth’s background research is salient (cited below). “When the role of music has
been examined in the Night-time Economy, this has mainly focused to how it affects
groups of listeners’ alcohol consumption rate. For example in the USA, Drews and
colleagues (1992) found that the mere presence of music in bars could increase
consumption. In France, Gueguen and colleagues (2008) found that louder music
similarly increased alcohol consumption, while McElrea & Standing (1992) found that
faster music also increased alcohol consumption rates. In contrast another barroom
study, Bach and Schaefer (1979) also found that the tempo of music in bars affected
consumption rates, however in their research country music with a slower tempo
increased drinking rates. This finding implied that it was the effect that the slower
forms of this genre had on listeners’ mood (ie it made them sad) which increased
alcohol consumption. Research conducted by Caldwell & Hibbert (1999) in
restaurants in Glasgow, Scotland,

also found that slower music tempo could

increase consumption. In their research slower music was found to encourage
patrons to remain in the restaurant for a longer period of time, thus influencing both
food and drink consumption, through increased time spent on the premises rather
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than via a faster drinking rate. In Australia Homel & Tomsen (1993) found that the
presence of music, particularly live bands, could provide distraction from
uncomfortable surroundings. This may explain some of the findings of the above
studies, in that music may over-ride other negative factors, influencing patrons to
remain on premises for a longer time period. Homel & Tomsen also noted that the
quality of musicianship could impact on levels of disorder. This study was conducted
in an era when the DJ was less central to the functioning of licensed premises than
is the case in today’s globalising Night-time Economy. More recent research by
Hadfield (2006) found that DJs could perform similar roles to that of live bands.
Describing DJs as the “phat controllers”, Hadfield noted how these entertainers could
be used instead of security staff to keep patrons in a mood where violence was
unlikely to occur. On the other hand, Hadfield also noted that DJs had to be wary of
local sensitivities, for example avoiding songs which may be linked to local football
teams.
Previous research by the Forsyth in pubs, also conducted in Glasgow, Scotland,
found from both field observations and staff interviews that music was used
strategically by operators to recruit customers, to retain them, and to mould their
behaviour, in short to tempt them to spend more at the bar. The negative
consequences of this strategy were twofold; firstly increased bar sales meant an
increased likelihood of alcohol-related disorder, secondly incidents of violent disorder
were often centred on music, especially dancing (ie in the absence of dance-floors)
and karaoke.
Research on the external environments of pubs and clubs is not yet evident. As
previously mooted, when inebriated patrons spill out into the public realm the
authority and responsibility of the publican and club owner ceases. Now the city
governors are answerable to maintain the peace, but at a serious disadvantage; and
every potential is needed to augment this duty.
The queues in front of clubs late at night require monitoring, and it is here that clear
messages, on TV screens, informing patrons of their responsibilities and liabilities
could be broadcast. This iinformation about the consequences of breaking rules of
conduct helps avoid patrons claiming innocence of rules or invoking denial later.
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The NSW mandated CPTED requirement for projects includes the public realm; and
principles and practices outlined in this framework apply. The intelligence focus here
could be on the mapping of assault hotspots, and observations and audits of
pedestrian flows on hot-routes to and from transit points or hubs. Also: attention to
space syntax, target hardening of vulnerable assets, securing spaces between
buildings and other inopportune open spaces, and ensuring adequate sightlines and
lighting levels in urban squares and thoroughfares, walkways, sidewalks and
laneways. Well-advertised CCTV is a given. Overlook from adjacent and edge
buildings is always beneficial, in theory, although the likelihood that someone will be
awake and surveying the realm in the early hours of the morning is slight. And
locating all-night services in such zones renders them vulnerable to abuse as a
result of the irrational inebriation. Better to have people realize that these areas will
be constantly patrolled and managed, and that they need to take this into
consideration or pay the consequences.
Areas where people might congregate after closing times must mollify potential
conflicting encounters. Secure late night vendors of food, and mobile toilets wheeled
in on weekends, and provision of legible routes to secure late night transport away
from the area, are possible ameliorators of untoward behaviours in the public realm.
Certainly, no drinking in public spaces is to be permitted, at any time of day or night,
and firm intervention by police is necessary. Other measures, such as contacting the
parents of young offenders, and the forfeiture of any alcohol they are carrying, and
fines, are likely to be beneficial too.
Including a thorough appreciation of the salience of

psycho-social ambience to

attitude formation and behavioural acting out in territorial space is a necessary
addition to physical design for best practice. Here, again, the message supersedes
the medium, with special attention given to situational signs at congregation and
congestion points and the private-public spaces nexus built into the place itself.
Design Guidelines & Designing-out-Crime
A wide range of local, national and international design guidelines for crime reduction
and prevention already exists, and can be referred to separately. This framework is
not a guideline as such; and only core principles will be outlined here, for sake of
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completeness. Guidelines includes: the generic CPTED-based ‘Design-out-Crime’,
UK ‘Secured by Design’ , the Scottish ‘Designing Places’, the Dutch ‘Police Labelled
Secured Housing’, in Canada the ‘Toronto Safer City Guidelines’, the UN, European
and USA ‘Safer Cities’, and In Australia - the NSW ‘Safer by Design’ (outlined
earlier), as well as schemes prepared for Queensland (Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) Planning Scheme Policy), Victoria (Community
Safety CPTED, Victoria Police, 2007) and South Australia (Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design: Guidelines for Local Government, 2006 (for the cities of
Norwood, Payneham and St Peters); inter alia.
In Britain, from 1989, the Police – in consultation with other government departments
and the Home Office - adopted a CPTED-based accreditation checklist and
‘designing-out-crime’ strategies, calling their version: Secure by Design in 1994.
The main focus is on house and estate design, new and refurbished, with a
particularly strong focus on access control and surveillability. Crime Prevention
Design Advisors award SBD certificates to developments.
Key design aspects considered include: roads and footpaths, landscaping, street
lighting, dwelling identification, boundaries and fencing, vandal-proofing and
hardware (locks, door and window construction strength), car parking, and
communal and public areas. Surveillability from windows in end of terrace and corner
housing is given particular importance. CCTV may be required, depending on the
situation. ‘Secured by Design has been shown to reduce burglary by over 50 per
cent’ (Colquhoun, 2004: 209). Armitage ( 2000) showed the incidence of recorded
crime was considerably lower for both new build and refurbished SBD housing than
for non-SBD counterparts. The research also found the fear of crime among
residents living in SBD housing was markedly lower.
The UK Department of the Environment also produced a guide: Circular 5/94
‘Planning out Crime’, aimed at planning authorities when determining development
permissions, and working in consultation with Police Architectural Liaison Officers.
Mixed-use development is one principal component of the scheme. The guide was
reviewed in 2003, setting out principles of good practice in creating safe and
sustainable communities, relating to: access and movement, activity, adaptability,
management and maintenance, ownership, physical protection, structure and
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surveillance. Stated therein is the critical notion of avoiding ‘concentrations of people
with life circumstance problems that may increase the likelihood to offend’ (Rouse,
2003). Clearly, community safety and social capital are central components, as well
as the design factors.
Designing Places, published in 2001, sets out the Scottish Executive’s expectations
of the planning system to deliver good quality development. This was prepared in
consultation with the Scottish Forum of Police Architectural Liaison Officers and the
Scottish Executive Community Safety and Antisocial Behaviour Team. Included are
considerations about avoiding creating places that are desolate, given that poorly
designed surroundings can create feelings of hostility, anonymity and alienation and
can have significant social, economic and environmental costs. In general,
Designing Places sets out 6 generic principles for higher design standards:
distinctive, welcoming, safe, pleasant, adaptable, easy to get to and resource
efficient places, to wit. Specifically mentioned are aspects such as: overlook
orientation of buildings and layout for natural surveillance, compatible mixed uses,
re-use of vacant and derelict sites, boundary treatments, lighting, signage, removal
of shutters, CCTV,

slowing down traffic, open pedestrians

routes and secure

parking areas.
The Dutch ‘Police Labelled Secured Housing’ became a national requirement in
Holland in 1996, and based on CPTED it relates to both spatial and social
circumstances and management; and is extended beyond housing to urban
development and public area layout. Again, certificates are issued to compliant
developments: dwellings, buildings and neighbourhoods. The urban planning
standards in particular cover: variety of housing, building height and scale (not more
than 5 storeys high, a la Christopher Alexander), number of dwellings, surveillance
on pedestrian paths and cyclist routes, open space, and community centres preferably located in the centre of residential areas. The national burglary rate
dropped by 66% between 1997 and 2000; and some 90% of people surveyed felt
more safe (Colquhoun, 2004: 217). For many years now the Dutch have encouraged
‘woonerfs’ where shared streets enliven places and provide safety for local
pedestrians who have priority over cars. Such places can now be found in Paris and
London and Toronto, inter alia.
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In Canada, a Toronto Safer City Guidelines is also inclusive of social and spatial
parameters, also taking its cue from CPTED. Here understandings are extended to
user groups, including their ability to escape or find help through wayfinding legibility
labels, day and night spatial activities, infill for land-use intensification, community
meeting spaces and housing for the elderly relating to essential therapeutic services
while housing for large families is related to playground access. To counteract
vandalism the City of Toronto funds murals painted by neighbourhood youths in
vandal-prone places, and residents are encouraged to landscape around their
dwellings, while traffic calmed shared spaces are preferred over dead-end streets.
In the USA, introducing a ‘safer cities’ approach in response to mounting evidence of
the benefits of place-based crime prevention strategies, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) changed its public housing design policy away from
constructing high-rise mega projects that created huge ground-level spaces that
were virtually impossible to manage or police. In 1995, HUD touted defensible space
and CPTED strategies as key components in deterring crime and building
communities, especially in public housing. In reality, federal housing policy has only
indirectly affected local police practices, especially in communities without extensive
public housing projects. And while the use of CPTED strategies has grown as
community-oriented policing has expanded, there have been few studies and little
evidence to help police administrators better understand how CPTED has actually
been implemented—and succeeded—in local agencies (Book & Schneider, 2010).
Notwithstanding, Safer Cities effects in various US cities include records of
reductions in violent crime by 44% to 67% over five years; and other cities with large
reductions include Boston, New York and Portland (Waller, 2005).
The UN HABITAT Safer Cities Programme (2005) and Strategic Plan for Safer
Cities 2008-2013 (2007) intends to contribute to the overarching goal of Sustainable
Urbanization - through urban governance, appropriate urban management, and
planning, in order to reduce and ultimately prevent the incidents and impacts of
urban crime and violence, particularly focused on developing countries and those
with economies in transition The Urban Development Branch of UN-HABITAT
considers its contribution to sustainable urbanization to be an integrated/holistic
approach to urban development encompassing social, environmental and economic
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dimensions. It is based on the understanding that urban insecurity and crime are
complex, multi-layered and multi-dimensional concepts. The concept of urban safety
provides a powerful platform for interaction with stakeholders and partners, both in
the various sectors of urban development and in the crime prevention and law
enforcement field, and represents a strategic entry point for UN-HABITAT into social
development issues.
Decentralization processes and the role of local authorities in security policies –
Experiences have demonstrated that strategic local policies, developed through a
participatory consensus building process, can effectively address the situation.
Participatory governance and sustainable urban development lie at the heart of the
Safer Cities Programme and is at the core of the strategy for reducing urban
insecurities. Community participation in crime prevention and the development of
innovative community initiatives are key elements that foster a sense of solidarity,
community development and provide a more sustainable response to insecurity.
Preventive actions addressing safety issues (e.g. drug addiction, violence against
women and girls, and youth violence) or targeting specific vulnerable groups (e.g.
street-children) are particularly good instruments in developing local policies that
build on and strengthen communities. Simultaneously, the physical planning aspects
identifying CPTED opportunities and situations for criminal behaviour, via safety
audits. Main foci are quality and management of public urban space and the
activities taking place within it: street trading and markets, parking and public
transport, street lights and recreational areas and parks, etc.
The combination of crime prevention innovative physical planning and urban space
management plays a significant role in preventing crime. Acknowledging that crime
in the public space is a major hindrance to proper functioning of urban agglomeration
and jeopardizes the very nature of urban space, the prevention approach seeks to
reclaim public space and offers tools to mediate in conflicts of uses and functions.
With regard to ‘Designing out Crime’ see: E-DOCA - European Designing Out Crime
Association (http://www.e-doca.eu/); the ICA or International CPTED Association;
and the Design Against Crime Research Centre, Central Saint Martin’s College of
Art and Design, University of the Arts London (http://www.designagainstcrime.com/).
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One example from the DACR centre is: the 'In the bag', an online Design Against
Crime resource aimed at designers to help them reduce pick-pocketing, bag theft
and loss of personal products, produced by Lorraine Gamman. It visually animates
statistical and criminological data and combines it with contextual information directly
relevant to design. A guide on the prevention of bag theft will be published in 2010
for police users.
***
To conclude this section, a brief discussion of density and crime is pertinent.
Best practice design has been suggested (here) as the medium-density and
medium-rise resolution…a

balanced

and

middle road between high-rise high-

density and low-rise low-density configurations.
A widely held myth is that high-density land use is necessarily associated with high
crime rate. As a result, officials and many social housing providers (in Western
Sydney, for instance) resist undertaking projects of higher density development in
their jurisdiction.
However, a significant research report by the California Planning Roundtable (no
date) states categorically that ‘Density does not cause crime. Not one study has
shown any relationship between population or housing density and violent crime
rates; and, once residents’ incomes are taken into account, the effect of density on
non-violent crime decreases to non-significance.’ Similarly, Li and Rainwater
(http://proceedings.esri.com/library/userconf/proc00/professional/papers/pap508/p50
8.htm) state: “results of GIS analysis show that high crime rate is not necessarily
linked to high-density development, but more to the low socioeconomic status of the
delinquents’. Other studies have found that population density and housing quality
are not predictors of crime and other social pathologies of poor neighbourhoods
(Wilner, et al. 1962; Burns, 1970; Choldin, 1978). Overcrowding, however, is a social
malaise and contributes to family stress and poor social control in already
disadvantaged and deprived populations, a likely root cause for deviant and
antisocial behaviour (Wirth, 1938; Coleman, 1990; Agnew, 1992, 1999).
On the other hand, more contemporary practitioners and theorists relate medium
density to community sustainability (Colquhoun, 2004). For instance, the UK Urban
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Task Force (1999) (chaired by the architect/urban designer Lord Rogers) advocated
densities of at least 50 dwellings per hectare (20 per acre) to sustain mixed-use
facilities such as public transport, shops, schools etc, all within walking distances of
home. Others consider 80 dwellings per hectare (32 per acre) as a minimum to
sustain transport and make walking places safe, and support local shops (Edwards
with Hyett, 2001).
Hypotheticals
Greening and Cooling Sydney and Western Sydney
Christopher Alexander (1977) in his elaborations of pattern languages maintains that
people need green open space to go to in order to nourish themselves, but less than
3 minutes walk away, otherwise distance overwhelms the need.
In the UK, neighbourhood management partnerships work with service providers
such as the police and the local authority to create cleaner, greener and safer
communities and thus create areas in which people want to live and work;
employing neighbourhood wardens to co-ordinate voluntary activity (Neighbourhood
Renewal Unit, 2005).
A new UK project recently commissioned Ken Pease to validate SBD’s credentials
against the emerging ‘green’ eco-agenda. "We know that Secured by Design is
effective in reducing crime and the fear of crime and that it reduces unnecessary
maintenance and replacement costs that are incurred as a result of criminal attacks.
We want to reinforce this with in-depth research that will also highlight other ways
Secured

by

Design

can

contribute

to

sustainability"

(http://www.securedbydesign.com/news/viewstory.aspx?id=1296&url=http://www.securedby
design.com/editable_pages/SBD_1235469865760.html).

In NSW, Sydney Lord Mayor Clover Moore has initiated a program as part of the
City's commitment to creating a vibrant and green Sydney - as envisaged in
Sustainable Sydney 2030. "Everybody has an ownership of public space and a wellmaintained, vibrant streetscape with plants and trees not only makes the area more
visually appealing but increases community pride in the area, helps reduce C02
emissions and storm-water runoff. To date, sites have been completed at
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Darlinghurst, Green Square, Kings Cross, Newtown, Paddington, Potts Point,
Redfern,

Roseberry,

Surry

Hills,

Ultimo,

Woolloomooloo

and

Zetland

(cleggett@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au).
The ‘Greening Western Sydney’ program is a landscape rehabilitation project
undertaken in the publicly owned open-space areas of Western Sydney. The
program was formed in 1992 as a partnership between the NSW Department of
Planning and Greening Australia.
Since the 1960's the NSW government has acquired over 6000 hectares of land in
Western Sydney to maintain as public open space. This land is situated largely along
three creek lines, Eastern, Ropes and South Creek. A trust is established to manage
the area (known as the Western Sydney Parklands) in perpetuity. A large proportion
of this area is designated as core conservation areas to protect and restore
Cumberland Plain Woodland. Community engagement is a significant component of
the project and volunteers annually contribute the equivalent of $150,000 through
their efforts. A community nursery has a core group of 20-30 volunteers whilst a
range of community and religious group will help out at community planting events
(http://live.greeningaustralia.org.au/vegfutures/pages/page199.asp).

Further to this greening approach, Housing NSW has committed $30 million from
their economic stimulus money for a tree planting program for urban areas, parks
and streetscapes in Sydney generally: the Green Street program.
“Shady trees, adequately watered to get them growing, can transform the sometimes
desolate psychology of a place, lifting the spirits, cooling the brow under the hot
Australian summer sun. 15,000 semi-matured trees will be purchased from state
nurseries and be planted along 150 kilometres of urban and regional arterial roads,
parks and streetscapes in Sydney – with a particular focus on Western Sydney.
They'll be regularly watered by young landscape trainees from BoysTown, giving
them job skills, employment skills and assisting them to attain long-term employment
– and they are contracted to water the trees in the first 12 months, particularly
through the hot summer. Tree species selected include the Chinese Elm, a broad
canopy deciduous shade tree, and although not native they are a more appropriate
urban tree than Eucalypts. However, a whole range of species, evergreen and
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deciduous, will be considered, including Plane trees, and Brush Box - and a mix of
flowering trees as well to provide a bit of visual character at the same time as the
shade.
Bidwill, a Radburn ‘superlot’ housing estate will be the first to benefit from the Green
Street program. The tree planting and maintenance program will be rolled out in
western and central Sydney, northern, southern and western NSW, along streets,
tenant and community gardens, neighbour and common area gardens. Selected
areas include Mount Druitt, Toongabbie, Ambarvale and Rosemeadow, Cranebrook,
Merrylands, Coogee, Lilyfield, Eden, Karabar, Bomaderry, Griffith, Windale,
Tamworth, West Kempsey and Rutherford. It can get six degrees hotter in Western
Sydney than in the Sydney CBD or near the beach area during the day. So, part of
this was about trying to create a more comfortable environment to live in for the most
disadvantaged people in our community, really”
(http://www.abc.net.au/news/video/2010/05/07/2893807.htm; May 2010).

Besides the advantages of having a cooler environment, for the reasons alluded to
above, and as a counter to urban and global warming (cooler cities emitting less
waste heat to the urban air replete as it is with heat absorbing and climate-changing
greenhouse gases), recently researchers have even linked violence and aggression
to global warming (Anderson & DeLisi, 2010).
Moreover, there is also the crucial generic ‘heat-mood’ thesis which needs to be
considered. In other words, when people get hot, or too hot, their tempers flare, they
get angry easily and violence can be the result. ‘Violent crimes increase in the
hottest times of the year and in hotter climates’ (Anderson 1989).
Also, alcohol-fuelled violence rises because the hot weather prompts more people to
go to pubs and drink; and reports of sexual assault are also more common - with
women wearing fewer clothes they can be at more risk of being groped or harassed
by men who have been drinking too much. In the UK, for instance, unaccustomed as
they are to hot weather, the Greater Manchester Police received a 20% increase of
calls over a 30C so-called heat-wave weekend, while the Strathclyde Police had
36% more calls. Also cited is a study in France which looked at incidents of sexual
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attacks on children and showed that when the weather is hot - more children are out
playing and are thus more vulnerable (Hughes, 2010).
Because in hot weather people leave their homes more frequently, and open more
windows, seeking ‘coolth’ in parks or at beaches or in air conditioned shopping malls,
unoccupied houses are also a boon for burglars. ‘Turn up the heat and the
humidity...it doesn’t take much to push people over the edge, quoting Jerry McKean,
Ball State University Criminal Justice and Criminology Professor (WSBT News, Jul 7,
2009). Further, he says: ‘in lower socio-economic areas without air conditioning, the
sensible thing to do is to go outside and catch the breeze. So, lots more folk
congregate in public areas. Also, school is out, so many youngsters are out and
about, including at night’.
‘Temperature is significantly and positively related to violent-crime’ and ‘data
consistently show that violent-crime rates are higher in the South than in other
regions of the United States. Similar patterns appeared in...European studies’
(Anderson, 2001).

Hotter cities are more violent than cooler cities, even

normalisation by accounting for population size and socio-economic status and
geographic location. Similarly, the heat hypothesis stands up when hotter times are
compared with cooler times in the same place, and during hotter days, months,
seasons and years (Anderson et al, 2000). Violent crimes included here are
assaults, rapes, domestic violence as well as spontaneous riots.
In lab studies heat has an impact on affective and cognitive variables; heart rate
increases, and aggressive attitudes and feelings of hostility increase – while feelings
of comfort and arousal decrease (lethargy increases) - as with cognitive
performance; exacerbated in heat stress conditions (Anderson et al, 2000). These
researchers developed their GAAM: General Affective Aggression Model – heat
distorting social interaction processes in a hostile direction.
Even ‘an accidental bump in a hot and crowded bar can lead to the trading of insults
and punches’ (Anderson 2001).
Urban riots have long been associated with hot weather. UK examples include the
May Day Riot in 2000, the Toxteth Riots of July 1981, and in the USA, the Watts Riot
of

August

1965

and

the

Chicago

Race
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Riot

in

July

–

August

1919

(http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/police-feel-the-heat-as-crime-rises-along-withtemperatures-1982952.html.)

Generally, the prevailing view is that cold and inclement weather suppress crime,
while heat and humidity increase it. People get cranky when they are feeling too hot;
this termed the ‘standard heat effect’.
In terms of best practice for crime reduction and life quality enhancement, clearly
keeping people cool in their environments, both internal and in the public realm, is a
win-win resolution, particularly in the Australian climate range

(even Tasmania

during the hot summer months).
Thermal cameras can now pinpoint the precise temperature levels in all elements in
the physical-spatial environment, internal or public, at a range of scales from the very
detailed up to the urban; and could be used to rationally focus attention on the
hottest spots and places, which would allow for the most efficient input and positive
effect. Hot pavements and hot roads filled with hot cars (the embodied heat invisible
to the naked eye) for instance could be targeted, with implications for urban design:
liveability – walkability, health and safety, as well as ecological sustainability. A
recent Sydney study on ‘thermal emissions from the designed environment to the
urban climate’ depicts the generally unknown realization that large swathes of unshaded open grassland in peak sunshine can reach similar temperatures to concrete
and tarred roads (Samuels et al, 2010). In instead of being ‘coolers’, they are now
‘radiators’. There is considerable amounts of such exposed open space in outer
Western Sydney areas like Mt Druitt, as a case in point.
Integrated Therapeutic Services: Social Housing Domains
The social housing allocation policy current in Australia and NSW prioritizes the most
vulnerable people ie: ‘allocates housing on the principle of strongest...need’ (see: the
recent NSW Government’s Plan for Reshaping Public Housing, no date). The
inadvertent consequence of this otherwise rational approach is the aggregation of
disadvantage - and the crime associated with it – with huge impacts on the quality of
life of residents in and around these areas. There seems to be no realistic alternative
to this policy. It thus seems logical that providing the range of necessary therapeutic
services - to assist tenants deal with their multiple disadvantages and disabilities - is
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in the interest of the whole community, the housing provider and society generally. It
is hypothesized here that to attain sustainable communities, inter-agency therapeutic
service clusters could be incorporated into best practice design and management of
social housing areas. A wide range of mental health support services would be
necessary, regardless. Associated with such centres could be services like internet
cafes, and food co-operatives. The rear gardens of the clusters could be converted
into community gardens and orchards, where locals could also find healthy
employment, and the community as a whole could benefit from the provision of good
quality bulk-cost food within walking distance.
A current review of NSW State Government Human Services and NGO provision
‘recognises that the capacity to deliver additional resources to meet community
needs is limited, and...in order to meet the highest needs of the community it may be
necessary to redirect existing resources...[and reshape] the existing services
network (citing the Redfern-Waterloo Community Safety Plan - March 2004). Any
additional tenancy support for disadvantaged populations emergent from this review
will go towards best practice management.
Other programs aimed at social capital and personal development already exist.
The Eisenhower Foundation in the United States focuses especially on building the
capacities of non-profit inner city organizations, in order to enhance the skills,
knowledge, and actions of neighbourhood-based social development strategies.
The Foundation aims to promote grassroots organizations as models of what works
in

improving

the

social

conditions

of

disadvantaged

neighbourhoods

[www.eisenhowerfoundation.org].
In Liège, Belgium, a day nursery has been opened for children of jobseekers, and a
job training scheme set up to prioritise the socio-professional integration of young
people, women and immigrants. To combat exclusion, the City has also formed
partnerships with associations active in emergency assistance, day accommodation
(Day Shelters) and night time accommodation (Night Shelters), food and heath
assistance (Resto du Cœur, Opération Thermos) and help with housing (Public
Social Welfare Centres – emergency housing) (City of Liège Contract, 2005).
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At the same time, neighbourhoods in the city of Ghent are being further developed
by optimizing the number of government services offered in four depressed areas
(Ghent City Contract 2005, EUKN).
In Bristol, UK, a multipurpose building has been constructed in a tower block
residential area, from natural materials, and incorporating artist-led communitydesigned features. It aims to address residents' health needs, whilst inspiring their
creativity and positive sense of place. It incorporates social services, alcohol and
drugs support, alternative health therapies, doctors and dentists, visiting midwives
and a crèche – as well as art facilities. Policy advice emanating from a postoccupancy review suggests: celebrating important community milestones, a
dedicated project manager, and ensuring enough time for planning and co-ordinating
community contributed art work (Communities at Heart, 2007).
9

Effective Evaluation : Methodology

Establishing data and evaluation systems to help manage crime prevention and
allow communities to assess their needs and measure their progress plays an
important role in knowledge-based prevention (Waller, 2005). Design resolutions and
urban configurations similarly need to be specifically evaluated, at whatever scale,
including by surveying users (usually after at least one year but preferably longer
and longitudinally is best – for experience to start to become

formalized and

behaviour routinely expressed). If a crime pattern is seen to change, to reduce theoretically in response to an intervention set of whatever nature, it is only possible
to talk of association and not cause and effect - when suggesting a relationship
between them, given the multitude of external factors weighing on this interaction.
This is an inevitable ecological fallacy built into socio-spatial research; but
association is a potent indicator nonetheless; and leaving all other usual background
influences absolutely to themselves, it can be assumed they become neutral on
average, and thus specific interventions can be said to be linked to measured
outcomes.
This is the approach adopted in the previously mentioned Ahuri 2004 research,
where sets of policies applied to different areas were assessed over a five year
period, in terms of recorded crime reduction. It seems that the socially oriented
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policies were more effective in this regard, some more than others, but more than
the spatial resolutions clearly. If this interpretation allows for the strategic
prioritization of scarce resources, that is sufficient justification for undertaking the
research and evaluation.
In general terms, Cozens and colleagues (2005) reviewed CPTED studies and
concluded

that

‘although

empirical

proof

has

not

been

definitively

demonstrated...there is a growing body of research that supports the assertion that
crime prevention through environmental design is effective in reducing both crime
and fear of crime in the community’. However, because ‘the evidence currently
available is inconclusive and much criticised [it] effectively prevents widespread
intervention and investment by central governments’.

Five years later, Book &

Schneider (2010) claim ‘new evidence supporting CPTED related approaches can
enhance crime prevention resources in local law enforcement and broaden
partnerships with community groups...[from]...a recent survey of 131 police, planner,
and code enforcement respondents from the United States and Canada’.
Evidence Based Metrics
Measurement can take many forms. A substantial literature exists which is not
accessed here; a summary discussion follows.
Crime risk assessment includes analysis of available statistics and local
demographics, land-use and crime ‘hotspot’ mapping and overlays, observations of
temporal patterns, CPTED-type expert walk-throughs, and feedback from citizens
and residents and other stakeholders regarding their experiences, expectations and
evaluations. Victimization and fear mapping are related metrics. Problem-oriented
policing is the strategy focused particularly on problem places and families and the
targeting of individuals based on intelligence, now putting GIS mapping to great use.
Inevitably, there is a distinction between relatively objective and quantitative
measures (eg reports received – not all crimes by any measure; and even
opportunity potential discerned by experts in the designed environment) and
subjective relativism (eg perceptions of safety and interpretation of circumstance and
experience). Nonetheless, triangulation ie perception of issues and problems from at
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least three metric viewpoints helps overcome the inevitable bias built into any one
method.
Spatial Mapping –– Geography of Crime
Epidemiology is utilized in medical studies but is also an appropriate metric to
describe the frequency and distribution of crime, or any other social indicator. It is
even possible to qualitatively ‘map’ social inclusion and exclusion in urban space
through canvassing the views, perceptions, attitudes and values of neighbourhood
groups, for instance.
Spatial-temporal mapping allows these measures to be visually described and can
assist

in

the

collection,

communication

and

understanding

of

complex

multidimensional and layered inter-related physical, socioeconomic and cultural
issues. More specifically, ‘mapping visualisation can help to elaborate and refine
social and regeneration policy implications at all levels of urban decision making and
assist with comparisons between different urban communities and area based
initiatives and interventions’ (Crilly, 2002). Understanding the geography of crime is
an invaluable, empirical and evidence-based best practice method for informing
management policy and strategy. Social indicators such as poverty, household size,
unemployment or any other location-based statistics (in for eg the ABS Census data)
can be mapped in relation to the epidemiology of crime.
Mapping has a history stretching back forty years at least; and today the technique is
of major significance in environmental and eco-logical criminology. The extensive
available literature is not accessed here; but some few studies and concepts are
highlighted.
In his 1969 landmark book, ‘Design With Nature’, Ian McHarg argued ‘the need for
urban planners to develop an environmentally conscious approach to land use, and
provided a new method for evaluating and implementing it: map overlays. By
visually displaying spatial data large amounts of information could be conveyed in a
concise manner’. A map transparency was created for each factor considered
relevant in a given area...and then superimposed upon one another. The darkest
areas on the composite showed the areas with the greatest overall importance
(Corbett, no date).
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These days sophisticated GIS computer programs do much the same thing as
McHarg’s overlays, but more efficiently.
A salient example is provided in Gamman’s citing of bag theft maps, perceived and
actual (http://www.inthebag.org.uk/?page_id=533).

Another particularly pertinent use of spatial mapping is to illustrate the degree of
relationship between crime and density – of either houses or people per area. The
map below refers. Clearly observable is the lack of relationship between high density
and high crime - in the, Texas. Indeed, the opposite appears to be true here.
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http://proceedings.esri.com/library/userconf/proc00/professional/papers/pap508/p508.htm

In the field of crime mapping, early work by the Brantinghams’ (1975) referred to ‘the
spatial patterning of burglary’. And victimisation surveys have been carried out in
many nations, but not mapped, for example the First Australian National Crime
Victim Survey/1975 (Braithwaite & Biles, 1980) and Crime in Australia: as measured
by the Australian component of the International Crime Victims Survey 1989 (Walker,
1991). Non-mapped micro-victimisation surveys have also been conducted, in
London also in the latter half of 1980, for instance, which concentrated on small
areas in inner city boroughs (at the level of streets and estates, in Islington and
Hammersmith/Fulham), and led to an understanding of criminal victimisation by
locality, time and gender (Painter, 1988; 1989a; 1989b).
Situational Experience Mapping (Samuels, 1995a&b), on the other hand, is a
technique that combines fear mapping - previously trailed by researchers such as
Merry, 1981b - with victimisation mapping (see examples of maps, earlier).
An interesting recent example of qualitative spatial indicators -of the perceptions of
urban communities - was undertaken in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK (Madanipour &
Bevan, 1999; Crilly et al, 2007) where different colours represented levels of
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inclusion and exclusion. This was a European Commission project based on the idea
of ‘neighbourhood visioning’ (Carley and Kirk 1998) - a process intended to help
place community qualitative views and aspirations, including those of groups
understood by the municipalities to be ‘excluded’, central to urban planning and
regeneration plans.
In sum: once ‘hot spots’ of crime have been distinguished in any situational setting,
appropriate action can be taken if desired. Mapping is thus a form of action research.
But not all hotspots are the same, by any measure, and each needs to be treated
within its given circumstances. ‘Risky facilities’ (Clarke, 2004) are sometimes
identified as hot spots in an analysis of a city’s crime map, but treating these as
undifferentiated hot spots is to miss an important opportunity for analysis. They might
be indicative of repeat victimization, for instance, or many other opportunity
potentials, and understanding ‘the differences between them helps account for the
differences in risk, which might provide important pointers to preventive action’.
The Table below is a comprehensive summary of a range of types of mapping
techniques, useful when considering best practice evaluation.
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Source; Crilly and colleagues, 2007 - from the Report | Dimensions of Social Exclusion and Urban Change.

Community Safety Audits and Victimisation Surveys
‘A safety audit is a systematic analysis of an area that is conducted prior to
developing local crime prevention action plans. They are used in different countries
throughout the world and serve as an important methodology, advocated by UN
Habitat Safer Cities Programme and the International Centre for the Prevention of
Crime. Safety audits are used to collect and cross-reference both quantitative and
qualitative data gathered by different local partners, and to analyse existing
prevention responses as well as gather information on citizens’ perceptions of safety
and expectations. Different methods can be used in conducting a safety audit such
as, individual interviews with local practitioners, focus groups with citizens, fear of
crime surveys, and data from several other sectors including education, health, and
employment. In addition to mobilising residents, who identify which areas need
attention, exploratory walks involve other actors in identifying safety concerns or
accessibility issues such as public service representatives, and local media.
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Increasingly, women’s safety audits use exploratory walks as an important method to
identify factors which generate insecurity about a specific area, and allow residents
or at risk groups (eg women, youth, elderly) to reclaim that space’ (The International
Compendium of Crime Prevention Practices, 2008).
Exploratory walks have been adopted throughout many regions of world, most
notably in North America (Canada),South America (Rosario, Argentina), Europe
(England, Belgium, Poland), Africa (Da Es Salaam, Tanzania), Asia (India) - and
Australia.
In Sydney, many such safety audits have been and are conducted (at the inner-city
Johanna O’Dea public housing high-rise, currently), and the technique is well
understood, requiring no further elaboration here. One exemplary example will
suffice for the purposes of completeness. In 2002 a series of seven community
safety audits were conducted in the Redfern-Waterloo area. The aim of the safety
audits was to involve relevant stakeholders in identifying issues in the environment
which impact on people’s feelings of safety; and involved representatives from
Council, Redfern Police, the Department of Housing, CityRail, local businesses and
residents. Major issues identified included poor lighting, inappropriate landscaping,
poor maintenance, graffiti, unsafe needle disposal and lack of street signage. Most of
the recommendations from the audit reports have since been implemented.
Safety audits are an important initiative as a research tool, since it is unlikely that
communities will respond to partnership initiatives unless they experience some
tangible physical upgrades in their day to day living and working environments as a
consequence.
Victimisation surveys aim to provide a better understanding of the reality of crime
among those who experience it. They are particularly useful in providing
complementary data on crime (and fear of crime) since they unearth acts unknown to
police, or those that are not reported and thus not statistically recorded.
A crime victimisation survey involves a representative sample of the general public to
measure: who has been a victim of different types of crime, what motivates people to
report to police or not, impact of the crime on the victim and attitudes to prevention
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and criminal justice. Much of the knowledge about the effectiveness of law
enforcement and factors associated with crime victimisation has come from crime
victimisation surveys (Waller 2005).
The first national victimisation surveys were conducted during the 1970s in the
United States and the Netherlands. In the USA, every year since 1972, 80,000
individuals aged twelve and over in 43,000 different households are interviewed for
the National Crime/Victimization Survey. This survey provides the USA with annual
information on trends in crime and on the lack of reporting to police. It further helps
to

identify

current

crime

prevention issues that

need

to

be

addressed

(www.icpsr.umich.edu/NACJD/NCVS/] [www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/). During the 1980s,
victim surveys were conducted in several western countries: United Kingdom,
Canada, France, Switzerland and Spain, and Australia. The British Crime Survey
conducted by the Home office is an excellent example of providing insider data to
help plan interventions and track the success of prevention efforts. More than 60,000
households

have

been

interviewed

every

second

year

since

1982

(www.statistics.gov.uk/ssd/surveys/british_crime_survey.asp).
In 1989, the first international victimisation survey, involving 15 countries, was
conducted. Globally, since then some 40,000 different households ie more than
300,000 people in 78 countries across the world have been surveyed in the
International Crime Victims Survey. The ICVS also allows for cross-national
comparisons, and the examination of international victimization trends over time
(www.unicri.it/icvs/).
Since 1997, a standardised international survey is also conducted regarding violence
against women (International Violence against Women Survey). These are
undertaken in nearly 70 countries; and show that between one-third and two-thirds of
women have been victims of psychological, physical, sexual violence and coercion.
In order to improve women's safety, the International Centre for the Prevention of
Crime has published a compendium of practices and policies of women's safety. It
includes 69 examples from 32 countries and addresses municipal strategies, nongovernment initiatives, national government strategies and policies, tools and
resources (see: International Compendium of Crime Prevention Practices to Inspire
Action Across the World, 2008).
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CPTED walkthroughs by experts complement both safety audits and victim surveys,
again, this methodological triangulation goes to best practice action research.
To conclude conceptual framework for management and design, it remains only to
chronicle a new holistic and eclectic development in the field of crime reduction.
Numerous countries, regions and cities have developed ‘crime observatories’ which integrate research, training, dissemination and exchange of information, and
resource deployment rationalisations...and provide support and intelligence for
decision-making processes. The primary principle of practice is knowledge.
The territory covered by observatories varies. It can be local (Observatorio de la
Seguridad de Madrid, or Observatory of Bogota), regional (Regional Observatory on
Security Policies, Italy), national (l’Observatoire national de la délinquance en
France), or it can be supranational (Observatorio Centroamericano sobre la violencia
(OCAVI). These differences affect the nature of information being collected, as well
how the data is used. When a vast territory is involved, information is used to guide
policies or to compare actions that have already been implemented in different
areas. In addition, observatories’ sphere of activity can be general and concern
safety overall (Crime Observatory in Trinidad and Tobago), or can be theme-based
(Canadian Observatory on School Violence and l’Observatoire français des drogues
et toxicomanies (OFDT) in France). Observatories can differ in relation to their legal
status (public or association), the source and scale of funding, and the size of their
teams. Their analyses are based on a broad information base that goes beyond and
helps to supplement the analysis of traditional police data. Observatories use various
tools to collect and analyse quantitative and qualitative data. According to the
partnership between public, quasi-public and/or private actors (municipal services,
transportation services, social housing landlords, merchants, etc.), observatories will
also have access to data from each of these actors. From a more qualitative point of
view, observatories can also collect and analyse information from fear of crime
surveys, victimisation surveys, as well as self-report surveys and focus groups. In
recent years, crime data analysis has been further refined given the advent of
geographic information systems (GIS) and other software which have facilitated
spatial analyses of crime. It is now possible to capture the distribution of crime in any
given territory, and to track its occurrence, and monitor trends.
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The added-value of observatories is their ability to cross-reference diverse data in
order to obtain the most accurate portrait of problems being examined and how
these problems evolve over time, and might be resolved (Prince et al, ICPC, 2009).
The nearest equivalent in Australia is the Commonwealth Australian Institute of
Criminology (http://www.aic.gov.au).
Notwithstanding,

New

South

Wales

could

benefit

establishment of a crime observatory, and collaboration
Centre for the Prevention of Crime.
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